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Searsport avenue entertain- Mrs. Robert P. Coombs as chairman.
-nday at his cottage at Swan Lake, j
S. A. Parker was toastmaster and when
Hines of Haverhill and Fred Dean
cigars were lighted and the tables cleared he
nee, Mass., who caught 5 salmon
lbs. each. The visitors report a rose and proposed a toast to the women of
time and were so pleased with the
Belfast, without whose assistance the banquet
mgs
they decided to remain over
would have been a failure, and every man rose
Day, and no doubt will make more
to his feet when the toast wras given, as follies.
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Pearson, Saturday
May 25th, ,by Rev. Wm. Vaughan of
jrch. who used the single ring ser.lie was given away by her father,
‘' >rr s.»n, and little Frances Pear; the bride, was ring bearer and
> gowned in white. After tiie cere-
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Rum Raid at Rockland.
Me.. May 24. Following up their
tivities in the enforcement line the
afternoon seized five drayloads of

\nd,
1

red in the shed of Joseph Cohen on
-treet. Mr. Cohen was summoned to
Police Court tomorrow morning.
is said to be the property of the
tiling Works, from which the police
<ic seizures valued at $6,000 in the
past
The manager, Joseph Dondis, immedore out a liquor complaint against E.
•it & Co., another wholesale
bottling
ti, |,ut (he
police were unable to find any
wiling liquor on the premises.
1

The Shoe Situation.
in footwear is restricted on account
jading
rt
advances demanded, and most manubusiness as unsatisfactory for
£«'*** report
More activity has developed this
^w^ason.
local
wholesale trade. Despite the
Coeek
strength in hides, tanners have
f&i,tiriu«d
1
establish the advances asked for
n

week
eo*ther
caused buyers to
a

w

or so

ago,

as

the increase

nam-

withdraw from the marbusiness has fallen off to a considerextent.—Dun's Review, May 25th.
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Camden Woman Suicides.
Me., May 28. Mrs. George D.
a widow
aged about 65, hanged herself
['eopo8t in her chamber with a small rope
^j.
11 er act was supposed to have been
the?
^ult hi health. She leaves three sons
a

daughter.

A* Richardson, who has spent -the
C- K<1, Boston,
arrived home, Sunday, for
m

*

*u»nmer.—Deer Isle Messenger.
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up as he proceeded
alliterations artful aid,” and

his Mights of eloquence soared so high as to
be almost out of sight.
Then, descending to
terra firrna, he dispensed some convincing
facts concerning the prosperity and solidity of

on

i,f,;Rie visitor.

to the

in
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assigned

way to visit
he invoked

the expansive backs
il and speedy circus horses (on the
will be seen in all the gorgeoustulle and seductive smile; the ele! copy their pictured acts of comedy
|
'il one better; the contortionist will
disentangle himself from the knots
u
his responsive body last year; the |
families will turn dizzy somersaults
-•wns will work off their latest comis to the great delight pf the crowds
we all like the clowns.
is
nothing on earth like the circus. It
"
pie’s show par excellence. It is the
American amusement that appeals
"m people.
The expert knows what is
every minute-of the show, but he
have it changed for worlds. The
ventionalism of most of the performwhat makes it so delightful.
merit in a big circus like the Sparks
in the fact that everything in the
'he very best of its kind. There must
y be riding acts, but the riders are the
of their profession. There must be
Kut the acrobatic artists and aerialfathered from the wide world, and are
w tnai
money can procure,
bis superiority in the quality of the
j
whHi-K that makes the
Sparks Shows such

°;r

denying,

a

the

are

Big Holiday.

Sparks World’s Famous
in this city for a matinee
exhibition, and the rare, unique and
:Kings that have been promised on
become a reality.
/ riders who, in diaphanous skirts

a::

self

savage and this
after greeting the
a

welcome, and said of him. "He
good deal like an accordian; you have to
squeeze the wind out of him before you can
stop him.”
Dr. West in welcoming the visitors expressed the appreciation of our citizens that the
Portland Board of Trade had deviated from

June 6th,
hold forth

priuuetting

would be

the address of

is

wrere

LONG TO WAIT.

Planning

man

world a desert.” Then,
guests, Mr. Parker introduced Dr. W. L. West,
secretary of the Belfast Board of Trade, who

served. Mr. and
s
are employed at the Hay ford
h have many friends, who extend
lions.
ninents

"Woman, gentle, patient,

without her

the home of the

our

banking

institutions and

our

thriving local

industries. It was a departure from the usual
stereotyped address of welcome, but evidently
pleased our guests, which was the end all Belfast had in view.

1

The response was by Silas B. Adams, first
vice president of the Portland Board of Trade,

men

and

women

U1>,

best,

name

obituaryT
Limeburner died at his home
Capt.
Northport avenue May 25th after a week’s
illness of pneumonia, following a severe cold

pasi

!
He !

of the

ten

He

was

son

of

He had been

on their Court street
in ill health for the

years wun a severe
born in Brooksville

U1U

Army

at

30

Mrs.

Warren

street,

Hitchcock

seventy-seven years of
age and was born in Belfast. Me. She was the
of
the
late
Gov. William G. Crosby of
daughter
Maine. She came to Boston about fifty years
ago with her husband, who died twenty years
ago, and had been living with her only daughter, Mrs. W. D. Hunt, for the last five years.—
Boston

Transcript.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

Equity Grange met with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Toothaker last Saturday and quite a number
were present.
Union Harvest Gange, Center
will

nhfiprvp

SnhirHav

pvpninir

Montville.
Tunn

children’s night.
Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a
regular meeting May 25th, with a goodly number present. After the regular routine business it was voted to invite State Master Stetson to meet with the grange June 11th, when a
harvest feast will be enjoyed. After practicing the new Harvest March a fine program was
successfully carried out.
The next meeting of Waldo County Pomona
Grange will be held with Seaside Grange in
this city, June 4th, the address of welcome to
be delivered by Mrs. Elijah Ritchie and the
response by Mrs. F. E. Howes. A. D. Hayes
of Seaside Grange will open the question,
“What is the basis of greatness for a man’s
character?” Seaside is preparing an interesting program.
Northern Light Grange of Winterport will
entertain North Waldo Pomona Grange June
12th, when State Master Stetson is expected
to be present. The question under discussion
will be opened by A. L. Blaisdell and will be,
“Is federal aid and
supervision in the construction and mainte nance of roads desirable?” In
addition to the regularly prepared program a
memorial service will be held at that meeting.
The committee to prepare the memorial program is Edna Harquail, Abbie Jewett and Cora
Blaisdell. Senator Obadiah Gardner has been
invited to address the meeting to be held with
Sebasticook grange on Sept. 11th.
Mrs. Littlefield of St. Andrews, N. B., was
the guest of Mrs. Carroll Rumery
during the
past week.—Eastport Sentinel.

several

days last

A. C. Hopkins returned
business trip to Bucksport.

Wednesday

in

was

from

a

re-

Bring along the goodies. Sec'y.

Frank G. Mixer returned last
Monday night
Portland, where for two weeks he had
been under treatment for his
He is imeyes.

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie went to Lewiston Monuay witn ner mother, Mrs. Miranda
Skillings,
who has been her guest for several
months,
and will spend a week there.
Miss Cora S. Morison has received an

addition to the handsome grounds
of Mr. T. B. Dinsmore on Church street is a
bird house, a miniature reproduction of the
residence and painted in the saaie colors. It

from

urovintr.

W. A. Macomber returned last
Tuesday from
was called to attend the
funeral of his cousin. Miss
Ernestine Macomber.

Waterville, where he

applaced on the pole .last Saturday and alpointment to teach in the public schools of
ready has a pair of blue jays as tenants, while Porto
Rico, but will not learn in what town
other birds are looking the premises over apuntil she goes to Porto Rico next
September.
parently with a view to locating.
Hon. Arthur I. Brown came from
Augusta
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
last Saturday to spend
Sunday at his home on
Circle will be with Mrs. C. A.
No. 4
was

Hubbard,
Park street, Monday afternoon, June 3d. The
lesson will be from chapters fourteen, fifteen
and sixteen of the C. L. S. C. book, “20 Years

Tuesday.

Miss Maude E. Barker, who
spent the past
winter in Elonda with friends
and has since
been the guest of relatives in
Boston and
vicinity, arrived home last evening.
Alonzo A. Shute, who
recently graduated
from the Huntsinger Business
College of Hartford, Conn., is spending a few weeks with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute.
Norman Read, traveling salesman for Whitall-Tatum Lo. of New York, was in Belfast for
the week-end, the guest of his
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. T.
Read, Congress street.

Warren ar.d Charles Gardner of Rockland
were in Belfast
Thursday, having motored upto visit their mother, Mrs.
Benjamin P. Gardner, who is quite ill at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Alban B. Wyllie, Church street.

At the meeting of General Knox chapter of
Rose Croix, A. A. S. R„ May 21st, at Masonic
Temple, Rockland, the elaborate and beautiful
work of the two Scottish Rite degrees embraced in the order were conferred on a class of 12
candidates, which included Hodgdon C. Buzzell, Elon B. Gilchrest, Arthur W. Morse, Morris F. Parker, Ralph I. Morse and Morris L.
Slugg, all of Belfast.

George L. McCorrison, employed by Willis
Hamilton, was injured early Wednesday
morning on Franklin street. He was driving

Warren E. Marsh, who has been
confined to
the house for several weeks with an
attack of
the grip, was on the street
for the f.rst time

Miller street.
His son, Arthur F. Brown of
Rumford Falls, and his little daughter Doris
spent several days here the past week.

at Hull-House,” by Jane Addams; topic for
discussion, Social Problems of our own Locality;” roll call, quotations on June.

Mr. and Mrs. Prince M. Bessey left Saturday for Waterville, and from there go to Portsmouth.. N. H.. where they will make their future home, Mr. Bessey having secured a lucrative position in a furniture and
undertaking
establishment.—Gardiner Reporter-Journal.
L. C. Vannah, formerly of
Bangor, for six
the Government service at Panama
the private secretary of Joe Mitchell
Chappie, editor of the National Magazine, was
the guest last Thursday of Rev. D. P. Phelan

Miss Stella Durgin resumed her duties as a
local .operator in the Waldo
telephone office

years in
and now

E.

Monday after a two weeks’ vacation spent in
Beverly, Mass., with her sister, Mrs. N. Loudon
Page.

I

The last of the public recitals given by the
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Randall
Mr. Hamilton's horse in a wagon when the
spent the weekdepartment of oratory, Kent’s Hill, this year,
end at their cott&ge. The
animal became frightened at Mr. Horace Chen- was
Hermitage, at Pitchheard last Thursday evening in Memorial
er’s pond, and had for guests, Miss Hazel
ery's auto truck. McCorrison, realizing that hall. First on the
program was Miss Helen
Barnard, Miss Edna Bedell, Marthon Doak and
the horse had always been afraid of autos,
Gardner Brier of Belfast, who gave a recitaWilliam H. Hall.
jumped from the carriage and in some way tion on Mary, Queen of Scots.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Wood, who came here
caught under the wheels. The horse kept on
Major General Joshua L. Chamberlain, whose
down Main street at a moderate speed.
Mr.
from Skowhegan about a year ago, have renomination for re-appointment as surveyor of
McCorrison was taken to his room in the Spofturned there. Dr. Wood was in practice h<.re
customs for the port of Portland, was sent to
ford house on Spring street and Dr. E. D. Tapas an optometrist, but the climate did not
agree
the
Senate
22nd
President
has
May
j
by
Taft,
with Mrs. Wood, hence the return inland.
ley called. He found no bones broken but the held that office for the
past eight years. His
|
was
bruised
and
shaken
patient
up considerH. L. Woodcock, who spent the winter in
re-appointment was confidently expected.
ably and in a very nervous condition.
Nassau, N. P., will sail from there on the
Hon. Forrest Gocdwin of Skowhegan, Repub- I
steamer leaving June 7th, and will go to the
AFFKEGlATiUN fKOM rOKTLAND.
Dr. Y\
L.
lican candidate for Congress in the third disWest has received ^he following letter from
Chase Pond camps, Bingham, Maine, for the
was
one
of
the
most
trict,
enthusiastic of the
President Charles F. Flagg of the Portland
fishing season. In a personal note Mr. Woodold time rooters at the Colhv,Rnwdnin
at
cock says: “Have had a most
Board of Trade:
enjoyable and
Waterville, May 22nd and swapped reminis- successful
season, but am glad to get away
My dear Dr. W'est: While our Secretary is cences with Assistant Postmaster
Larrabee of
a
bureau
today conducting correspondence
from the continuous heat and thunder showyet
the days when they played together on the
I wish to add a personal note to his efforts to
ers.”
convey some idea of our appreciation for all
Colby team.
I wish not only to thank you and
you did.
Major General Daniel Edgar Sickles of New
Congratulations are extended to Mr. and York, who is to deliver the Memorial address
your President for all you did, but to congratulate you. Eighty men of Portland know that Mrs. Edward
Brassey-Brierley of Yorkton, N. at Togus today, arrived at Togus Tut.-cay
Belfast is one of the livliest places in this
W. T. Canada, on the birth, May 13th, of a
afternoon and Wednesday received many of
State. And we know also that our board must
tug hard to keep up with the State. In this d aughter. Mrs. Brassey-Brierly was formerly his old friends and comrades. Gen. Sickle is
With
Miss Charlotte B. Frost, daughter of Mr. and
way the trips are helpful all round.
87 years old and remarkably active for one of
pleasant memories of an event which has been Mrs Edwin Frost of East Belfast, and the
his years. He is the only major general ft,
the talk of the tour, and with kind regards to
are
also
grandparents
receiving congratula- and i.o doubt many of the veterans will make
yourself and President Frost, Believe me
1

••

Very truly

yours

tions.

Colonial pumps are
costumes for

Mrs. Chappie accompanied her husband, Joe
Mitchell Chappie, the magazine man and lecturer, on his visit to Belfast Thursday. They

Charles F. Fi.agg.
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The Dinsmore Store has just received from the Regal people several styles in
these much wanted city shapes. Among them
and

women

is

specially

a

with
the

a

attractive

same

in

ensure a

Stockings

Gun

Metal Colonial

and they have
Russia and Patent Calf, and quar-

handsome steel

ter sizes

are

sold

buckle,

perfect fit. The Holeproof
only at The Dinsmore Store,

....Carle & Jones

a

announce

reduction

in

wool suits and coats to make room for summer
dresses-Miss Evie Holmes will have a public opening Saturday, June 1st from 9 a. m. to
5 p. m., of her parlors over Shiro’s store, Phoenix Row, where she is prepared to do chiropody, manicuring and facial work. She has the
best of

Brookline, May 24th. all

was

Myra Duffiy spent

in Castine.

Prof. A. Johnson Dodge of Boston
Belfast last Monday on business.

|

Mrs. Caroline Dolloff left last
Friday for
Cambridge, Mass., to visit her daughter, Mrs.
William Havener.

A recent

May 5, 1852, the
the late Capt. Robert and Mary (Walker)
Limeburner. He came to Belfast in his youth
and has since resided here. His early life was
spent on the sea, and the picture of the schooner T. H.
Livingston, which he painted himself on a piece of canvas from the vessel, now
hangs in his home. After leaving the sea he
engaged in painting as long as his health permitted. He was a member for many years of
Phoenix Lodge, F. and A. M. He was quiet,
honest and considerate of others, one of the
best of sons and a devoted and faithful husband. The blow falls heavily upon his widow,
formerly Miss Adella M. Limeburner, who lost
her mother about twro months ago, and she
has the sympathy of all in her sorrow. The
funeral was held at his late home Monday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. David L. Wilson of
the Congregational church officiating.

John Hitchcock, a Boston business man, died
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. D. Hunt,

visit.

town to

siomacn trouble.

second visit to Belfast.
here last season to visit Pearl Brook
Farm and see the experimental tobacco
patch, I
and this time repeated his visit and also in- i
spected the model Chenery farms in Belmont.
He is enthusiastic in ,his admiration of Maine
scenery, and in his belief in the future of our
State.
On the Pacific coast he found that
practically all the captains of the steamers
hailed from the town of Searsport and he met
Maine men everywhere. When he was a lad
in the lumber camps and around the saw mills
of Wisconsin and other Western states, every
other man he met came from “the State of
The many and wonderful stories
Maine.”
these men from Maine had told him had found
a responsive chord in his heart and he said that
Mrs. Emeline P. Bartlett, widow of Jerehis frequent visits to Maine later had more
than fulfilled his expectations. He reviewed miah Bartlett of Monroe, died May 3, 1912, at
the “Big men of Maine,” past and present, the advanced age of 95 years, 11 months and 5
She was the daughter of Nathaniel and
paying glowing tributes to Blaine, Reed, and days.
others who had made tor themselves and their Betsey Brewer Jones Twombly and was born
in Frankfort, Maine, one of a family of
native State a national reputation. He said
that he had found more great men who ad- eight children, all but one of whom lived to a
mitted that they were from the State of Maine, \ good age. Only one sister, Mrs. Annie B.
than from any other State in the Union. “Your Robertson, survives her. No children were
but she was a mother to all who
motto *1 lead,’ is true of the State of Maine, given her,
needed her motherly help. A devoted wife, a
for wherever you go, north, south, east or
wise counseler, a faithful friend, a devoted
west, you will find Maine men in the lead in
Christian from early life, she loved Christ and
and
civic
life.”
He
said
that
Maine
has
public
his cause, and was
at her post when
a great future, but is just beginning to realize
| duty called. She wasalways
always ready to respond
all its wonderful resources and that back of it
to calls for charity, helped in the home and
all it has the people. What Maine has given
foreign mission work, and had a good word
to the nation in her men and her women is
and ready smile for all. Since her widowhood
coming back to her some day, and that day is she had had a home
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
very near at hand. He said that the genius of i
Bartlett, where she received the loving care of
the age is business, no matter whether prothose who today rise up and call her blessed.
fessional or manufacturing, but the genius of
She retained her mental faculties in a wonderbusiness is exploitation. He spoke of Portland
ful degree to the last, when like a tired child
as the gateway to the empire of the State of
she fell asleep in Jesus.
She leaves a loved
Maine, which would soon come into its own
sister, who has shared with her the rooms and
through the efforts of its big spirited men, and comforts of their
widowhood, uniting together
that the glory of the country today is the pubin prayer and
loving service to God and those
lie men. We have thus given briefly what the
who were dear to them. She was buried from
speaker said of Maine and Maine people, but th*
house, May 5th. The funeral service was
he spoke interestingly of many other things,
by Rev. D. Brackett, who spoke from Job 5:26.
the
heroes
of
and his tribute to
the Titanic
Mrs. Maria Bishop Perley, who died in
was received with tremendous applause.
Unity
May 20th, was formerly of Fort Fairfield and a
The toastmaster now called for three cheers
sister of the late Amos and Alfred
Bishop and
for the Portland Board of Trade, for the ladies
Mrs. H. L. Foster of that town. H. L. Foster
and foi the speakers of the evening, and they
of Fort Fairfieid,
accompanied by his daughwere given with a hearty good will, and the
ter, Mrs. P. H. Reed, went to Unity to attend
visitors responded with three equally hearty
the funeral, which was also attended
by Mrs.
cheers and a tiger for Belfast.
Isadore Tilton and Mrs. Newman Doyle of CarAfter the exercises many sought an introibou and Miss Eugenia Bishop of Fort Fairduction to Mr. Chappie, to express their apprefield, nieces of Mrs. Perley.
ciation of his interesting and eloquent address,
and there was a general interchange of comJohn M. Crane, the oldest
ship broker in
pliments and courtesies. Three members of Boston, died May 22nd at his home in East
the Elwell party that visited England and Boston, aged 76 years. He had been in busiScotland in 1901 had a reunion—Mr. Harold ness for himself for the last twelve
years, and
Lee Berry of the A. H. Berry Shoe Co., Port- for twenty five
years was a member of the
land, and Messrs. Chas. F. Swift and Chas. A. firm of John S. Emery & Co. His specialty
Pilsbury of this city—and the writer had the was shipments of ice from Maine ports to
pleasure of meeting Wm. H. Dow, Treasurer New York. He was born in Temple, Me. For
and Business Manager of tht Evening Express- fifty-five
years he resided in East Boston, forAdvertiser, Francis L. Littlefield City Editor ty-three years in the same house.
of the Daily Eastern Argus, and William R.
Mrs. Sarah Frances Hitchcock, widow of
Francis, manager of the Maine Advertising

Miss
week

j

P rank W.

property,

nurse.

Mrs. Annie Weeman is
visiting friends in
Portland.

Rev. and Mrs. Arthur A. Blair went to BanEdward H. Dickey and Miss Jennie Tib1 gor last Tuesday for a short vacation.
betts of Waterville are guests of his
mother,
main the same.
Mrs Blanche Griffin Alexander
of Portland,
Mrs. Lois Dickey.
is spending Memorial
Herbert Smith of the Head of the Tide was j
week at the Griffin farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Colby and Mr. and Mrs.
called to Howard, R. I.f last
Miss Lou se J. Read went to Rockland SaturTuesday on ac- Miller Colby of Sunset have
moved into their
count of an
injury to his son Roy. Young
day afternoon for a visit with Miss Elsie
for
the
summer.
cottages
1
Smith was employed in the State Insane
Bicknell.
AsyMrs. E. S. Bennett of Hubbardston, Mass.,
lum, and was attacked by an insane patient,
Rev. anc Mrs. D. B. Phelan are
has been the guest the past two weeks of her j
guests of
who struck him in the back with a
hoe, pene! their daughter, Mrs. Bowdoin
N. Pendleton, in
sister, Mrs. A. O. Stoddard.
trating to the lung.
Islesboro.
At a special town meeting in Islesboro Calvin
While Mr. and Mrs. Fred Timm were drivMr. David McKr.ight ol
Barre, Vt„ is the
ing to their cottage at Pitcher’s pond last Sun- Kimball was elected third selectman to suc- gue.t of Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Gilmore on
day forenoon, their driving horse, Black Hawk, ! ceed Joseph A. Sprague, deceased.
Charles street.
Miss Anna Louise Peavey of Bangor is the
dropped dead in, the harness. Only a short 1
Mr. Wilmer J. Dorman went
to Portland
time ago Mr. Timm was offered $300 for the guest of Mrs. M. A. Peavey and Miss
Evelyn W ednesday and will return home
in his auto
and
aside
horse,
from its value the family Peavey at their home in East Belfast.
from Brunswick.
were much attached to it.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton of IslesMiss Julia Vaughan of
Citypoint went to
Veterans’ Meeting.
The Waldo County boro were week-end guests of Mrs. PendleWaterviiJe Monday where she has a
position in
Veteran Association will hold their June meet- ton’s parents, Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan.
the Grove street school.
ing with Honesty Grange, i.-orrill, June 6th.
Dr. George Phelan of McGill
University,
Miss Arry L. Wilson will leave this
If stormy, the next fair day. As this meeting
morning
Montreal, arrived last Saturday to spend sev- to
spend several days in Gardiner, :he guest of
will occur soon after the Memorial service we eral weeks with his
parents, Rev. and Mrs. D. her
Miss
sister.
Edith C. Wilson.
shall expect a full meetine. Morrill is a fine B. Phelan.

changed tomorrow, Friday, night.1 Prices

name

contract* d while at work

PERSONAL.

Harold Littlefield left for Taunton, Mass.
Friday to take a special course as a trained

The Colonial is giving vaudeville this week
in addition to the usual high class
pictures.
The same company remains for the
week, but
with three changes in the bill. The bill will be

State of

magazine, which, like himself

—

«uu

very

readers of this

Agency, Portland. We did not happen to meet
Daniel B. Smith, manager of Riverton Park,
who expressed the appreciation of the visitwho is recalled as a steward on the Boston
ors of the royal welcome extended them and
Frank B. Milliken,
boats many years ago.
said that the object of this trip was to get Vice President of the Millixen &
Tomlinson
better acquainted with our neighbors, and with Co., President of the Saco Valley
Canning Co.,
the resources and business opportunities of and ex-President of the Portland Board of
the State. He told of Portland’s industrial Trade must have been gratified at the exhibits
exposition, when there were exhibits of over in the windows of two of the local grocery
160 articles manufactured in Portland
a
stores. The H. L. Whitten Co. exhibited the
revelation to many of the citizens—and of the Superba brand of canned goods and Chas. F.
success which had attended their corn
exSwift com put up in Belfast by the ^aco Valhibition, which had awakened the interest of ley Canning Co. In this cornection we may
farmers all over the State. In closing he said:
say that the visitors, several of them at least,
“Remember, gentlemen, that long after you were attracted by and commended the winare dead and gone Belfast will live, Portland
dow displays they saw on their way from and
uiotc IU lUtUlIC Will
guvu
to their train.
live.”
By invitation of Mr. C. W. Wescott, the
The next speaker was Edwin H. McDonald,
cashier, some of the party visited the banking
president of the Advertising League of Port- rooms of the City National Bank and others
land, who told some apt stories and paid a were escorted about the city and shown the
handsome tribute to the ladies who had prepublic buildings and other points of interest,
pared and served the supper. Speaking of the and then accompanied to the train, which left
benefits of such a trip he said that something at 1 a. m., Friday for Ellsworth.
of interest was learned at every place visitThe affair was managed by the following
ed. In Rockland he was told that, conserva- committees: Committee to sell
tickets, Elon B.
tively estimated, that city furnished fully 50 Gilchrest, Ralph Hayford and S. A. Parker;
cent,
of
the lime used in New York. He committee on speakers, Orlando E. Frost and
per
advocated the forming of advertising leagues
W. L. West; committee on arrangements for
in connection with the local boards of trade.
hall and music, E. S. Pitcher, W. C. Shaw and
President O. E. Frost spoke of the Belfast
Charles R. Coombs; committee on decorating,
Board of Trade, what it had done, what it was
F. L. Whitten and Harry W. Clark, and all are
doing and what it proposed to do, and, address- entitled to credit.
ing the visitors said: “We appreciate the fact
that you have considered Belfast', of such imFollowing is the itinerary of the party. They
portance as to come out of your way to visit
left Portland in a special train at 6.50 a. m.,
us and shake hands.
In behalf of the Belfast
May 23d and made calls at Rockland, Thomasboard of trade we are glad that you are here
and we take pleasure in pointing out to you ton, Waldoboro, Newcastle, Damariscotta,
Bath and Belfast. Friday they saw the indussome important things in this
vicinity and the trial and other
attractions of Ellsworth,
importance of the board of trade as a a facMachias and Calais, leaving Calais
tor in civic, commercial and political life. Cherry field,
for St. John, N. B., where Saturday
The world is growing smaller every day and at midnight
was spent, the party leaving at
night for Portwe need the help of every fellow who is
living
land and arriving there Sunday morning.
only a few miles away.” No State in the
Union, said the speaker, ever led Maine in the
production of men, and boards of trade should
Copies of the following song by George
stand not only for the business growth of a Thornton Edwards of Portland were distributcity and community but also for its moral and ed at the banquet. It can be sung to the air
religious uplift. It is all very well to build of “Maryland, My Maryland,** was sung at the
buildings, but buildings must fall. Build alsc annual meeting of the Maine Club of New
character, character of the young men of the York at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel this month,
city, for it is in their hands that the future oi and is to be sung by the Grand
in Port■*»*-

our

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Lizzie Stearns of Princeton,
Mass., is
the guest of Mrs. Wm. H.
Snow, Congress
street.

The regular meeting of Equity
Grange will
be held next Saturday evening at the home of
Herbert Seekins.

■

mgers of

m

give

on

with all the noted

v

is great, thy fame is long,
Maine, my State of Maine,
stands high among the throng,
State of Maine, my State of Maine,
Thou’st given us men both brave and strong,
To fight for right, or right a wrong;
So let us sound thy praise in song.
State of Maine, my State of Maine !

Thy

Thy

came

heard

we

BELFAST

There will be a food sale at the Arts and
Crafts room on Church street next
Saturday
afternoon.

welcome to each guest,
State of Maine, my State of Maine!

Extending

together.”

day. This is his

as in private conversation later, the visitors
expressed their appreciation of the food and of
the service, and both certainly did credit to
Belfast. The banquet was prepared and served by the ladies of the Baptist church, writh

even-

pastor. Rev. Wm. Vaughan. The
becomingly gowned in a tailor made
may. They were unattended. They

To thee

Joe Mitchell Cnapple, editor of The National
Magazine, was introduced as the closing
speaker, but needed no introduction to the

ance

MAINE.

sons are known from east to west,
State of Maine, my State of Maine,
We hail thee and we call thee blest,
State of Maine, my State of Maine,
Land of the Pine Tree and of rest,

optimistic and full of good cheer and sunshine. Mr. Chappie has been, and continues
to be, a great traveller and is familiar with
practically every nook and corner of this country and of Europe, and has a personal acquaint-

ed clams for the

Gray.

all

OF

Thy

is

One of the visitors ate scallopfirst time, and manifested his
appreciation by partaking of a second—and we
Circle and ladies of Mason’s Mills
1 give a picnic dinner on the chapel .are not sure but a third—helping. The service was equal to the viands. The ladies serv: ms, Thursday, noon, Memorial day,
ing were all in white and were everyhere
n who will gather and work on the
The chapel is now boarded and ready present, ready to anticipate the slightest wish.
When the repast was over the deft manner in
and it is hoped this part will be acwhich the tables were cleared, without the
~ned.
slightest noise or confusion, calls for further
Murray White and Mrs. Josephine
commendation. In the speeches that followed,
-r

pull

STATE

MY

nttmrfr 00

THE NEWS OF

Those who go away from thee,
State of Maine, my State of Maine,
Are like a great fraternity,
State of Maine, my State of Maine,
Bound by bonds of durity;
With pride our bosoms swell to see
Thee grow each day in dignity,
State of Maine, my State of Maine!

keep the young men
Maine at home, to utilize the great resources
of Maine for her sons and daughters, and to do
this it is necessary to make a
"long pull and a
a

chorus of fifty

From north to south, from sea to sea,
State of Maine, my State of Maine,
name shall ever honored be.
State of Maine, my State of Maine;
So guard it from all wrong decree,
Let there be none from blot more free
In this sweet land of liberty,
State of Maine, my State of Maine !

of

strong pull, and

MAINE,

a

Thy

closing

said that all must unite to

jno

and

STATE OF

and of the

banked

was

land on Memorial day with
voices:

wealth, resources and growth of
the good old State of Maine. He said that
they
had found everything on the boom in Knox
county, and believed that to be true of Waldo,
and it would be true of every
county in the
State if we all worked together. In
he

Grow. “Beltast is Booming, GentlePortland is our Beacon.” At intervals
along the balcony front were pennants bearing
the word Belfast. A table laid across the hall
directly in front of the stage was reserved for
the speakers and officers of the two boards.
Other tables were laid lengthwise of the hall,
with covers for 315 and there was not a vacant seat. There was plenty of room between
the tables for the waiters and by this arrangement every one was seated without the least
confusion. The tables were most attractively
laid and bore an abundance of appetizing food
—such an abundance, in fact, that the appetites of twice the number present could have
been satisfied. Before the company took their
seats, Rev. A. A. Blair, pastor of the Universalist church, offered prayer. The menu included cold chicken, sliced ham, salads of various kinds, escalloped clams, rolls, cream pie
and other pies, doughnuts, and coffee. It was
all home cooking, and by experts in that line—
the kind of cooking that appeals most strongly to the average man, and particularly if he
has been through a course of hotel cooking.
Some of the visitors had dined in the Pullman,
but the service broke down and fully half of
t

moving her family to
on Searsport avenue,

went to

th<

men.

Simpson, who has been.very ilj
on
Searsport avenue, is con-

e

a

rejoic-

Lynn, Mass., last
with relatives.

to

went

a

are

weeks' visit

a two

i.n

Mosman

in

with evergreen, with the
the sides and from
the proscenium arch, and in the center a placard which read, “Welcome brother Portlanders; we have a near feeling for you.” Other
placards read,“Belfast wants trolleycars.’’“Belfast wants factories.” “Help us and we will
help you.” “B. A. Booster for Belfast all the
time.” “Watch us Grow, Watch us Grow, No
stage

last

our

hall

Stars and

Olson

Banquet

A

Post Prandial Exercises.
Last Thursday was a rainy day, but fortunately the rain had ceased falling at 7.30 p. m.
when the special train bringing 80 odd members of the Portland Board of Trade arrived
and it held up until after their departure. The
officers and a goodly number of the members
of the Belfast Board of Trade, with many citizens, and accompanied by the Belfast band,
met the visitors at the station and after an Exchange of greetings took up the line of march
for the Opera House, each visitor escorted
by
a member of the local boai d.
The stores all
along the route were illuminated and many of
them had their windows attractively decorated,
while a sign suspended over Main street from
Pythian block to Masonic Temple bore the
word Welcome in electric lights.
There was
also welcome in the air and in the counte-

ning.

u,

the city lies. He told many
interesting facts
about Belfast and its
advantages, resources and
growth, and was listened to with marked attention and evident approval.
Hon. Augustus F. Moulton,
ex-mayor of
Deering, was the next speaker. The late U.
S. Senator Roscoe Conkling waB
accused of
‘■speaking to the galleries;" and, moved no
doubt by the menu of which he had
just partaken and by the presence in the
galleries of a
goodly number of the fair sex, Mr. Moulton’s
opening remarks were aimed in that direction.
As Mr. Moulton is a good
looking mar.—another resemblance to Senator
Conkling -he
must have done considerable
execution. He
raised a great laugh when he said
that the
party had been called the Innocents
Abroad,
but declared they were not very innocent and
were not abroad but very much at
home. He
spoke interestingly of the Portland Board of
Trade, its tours of the State and their object,

The Portland Board of Trad*

Fast Belfast..Not Long to Wait.,
[he Portland Board of Trade..Obituary. The News of the Granges..
The News of Belfast. .Personal. .Secret Societies.

~
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sterilizing apparatus, a hair dryer and
up-to-date implements, and also a

the most

full line of all kinds of hair

work_Hot rolls

every day at 11.30 at Ti.e City Bakery, Hig-i
street, where you will find the famous Curtis
bread, and can have all your wants supplied in the baking line.You can buy
a fine, cosy little farm two miles from the
city for $800. Apply to the West Realty Co.
....See offer of a free bungalow lot on the
banks of the Penobscot river and get in touch
with S. S. French of South Weymouth, Mass.
Piano and household furniture for sale.
Enquire at 9 Allyn street-See statement of
the Belfast Loan & Building association....
Residence of the late A. C. Myrick on North....

nnrt

nvpnnp

for

salp' also

five

ocrao

nf

Lvnl

Very desirable property. Apply on the
premises..See notice of Belfast Savings
bank book No. 7,236 lost.... William H. Quimj by will give $25 reward for evidence to con; vict the party or parties who broke into his
cottage at Pitcher’s pond between the dates of
April 25th-29th.... Free while they last at The
City Drug Store with every purchase of Sweet
Violet Talcum powder at 25 cents a handsome
gilt satin finished powder box containing a
small mirror and puff.... Kitchen girl wanted
at Jellison & Greer’s restaurant_Capable
girl or middle aged woman wanted for general
housework by Mrs. A. M. Ross, Searsport_
Mrs. Maude Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. Almerin
Dickey and family, publish a card of thanks.
Penobscot river salmon, live and boiled
lobsters, mackerel, shad, etc., at the City Fish
land.

....

Market.

—

Finding of the Titanic Committee.
Washington, May 28. Blame for the Titanic disaster is chargeable directly to the failure of the dead Captain Smith to heed repeated warnings of icebergs ahead, but responsibility for unnecessary loss of life must
be shared by Captain Lord of the steamship
California, through his disregard of distress
signals. This is the finding of the Senate committee which investigated the sinking of the
Titanic, as prepared in a comprehensive
speech delivered by William Alden Smith of
Michigan, chairman of the committee.
The Result in New

Jersey.

The returns from New Jersey indicate that
Roosevelt won all of the 28 delegates in the
primary elections, and that bn the Democratic
side Gov. Wilson will have 22 of the 28 dele-

gates.

the

trip

talk

to

over

Togus

that

they

the battles of

may meet hirr, and
their earlier days.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
Friday morning’s train for Machias
Tarratine Tribe of lied Men of this city has
w.iere
Mr. Chappie delivered an address in
received and accepted, an invitation to visit
the evening. Mr. and Mrs. Chappie were
Bangor June 20th, during carnival week there,
guests of Dr. and Mrs. \Y. L West while .in
to assist in the big Pow Wow to be
giva n by
Bel last.

left

on

the

Mrs.Horace l henerv left for Boston
Saturday afternoon’s boat, called there l»y

Mr. and
or.

organizations.

the

death of Mr.
Chenery’s aunt, Sarah
Frances, widow of John Hitchcock of Brookline, Mass. The funeral was held at her late
home with her daughter, Mrs. W. D. Hunt, at
11 a. m., May 27th. at 30 Warren street, Brookline.
The

spring

term of

has closed after

a

the

Liberty High

Mr. and Mrs. George R. Doak, past worthy
patron and matron, Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman,
worthy matron and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie associate matron of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., attended the

school

of the State

very successful term of ten

a

fine

reputation

as

an

Pythias

in-

Memorial Day orator at Bar Harbor wil!
A. Clark, present pastor of Eder
Baptist Church at Salisbury Cove. Mr. Clark

At

Frankfort, March 4, 1887. Aftei
common school education in hie

completed

his

fitting

school

Conference Seminary
and Hampden Academy, where he won honors
For two years he was principal
as an athlete.
courses

at

East Maine

of Milo ..Junction grammar school, after which
he taught in Aroostook county until he took
ud

his

work in the ministry.

Ex-Congressman Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta, Republican candidate for United States
Senator, passed through Belfast Saturday or
| his way to Rockland. Mr. Burleigh was ac! companied by Hon. Byron Boyd, Miss Dorothy
Boyd, A. Day and C. Batchtlder, the latter his
ehaffeur, and the party dined

the Windsor,
several of the

at

In the afternoon he called on
Belfast Republicans and was warmly greeted
by all who had the pleasure of meeting him.
Mr Burleigh has many staunch friends and
supporters in Belfast, who realize that many
good things have come to the city through
his influence while in Congress. The party
proceeded to Rockland late in the afternoon.—Belfast special to Bangor News.

The Brooklyn, N. Y., Daily Eagle, says of
Crosby, formerly Miss Phoebe Pendleton
of Isleboro, now of Brooklyn:
Paccini’s “La Tosca,” by the Aborn forces at
the Academy of Music last evening had a
record house for attendance, every seat being
Mrs.

occupied and

very many having standing room
A reason, doubtless, for the signal sucat the close of the “Tosca” engagement
was the singing of a Brooklyn girl, who has
had very little previous experience on the
stage, but whose beautiful voice carries great
weight in the cast. Earlier in the week Mrs.
Crosby had an equal success in “Boheme” as
Mimi, but last night she had a better opportunity to show her talent and she carried the
house by storm with her dramatic voice and

only.
cess

fine method, especially in her rendition of the
“vissi d’ arte” aria. She showed great promise
also in her acting from the time she appeared
until the curtain dropped on her leap to death.
Many Brooklyn friends were in the audience
and they feel assured that a brilliant future is
in|store for her.

for many yea

s

and has held many of-

a

I. O. O.

completing the

home town he

chaplain

chapter.

special meeting of Canton Pallas, P. M.,
F., last Friday evening W. J. Roberts
and Herbert O. Brier were elected delegates
to the Department Council meeting in Brunswick, and field day, to be held there in June.
John T. Davis, Arthur R. Murch and Orrin J.

Herman

born in

State Chapter in

Mrs. Doak is

fices in the gift of its members. He filled the
office of grand chancellor commander last year.

The

was

of the

Waterville is now the headquarters for the
grand lodge, Knights of Pythias. Edgar J.
Brown, past grand chancellor, who was recently elected grand keeper of records and seals,
has been active in the work for the Knights of

structor.

be

meeting

Portland Wednesday.

weeks. The school for the past year has been
under the principalship of William P. Cushman
of West Pcwnal, who graduated from the
University of Maine in the class of 1911. He
has done most excellent work in Liberty anc
made for himself

members of Abenaki's Tribe of that city
part in the street parade of fraternal

and take

Dickey

were

appointed a
a trip

arrangements for
whprp

1

tVlO

Pontnn

committee to make
to

Temple Heights,

mill

,_..

e

Dickey Memorial Day at his cottage. E. L.
Cook, Orrin J. Dickey and John T. Davis were

appointed a committee to arrange for a me| morial service, with refreshments following,
at the next regular meeting of the Cantor, on
June 12th.
At a meeting of Palestine
Commandery,
14, Knights Templar, Wednesday evening, May
22nd, plans for St. John’s day were discussed,
when Palestine will entertain

the command'

from Bangor and Augusta. The* evening
devoted mostly to drilling. It is expected
that about 500 will take part in the parade on

eries
was

that occasion.

The steamer Boothbay of the
Eastern Steamship Co. has been chartered, and
the guests will be taken for a sail down the
bay, and then to Penobscot Park, in Searsport,
for dinner. After dinner there will be
speak-

ing and sports, and in the evening all will como
back to Belfast, where an entertainment will
be given in the Colonial Theatre for the
Knights.
The Order of Eastern Star made a
gain of
739 members in Maine the past year,
according
to reports at the 20th annual session of the
Grand Chapter, in Portland, May 28th, there
now being 156 active
Chapters with a total
membership of 11,726. Between 300 and 400
delegates were in attendance at the meetings,
which continued through
Wednesday. The
election of officers in the afternoon resulted as
follows: Mary A. Sears of Lewiston, grand
matron; Daniel W. Maxfield of Bangor, grand
patron; Mary B. Price of Richmond, assistant

grand matron; Adelaide E. Meservey of North
Vassalboro, grand conductress; Annette H.
Hooper of Biddeford, grand secretary; Emma
V. Bodge of Augusta, grand treasurer.

Homeward
A

Sojourner

on

Bound.

WOMAN SICK
TWELVE YEARS

the Pacific Coast Returns to

Dear Old Maine.

Many Readers of The JourAfter passing many very pleasant
nal:
and enjoyable months in San Francisco
1 took the steamer for Los Angeles. It
was a trip of about 500 miles on the
broad Pacific, and I enjoyed it very much.
There was some grand ecenery up and
down the coast. We passed out through
the beautiful Golden Gate, past the Coast
Range of mountains, Santa Cruz and the
To

bay

the

of

Monterey

until far out of

sight

Wants Other Women to Know
How She Was Finally
Restored to Health.
Louisiana, Mo.: —“I think a woman
naturally dislikes to make her troubles
known to the public,
but complete restoration toheaith means
so much to me that
I cannot keep from
telling mine for the
sake of other suffer-

of

which has had a very
rapid growth in the past few years and
is a fine looking city with many attrac-

Angeles,

The chief business is in catering

tions.

manufacturing

much

or

ing

There is not

to the eastern tourists.

about twelve years,
and had eleven doctors.
I had dragging down pains,
pains at monthly periods, bilious spells,
and was getting worse all the time. I
would hardly get over one spell when I
would be sick again. No tongue can tell
what I suffered from cramps, and at
times I could hardly walk. The doctors
said I might die at one of those times,
but I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and got better right away.
Your valuable medicine is worth more

It is said to be the best adver-

flourish
tised city in the world. There are 5,000
real estate dealers here, and if they find
any one is from the east and think he has
little money they are after him hot and
heavy and it is hard to resist their pera

suasive voices. It is a fine place for a
person with plenty of money, but I do
not see any inducements here for a poor
You must make due allowance for
man.

the

glowing

women.

“I had been sick

other business

here and they acknowledge that if it was
not for the tourists that come here and
spend their money the city could not

than mountains of

accounts of the real estate

gold

to

suffering

wo-

men.”—Mrs. Bertha Muff, 503 N. 4th

Street, Louisiana, Mo.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Corado better in the east than to come out pound, made from native roots and herbs,
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
here on uncertainties. The farming and
and to-day holds the record of being the
■market gardening is nearly all done by
most successful remedy for female ills we
Chinese, Japanese or Portuguese and a know of, and thousands of
voluntary
common Yankee cannot compete with testimonials on file in
the Pinkham
them.
at
laboratory Lynn, Mass., seem to prove
1 went to Long Beach, about twenty this fact.
Land and every thing else is very
and I think a poor man would

man.

high here,

miles from here, to visit some friends.
Long Beach is a very attractive city of
about 20,000 people, and is said to have

If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opined, read and answered by a

grown faster in the past ten years than
any other town in the United States—
nearly 700 per cent. It has one of the

woman

and held in strict confidence.

finest beaches in the country and some There is not much manufacturing in Calimagnificent hotels, and is a great resort fornia; nearly all the goods used here are
It has a pier nearly half a made in the East. I passed several very
for tourists.
mile long and a pike extending a long enjoyable weeks here visiting friends
distance on the water front with attrac- and taking in the sights.
tions and amusements of all kinds for
April 25th, I started homeward by the
the entertainmentof the tourists. Long Southern Pacific coast line to San FranBeach is a dry town, which is a rare cisco through the beautiful cities of Santa
thing in California. People say a town Barbara and Santa Cruz and for many
cannot thrive without license, but this miles by the side of the Pacific Ocean and
city is a standing example to the con- through the giant redwood trees, which
trary, as it has had a larger growth and were a wonderful sight to behold, toweris a much finer looking city than its ing hundreds of feet in the air. In San
neighbors that have a saloon on every Francisco I spent the day with my son
Thousands come out here to I and took a farewell ride over the city
corner.
Southern California for the climate, or where 1 had spent so many pleasant
their health, and are willing to work for j months. That night I took the Southern
almost nothing for the sake of staying, Pacific train at Oakland for old Maine
once more.
I went on the Shasta Route,
but one cannot live on climate alone.
I went on an excursion on the famous the road of a thousand wonders, crossing
kite-shaped track on the Santa Fe rail- i San Pablo Bay on what is claimed to be
road, 160 miles through Pasadena, San the largest ferry boat in the wot Id; then
Bernardino, Redlands, Riverside, Corona on to Sacramento, the capital, then up
ar.d other towns. No scene twice seen.
through the hills to Shasta Springs, where
the train stopped a short time for the
It certainly is a beautiful trip through
some of the finest scenery in Southern
passengers to get out and get a drink of
California. There are miles and miles of the famous Shasta Spring water, which
orange and lemon groves right by the
side of the track. The trees were laden
with their golden fruit and blossoms at
the same time which

is celebrated and has

j

very large sale
for its medicinal qualities.
It has a very
bitter, sulphurous taste. In some places
a

fairly

filled the air j the water was spouting up into the air
The train goes 1ULJ ACCl.
W Clit
IlllU
LUC
Hll/Ull
one way and returns another.
We stop- tains within a short distance of Mount
ped two hours at Redlands and three at Shasta, which was covered with snow
Riverside, taking automobile rides several feet deep. They say there is
around to see the various attractions.
snow on the mountains the year around,
Riverside is a charming place, the home while
just below in the valley flowers
of millionaires, and a rival of Pasadena as were
blooming and nature was at its
the home of wealth, beauty and flowers.
lovliest. Surely it was a great contrast
We saw acres of flowers in their
many in a short distance. We had a very long
beautiful colors, and passed
through train, nearly half amilelong, and it took
many miles of peach, olive and walnut three engines to pull us
up the moun- !
trees and
vines.
In passing tains. The road winds round and round I
grape
through the beautiful tropical valleys we zig-zagging first this way and that, with
could see the mountain tops only 10 miles
deep chasms with rushing waters below
away, all cold and white with snow. It us and high
over our
with

their

fragrance.

T

V

peaks

towering
j
certainly was a great contrast between heads on the other side. It certainly was
tbe snow-clad hills and the
vala wild and majestic
flowery
sight. We passed
leys a few miles apart. I went on the through several long tunnels. We went
balloon trip 100 miles through ten cities, into one tunnel
directly under the track
eight beaches, twenty-eight miles along- we had gone over several miles back.
side the1 Pacific ocean where the breakers
came

foaming and tumbling

in within

a

few feet of the track for miles. It was
a grand sight.
We stopped awhile at the
National Soldier's Home, also at San

Monica,
Venice,

Redondo, Ocean
they claim

Park

and

The houses and settlements were few
and far between and it appeared to me
as if it must be very lonely for the inhabitants.
We now leave California and strike
into the State

of Oregon, which is a
looking country with snowold Venice. It has canals and
clad peaks and jagged rocks. But there
•.Mid attractions and amusements of ail are some fine fertile
valleys and nice
kinds to catch money. There was a large
looking farms. It looks more productive
crowd of excursionists and we had a jolly and better for
farming than California.
good time.
| There are many fine lakes and rivers in
There are a great many excursions and
Oregon; many more than in California,
beautiful trips to be made from Log An- and there is a
great deal more rainfall,
geles, and there are flowers alongside the so that there is no need of irrigation.
tracks to make it look beautiful and adWe now reach Portland, Oregon, and
which

is

equal to
gondolas

vertise its many attractions.

But if you
few miles into the sand and
desert it is not so beautiful. The people
out

here

a

are

paint

in

very

apt to exaggerate and

gloving

colors the

and leave out the many

bright side
disadvantages.

All Kour Family
will

mountainous

a short stop there.
Portland is a
fine, large, hustling city with a great

make
deal

of

commerce

and

shipping.

Hakes Cooking Easy

many mining camps through Montana
and Idaho, but it is quite thinly populated.
Butte, Montana, the largest city in the

looking city of 50,Occasionally we see a
log house or a dug out in the side of a
hill. We cross the Yellowstone River,
which is rightly named, as it is very yellow and muddy, and enter North Dakota t
is

quite

a

nice

000 inhabitants.

and soon come to the bad lands of Dako-

Glenwoods

Range

are

fully guaranteed by
they

service and satisfaction that

j

ta, which do look bad enough—rough and j
hilly with no sward whatever. We ride i
100 miles through North Dakota and then
strike into South Dakota. They said it
was so cold in the Dakotas the past winter that those who had flocks of sheep
of from ten ’,to fifty thousand lost
fully one-half of them from cold and

Makes Cooking Easy

soon

Belfast

STRUCK BY LIGHTNING.
Sch:

Pendleton Satisfaction Loses the

The Monarch
Vacuum Cleaner

C., May 27,1912. The
Wooden Ball on the Mizzen Truck.
starvation. May 1st was a beautiful, consideration of the bill to provide for
Reports of vessels being struck by
In the morning we the administration of the Panama Canal, lightning on the Atlantic seaboard are
spring-like day.
of very rare occurrence, but such was
were in the State of Minnesota, with fine which was begun in the House of Repthe case of the Belfast three-masted
resentatives
on Thursday, opens a new
schooner Pendleton Satisfaction,
looking farms and nicely painted buildCapt.
ings and a general thrifty up-to-date ap- chapter in the history of an undertaking W. G. Kneeland, which arrived at Portin
land
which
the
19th
has
from
United
States
succeedMay
S.
Wiggins,
C., with
pearance. We soon reached Minneapoa large
cargo of North Carolina kilnlis and St. Paul, fine and beautiful look- ed where all others have failed. For dried
lumber.
It is not very often that an electrical
ing cities. We then came to the great many generations it has been the dream
of far-seeing men to open a new path- storm is of
long duration, but the parMississippi river, the Father of Waters,
and passed alongside of it for a long way between the two oceans by cutting ticular storm through which the Pendleton
Satisfaction passed continued for 36
Endorsed and adopted by the U. S. Navy, The New
It was dotted with islands and the strip of land which connects the conways.
hours, during which time the rain fell in
crossed by several long, high bridges and tinents of North and South America and torrents, with vivid
York
Police Department, The New York and Brooklightning and exlooked very lovely with its sparkling shortening, by weeks, the time ships tremely heavy thunder. Throughout the
Edison
Electric Light Co.’s, the leading Churches,
lyn
electrical storm the wind was blowing
waters. We crossed the Mississippi into must consume to go from the Atlantic
fresh from the southeast, which kicked
Theatres and Public Institutions
La Crosse, Wisconsin, and stopped there to the Pacific. Tragic failure resulted
Schools,
Hospitals,
I
up a rough and choppy sea, and this
for dinner.
It i3 a nice looking farming from the efforts of the French govern- added to the unpleasantness of the situathe
civilized
world.
throughout
country in Wisconsin, with good farm ment to build the Panama Canal. Few tion.
During the heights of the storm an unbuildings, and looked more like home lessons could be learned byjour engineers
bolt struck the mizzen topusually
than any thing I have seen in my travels. and statesmen from studying French mast ofsharp
the vessel, carrying away the
1-3
No Noise,
We reach Milwaukee on Lake Michigan, methods. Unknown difficulties had to wooden ball on top of the truck, after
which
it
be
met
and
down
new
devised
for
meetthe
truck
The
passed
the largest city in Wisconsin, a fine lookthrough
plans
No Vibration
and splintered the topmast head for a
We soon ing them. It was done successfully and distance
ing city of 300,000 people.
of about two feet, but other
1-2
come to Chicago, the metropolis of the the fact that the opening of the canal is than that the schooner
received no damThe Feather
I assured is a tribute to the genius ot age.
west, w'ith its life and bustle.
The Price.
One of the sailors who was at work on
changed cars there, and took the Michi- America. The legislation now being contop ot the deckload handling a line regan Central, which goes through Illinois sidered must be enacted practically with- ceived a shock from the
3
bolt as it passed
and Indiana into Michigan —a good look- out precedent. Great problems must be down from aloft, and he felt the effects
Vacuum
Times the
ing country with farms, cities and vil- solved, with little but reason and insiinct of it for fully five hours after it struck
lages. We now come to Detroit, a city to guide. Intricate and delicate matters the topmast.
The Pendleton Satisfaction sailed from
Cleaner.
of 500,000 people and called by some the of diplomacy as well as grave methods
Wiggins, S. C., on the 9th of this month
of
administration
must
be
decided.
Conhandsomest city in the United States. It
and passed out over the St. Helena bar
/
is the greatest place in the country for gress has entered a new field in detcrmin- on the 11th, and it was on the following
You
You CAN pay more.
Guaranteed
for
10
years.
that the vessel ran into the big elecmanufacturing automobiles. 1 was told inp what, it shall Hppirta fnr tho ronrnla. day
to
trical storm. The vessel was at that
CANNOT
MAY
less.
Bnt
anything
you
get
pay
tion
of
the Panama Canal. The answer
that they are now sending out 300 car
time between Cape Romain and Frying
THE MONARCH. For sale by
it will make is to mark a new epoch in Pan
EQUAL
loads a day.
and
to
the
direction
of
shoal,
owing
We cross under the Detroit river United States history and the history of the wind it was very difficult for Capt.
j
Kneeland
to
keep his vessel off shore,
through a tunnel two miles long into j the world. Men of all nations as well as but he succeeded
in working her off into
citizens
of
this
are
to
country
listening
Windsor, Province of Ontario, Canada, I
deep water for a distance of about 50
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND PRICES.
and we are in King George’s Dominion. hear what determination is reached. The miles outside of the treacherous sandbars
Vm.
It is quite a level, good looking farming regulation of the Panama Canal is one of and reefs which lie in the vicinity of
Cape Hatteras and the Diamond shoals,
country through here, with but little the most important pieces of legislation two of the most dangerous
places on the
wood and that mostly hardwood. The i ever presented to the American Con- Atlantic seaboard and dreaded by all
j
to
gress.
mariners
who
are
look
rather
obliged
pass them
buildings generally
shabby.
on their trips up and down the coast.
The custom house officers looked over j
It will probably seem strange to the I
A curious accident occurred in the Capour Daggage on entering Canada, as did
general public that the name Pendletcn I
itol
that
is
said
to
be
the
first
the United States officials.
recently
We now
Satisfaction was chosen for this schoon- I
come to Niagara
Falls and leave the instance of its kind. The House was er, but that was not her original name.
She was formerly the Myra B. Weaver,
train on the Canadian side to view the : holding a late session and the halls and
arid it will be recalled that during a heavy
It is a grand, thrilling sight ! chambers were brilliantly lighted with
falls.
of wind several years ago the vessel \
gale
the usual electric bulbs.
About five was
never to be effaced from my memory.
shipwrecked on the treacherous ;
Its not too bad, and not too good,
sandbars off Chatham, Mass., and Capt. i
As the water dashed over the falls the j minutes after the hour of adjournment,
A
But I do like to see men dress as they should*
with
his
crew were lost. j
Weaver
the
that
together
furnishes
the
electric
machinery
thrown ^hundreds of feet in !
spray,
After a time the vessel was finally float- \
the air and tinted with all the brilliant i current failed for some reason, and the ed and Pendleton
They can do it if they buy their Furnishing
Bros., who purchased j
colors of the rainbow, was dazzling [ entire Capitol was plunged into absolute her, gave her the present name after j
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Inter!
darkness.
Members
who
and
and
were on their considerable litigation
trouble,
b eyond description.
We soon reached j
the corridors were unable she was thoroughly repaired and refitted
way
through
a
N.
woven or Everwerr), Lamson & Hubbard Hats
and
beautiful
Y.,
Buffalo,
large
im
and placed in the general coasting trade,
ci ty on Lake Erie.
We saw some fine to proceed, and several rather violent
she
successful
since
been
very
having
£
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
collisions occurred. One member was was
farms and towns through New York.
given a new lease of life, and is good
Collars, Yale Union Suits—I am agent for these
We now come to Albany, the Capital being carried from floor to floor in the for many years’ service in the coastwise
trade.— Portland Press.
of the State, a nice looking city. Then ! elevator, and the car stopped when it
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
on through New York and Connecticut, i was half way down, thereby imprisoning
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps fooneVle
with their fine looking farms, cities and ( the unlucky statesman.
Pages, guards,
:
and
clerks were summoned to
villages. We reached Boston, the Hub policemen
DWIGHT P.
Masonic Temp
of the Universe, on Friday morning, I find lights, and the members had to be
the
almost
a
guided through
stygian darkMay 3d, lovely day.
I had been about eight days and nights ness by the smoky, flickering light from
|
en route and had
traveled over 5,000j uncertain torches. It is not known what
We have just got in what we
BELFAST
caused
the
sudden
darkness, but the matmiles.
It was quite a little trip at one
AM)
to be the best line of
believe
|
time, but I ;enjoyed it very much and ter is being investigated.
WEBSTER’S
“And
that
is
not
the
darkness
BURNHAM
made many very pleasant traveling aconly
NEW
On and after October 2, 1911, trainquaintances which helped to pass away that ought to be investigated in this
at Burnham and Waterville wit
Democratic House,” remarked former
the time very agreeably.
INTERNATIONAL, ing
trains for and from Bangor, Water'
“Uncle”
Joe
who
was
Cannon,
I stopped in Boston and surrounding Speaker
land and Boston will run as follows.
DICTIONARY
ever shown in Belfast.
towns a week or two visiting friends, one of the unfortunates that had to be
FROM It FI, FA ST.
WEBSTER
I
MERRIAM
THE
then took the steamer for the good Old rescued.
A.M.
P. 'M.
die- I
The
New
I
unabridged
Only
State of Maine.
Belfast, depart. 7 05
12 1
It includes everything in that line i
in
has
settled
down
tionary
many
years,
Point.
10
Congress
t7
tl2
apparently
City
I have been across the country from
Waldo. 17 20
tl2 30
Contains the pith and essence!
to the conviction that no adjournment
j
—all sizes—and every piece is
coast to coast four times and each time
Brooks.
7 32
12 I
of
an
authoritative
i
library, j Knox
|
can take place earlier than August 1st.
17 44
H2 54
by a different roite; have been through
Covers every field of knowl7 50
Thorndike.
in
Plans for cooling the chambers of the
!
7 58
nearly all the States and about all the Senate and the House
1 (.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
Unity
are therefore beWinnecook.
08
1>
1
|8
single book.
principal cities of the country, and have
made in order to protect as much as
arrive.
8 2'!
Burnham,
i:
ing
The Only Dictionary with the
j
a pretty good idea of them all, but I
Clinton. 8 39
1
from the rigors of the heated
New Divided Page.
Benton. 8 48
]
think, take it all together, the New possible
the statesmen who must remain
11 35
Words.
2700 Pages.
3t
THE
Bangor..
period
AND
SEE
GOODS
400,000
GALL
England Slates, and dear old Maine in
Waterville. 8 54
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
in Washington at a time when ordinarily
Portland.
11 50
4
particular, afford as many attractions in
a
half
million
dollars,
|
would be seeking cool mountain reBoston. 305 pm
beautiful scenery and variety, pleasant they
us tell you about this most
Let
sorts and the national playgrounds by the
j
TO
It FI. FAST
homes, neat buildings, up-to-date apremarkable single volume.
sea.
Great exhaust fans are being inP.M.
A.
pearance and opportunity to make a
D.
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Mitchell & Trussell,

strike into the great State
wiinii win cAiiauai me ncaicu an
living as any of them. I
; comfortable
of Washington, with its many mountains, !
has its advantages and dis- from the chambers, it is said, every
Every
place
sevpn minutes, replacing it by air from
valleys, lakes and rivers. There are
advantages. There are good points and
some thrifty looking farms in the valleys.
the outside that has been conducted
think
that
but
I
drawbacks everywhere,
We reach Tacoma, an enterprising
through vaults stored with tons of ice.
KITCHEN
any one who is comfortably situated is
city of 100,000 inhabitants, and about 20 foolish to break
The plan is supposed to furnish fresh
old
and
associations
up
miles from there is the large city of
start off on uncertainties among strang- cool air to the laboring representatives
and PLUMBING.
Seattle with 250,000. Seattle is a large
and senators of the people. Such measers in the Golden West.
business
and
It
full
of
activity.
city,
So ends my trip to the far Pacific ures are necessary, for the reason that
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
has a great many fine buildings, a large
several thousand miles away—a both the House and Senate chambers are offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adcoast,
I
commerce and a fine water front.
shut
off
outside
rooms
from
! vance; and when payment is made it should be
by
trip filled with variety, excitement, en- entirely
spent several hours there and had a
and pleasure, and always to be any immediate access to the outdoor air. ! stated what prfemium, if any, is desired. It is
joyment
chance to look the city over pretty well.
Surmounted as they are by glass sky- j also necessary to say that none of these publiindelibly impressed on my mind while
Monday, April 29th, we enter into the
on which the sun beats with all its ! cations are mailed with The Journal or from
memory lasts as a bright spot on life’s lights
this office. We have to pay for these publicaotate ui luauu, Having tatven iuc wiicathese rooms would be unbearable
power,
J.
Skinner.
Warren
journey.
tions one year in advance, and they are then
go, Milwaukee and Puget Sound R. R.
if
some
such
means
were
not
resorted
to
Searsmont. Maine, Mav 1912.
sent from their respective offices to our subat Seattle for Chicago. It is a new road,
to make them more comfortable.
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
and
goes
just completed last year,
THE DEMONS OF THE SWAMP
for one year's subscription paid in advance:
Seven Years in State Prison.
through some grand and wild scenery. are mosquitos As they sting they 'put deadly
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
There is a great deal of lumbering and malaria germs in me diooo. men ionow me
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.26
Arthur G. Eaton, until his arrest gen- The Journal and McCall's
Magazine. 2.10
milling in Idaho. It was very wet and icy chills and the fires of fever. The appetite eral
of
Maine
the
in
The
Prudential
Journal and New Idea Magazine......... 2.25
manager
rainy and some of the houses were near- flies and the strength fails; also malaria often Life Insurance
The publications included in our clubbing ofCompany, was sentenced fers
But Elecmay be sent to different addresses.
ly surrounded by water. It is a wild, paves the way for deadly typhoid.
tric Bitters kill and cast out the malaria germs by Judge Joseph E. F. Connolly of PortThe
publishers of the New Idea Magazine
rough looking country.
and land to serve seven years in State Prison.
have advised us of an increase in their subThe buildings are mostly rough, un- from the blood; give you a fine appetite
“After long suffering,” He was indicted for alleged larceny by
ren ew your strength.
scription price and a consequent advance in
painted and shabby through Oregon, wrote Wm. Fretwell, of Lucama, N.C., “three
embezzlement and there was 13 indict- clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
Washington and Idaho. They do not bottles drove all the malaria from my system, ments alleging forgery. He was sen- are now $2.25.
look much like the pretty, painted build- and I've had
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
good health ever since.” Best for tenced on three counts for embezzlement
ings, nice lawns and up-to-date surround- all stomach, liver and kidney ills, 60 cts. at all and the other indictments were placed or sent us this notice: “The subscribers
We

the makers to give the
were intended to give.

_Mitchell $ Trussell,

Washington Whisperings.
Washington,

^tumu
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Straw hats for 1912
At the head in style
A style for every head

FOR SALE BY

D. P. PALMER,
BELFAST.

for sample

pages, full partieulars, etc.

STOVES,

send freeJ
a

start a town out here.

I went around cause—builds you up.

eioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.
x

may

select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by making

set of

Boston. 10 00

A.M.

Portland.
Waterville.
Bangor

will!

we

J

Pocket

Maps
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the special docket.
ings of our homes in Maine and New druggists.
little
settlement
usually
"Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that
England. Every
Impure blood runs you down—makes you an
Burdock had annoyed me a long time. The cure was
has two or three saloons, which seem to easy victim for organic diseases.
be about the first thing necessary to Blood Bitters purifies the blood—cures the permanent.’’—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commie

I

Name this
paper and

WARE

|Lamsori&j

^

^

tilenwood

wild, mountainous country with occasional fertile valleys. There are a great

State,

enjoy the convenience
and comfort of a

^

there this winter and the trains
were blocked up a day or two at a time.
We passed into Montana, which is a

deep

We landed at San Pedro, 20 miles

land.

from Los

this way in order to see a new part of
the country to me, although it is a great
deal farther and takes me two or three
days longer. We passed through a great
many tunnels, under snow-clad peaks,
over vast chasms and precipices and
We passed
alongside rushing rivers.
through 18 tunnels within a few miles
distance, one three mites long. We pass
through a great deal of snow. The conductor said the drifts were thirty feet

Benton

..

Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.
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Unity.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks....
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President & General Mai
Portland, Maine

EASTERN

established

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

in the State of Maine

right man who wants steady work. This
is a special offer and if you are interested in
! it, write at once for full particulars.
I We will establish any good reliable man as
our local agent if he can only devote spare
time to the work.

j

*

MCDONALD,
Vice

A good live man to sell strictly high-grade,
fully guaranteed nursery stock, both fruits and
ornamentals.

2

Waldo.
ill I
ill
City Point.
Belfast, arrive.
11
Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations
H. D. WALDRON, General Passent

Springfield,

|_

1 20
7 15
7 00
7 21
7 30
8 35
18 45
"54
9 02
19 10
9 25
19 35
j9 45
9 50
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;
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THE CHASE NURSERIES.
Established I860,
GENEVA, N JY

Belfast and Boston,
One Way.

$■’>

$6.00 Bound

<

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELT
«t‘J0
—

Real Estate

AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Bose
except Sunday.
For

day.

Bangor

at 7.30

a.

m.

daily,

ex

Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m. daily, e.v
or sold.
Houses for sale or to rent. day.
Bought
a request on an ordinary post card, stating
Leave Rockland at 6.16 a. m. (or
Bargains in farm property. For particulars of steamer from
Boston) daily, except M
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to call on
M. R. KNOWLTON,
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Ma
8w21
City Building, Belfast.
whicn tney are entitled."
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THE NEW PENSION BILL.
The Journal has published
of the

a

summary

pension act recently passed
i bi’ Congress and signed by the President
but many will be glad to have the
full
:

If you have used William Tell Flour it
will be bread that is good as most cake—

V

cake that is a miracle of tender lightness—
pastry that melts in your mouth.

^

Our

own

|

i

special process,

Red Winter Wheat, makes WillIt is also the most economimost loaves

to the sack.

Have it in readiness for
nest

member

Re-

baking.

to order
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argest Stock of Granite

and

Marble Work in the State.
It will be tor your interest
ibis steel before buying.
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to call and
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*1 v RLE ROOMS ON PHENIX ROW,
GRANITE WORKS ON BRIDGE STREET,
BELFAST,
OBITUARY

j

MAINE.
Sleeping

The

Porch

Craze

as

Seen

Mother Goose.
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friends of John Henry Morse, a j
lent of Dixmont, will lie grieved
i.' recent death at his late home in
iP-v.ing a brief illness. The deini 71 years ago in Dixmont, upon
i.m.efctead, situated near North Dix- i
one of a family oi four. Horace,
Frances, and the deceased, sons i
ci
of the late John and Belinda!

v

;vho

Jack and Jill
Sleep out until
Their bed with si.ow all white is.
Jack’s nose
And ears are froze
And Jill has caught bronchitis.

were

...

..

j

i’ennsylvania town, who, together
sister, Mrs. Frances Ross; two
Frank and John Morse of Dixmont;
••s, Mrs. Frank Tasker, Winterport,
'•niter York, Monroe, and
Mrs. B. H.
I
>ixmont, survive. All have the
fa large circle of friends in their
a

■avement. A few years ago the dea his esteemed wife visited relatives
t, the first visit in many years, and
plans to come again this year, which
I not materialize, much to the regret
^appointment of their many friends.

§

I

dide!
Ihe family sleep outside.
The craze struck Dad—
It makes us mad
To have to sleep outside!

Hush-a-by, Baby,

in the

storm,
What does it matter if Baby ain’t warm?
When this fad’s over, we’ll all sleep inside,
And 1 hope of exposure my babe won’t have
out

died!
Little Bo-Peep
Has lost hei sleep.
The rising moon it wakes
And there she lies
With open eyes
Till early sunshine bakes

her,
her.

Move out my cot to the next vacant lot,
For this “Sleep-in-the-Open” fad I have got!
Mitts on my fingers and socks on my toes,
But long before morning I’m perfectly fioze!
There is a man in our town.
And he is Nobody’s Fool.
All summer he slept out of doors,
Until it got quite cool;
But when he found his pillow wet
With snow and hail and rain.
He jumped out of his breezy cot
And slept indoors again!
—Sarah Redington, in Harper's Magazine

for

April.
ACT

ON

LIQUOR QUESTION.

Presbyterians Indorse Legislation to Stop
Shipments into Prohibition States.

Louisville, Ky., May

21.

Though

earnest church member for
ars.
The funeral services were held
ome of Mr. Learned Tuesday afterMr. Johonnett of Hampden ofHe leaves, besides the daughter
d above, a step-daughter, Mrs. James
t Jamaica Plains, Mass., who was
t the time of his death. Mr. Smith's
•v‘ i>- taken to Atkinson
to be buried
ily lot there, it having been his
’•I two years ago, when he moved to
been

an

Cowan of Bucksport died May
at the home of Mrs. C. F. Bigeio street.
She leaves three sisters:
Sheedy of Brownville, Mrs. Eugene
am of
Bucksport and Miss Marion

,J- »e

the

Bucksport; brother, Frank Cowan
> t, and her
mother, Mrs. Margaret
a

■

tion of intoxicating beverages, it indorsed Coi.gressional legislation to prohibit
interstate shipments of liquor into prohibition States.
Still further use of the Bible in the
Christian colleges of the country is urged
in the report of the college board, made
today. Before aid is given Presbyterian
colleges the board requires statements
that the faculty is composed of men who
shall exercise a strong Christian influence.

>

invitation for the assembly
to meet in San Francisco, in May, 1915,
the year of the expotition, was presented by Rev. William Rader of San FranA

standing

cisco.

d

Bucksport. The
ona and brought up

deceased was
in Bucksport.
past ten seasons she had been the
at
Mias Jones’ millinery store in
a iui
was considered most capable in
She was a young woman, but 26
a^e* an(l her sudden death is a great
ll>
n^r many friends. She was a young

|

l

!
v

r

Christian character and
by all who knew her.

admired

* ‘rst Lesson for Senators.

j
,r

May 4. The diverting ignorance of
enator Smith on sea matters is
quaintly
a cartoon
published in today’s Daily
I

.,

he t,t;le is “First Lessons for Sensome lessons:
indlass is not kept for winding up
; g watch.
.r 'v°uld not be possible to construct a

au,J.

v

1

u;

,ih« following are
w

the ship’s log.
vJJl'd
°cean currents do

'lose0' l}*

not grow

on sea-

banks of Newfoundland do not
afternoon.
a 8^'P *8 not found by
ln« the anchor.”

“N0
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was

-ved

■

j

^turday

One

Dog

Fit

for

Heaven.

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Was greatly
interested in the heart-warming, true
story of the loyal little dog that Eleanor
Atkinson has just written in "Greyfriars

Bobby.”

charged therefrom, shall, upon making
like proof of such service, be entitled t c
receive a pension of thirty dollars per
month.
All of the aforesaid pensions shall
commence from the date of filing of the
applications in the Bureau of Pensions
after the passage and approval of this
Act:
Provided, That pensioners who
are sixty-two years of age or over, and
who are now receiving pensions under
existing laws, or whose claims are pending in the Bureau of Pensions, may, by
application to the Commissioner of Pensions, in such form as he may prescribe,
ri.e.iU'.i

tVi.r

Uon/rfitc'

tViic

A

/it

other law at the same time or for the
period that he is receiving a pension under the provisions of this Act:
Provided further, That no person who is
now receiving or shall hereafter receive
a greater pension, under any other general or special law, than he would be entitled to receive under the provisions
herein shall be pensionable under this
Act.
SEC. 2. That rank in the service shall
not be considered in applications filed
hereunder.
Sec. 3.
That no pension attorney,
claim agent, or other person shall be entitled to receive any compensation for
services rendered in presenting any
claim to the Bureau of Pensions, or securing any pension, under this Act, except in applications for original pension
by persons who have not heretofore received a pension.
Sec. 4. That the benefits of this Act
shall include any person who served
during the late Civil War, or in the War
with Mexico, and who is now or may
hereafter become entitled to pension
under the Acts of June twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred and ninety, February
fifteen, eighteen hundred and ninety-five,
and the joint resolutions of July first,
nineteen hundred and two, and June
twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and six,
or the Acts of January
twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and eighty seven,
March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and February seventeenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-seven.
Sec. 5. That it shall be the duty of
the Commissioner of Pensions, as each
application for pension under this Act
is adjudicated, to cause to be kept a record Bhowing the name and length of service or eacn claimant, the monthly rate
of payment eranted to or received by
him, and the county and State of his
residence; and shall at the end of the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and fourteen tabulate the record so obtained by
States and counties, and shall furnish
certified copies thereof upon demand and
the payment of such fee therefor as is
provided by law for certified copies of
records in the executive departments.
Approved, May 11. 1912.
same

General Assembly of the Presbyterian
aw Smith died May 13th in
Winterport church in the United States did not act
me of his daughter,Mrs. Frank Learnon a
recommendation of one man who
had been very sick for a number of desired the assembly to memoralize the
during which time he was tenderly cared Federal Government to prohibit the
is daughter.
His age was 84 years.
manufacture, importation and distribu-

*

in

Mexico.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United
States

ai Eifuctd Wmn,
ll SMuss
of the days of sickness and

Many

misery, too often accompanied by loss
of pay, may easily be charged, to neglect or indiscretion on the part of the

individual. Just a little more care in
the matter of diet and attention to regularity of habits will change such days
into happy and profitable ones. Give
heed to Nature’s first warnings of approaching trouble, keep your stomach
and digestion right and your bowels
regular,—then everything will look
cheerful and your day’s work will be
easier.
On the first appearance of acid stomach, nausea, headache or constipation,
take one or two teaspoonfuls of L. F.
Atwood’s Medicine, and the functions
will resume their normal activity, you
will avoid the expense of sickness, and
Get a bottle toearn your usual pay.
day from your dealer or write us to
mail a free sample. The “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine,

BURLEIGH "KNOWS

THE

BELFAST,

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps said,

“The terrier to whom a monument is
erected because he slept on hiB master’s
grave every night, in all weathers, for
twelve years, surpassed most mourners
of the master’s race in loyalty and grief.
The dog deserved another life and I have
no personal difficulty in
supposing he
may have it, if any of us do.” This was
written for a book called “In After
Days,” published two years ago, and

PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

Arnold Dodge of Troy
caller in town Monday.

was

a

business

Isaiah Crowell of Monroe, formerly of
was a business caller here

this town,

Wednesday.
Rev..M. J. Keeley

ducted

Chur h

of Waterville con-

services at St. Agnes Catholic
Detroit avenue Sunday.

on

H. M. Fernald of Troy

in town
He was accompanied home
was

Saturday.
by his daughter, Miss Gladys Fernald.
Mrs. R. H. Berry and little son Rich-

ard have gone to Montville for a few
weeks’ visit with Mr. Berry’s father.

Mrs. Susie Huff and little son, Philip
Edwin, are passing a week with Mrs.
Huff’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Stevens, at their farm in Burnham.
C. E. Frost of Belfast was in town
Monday night and Tuesday. While in
town Mr. Frost was the guest of his
strangely enough Elizabeth Stuart Phelps parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Q. Frost, on
has herself written a story of canine Pleasant street.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
loyalty in “Jonathan and David,” the
last book of hers to be published.

Baby won’t suffer five minutes with croup if
you apply Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil at once. .It
acts like magic.]

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Thursday, June

nnji

——im

ihmm—w

ROPES.’

[Bangor Daily News.]
in the halls of national
legislatioh counts, the slow climbing of
the ladder, which leads to renown—if the
If

experience

way from the very foot of
the stairway to near the top, if these
for anything, here in
count
qualities
Maine—then the progressive career of
Edwin C. Burleigh in the national House
should entitle him to whatever is best
within the bestowal of Maine voters. He
has been an unquestioned Republican
He was feu upon the
from his boyhood.
doctrines of Charles Sumner, Hannibal
Abraham
and
Hamlin
Lincoln. He was

rung-bv-rung

never

a

uniter from the convention

nomi-

nation. The party, was always far better to him than any man within the party
lines. Like LaFollette of Wisconsin, he
never betrayed or tried to betray the interest of any party nominee.
He has
often joined in disputes and wrangles
within the party lines, but he has never
dreamed of getting outside of the party
lines. Like Generals Young, Greely and
many other privates within the ranks, he
has risen higher and higher, until now,
when he is about to receive the very best
which Maine has to bestow.
Many other most excellent Maine men
have made a seat in the United States
Senate merely incidental to rounding out
of a career.
Mr. Johnson of Waterville
leaped to the Senate from a large and
lucrative law practice. Mr. Gardner of
Rockland gained the Senate by.the grace
of appointment from a Democratic Governor, who was shrewd enough to see
that a leading Granger-Democrat would
serve the double purpose of conciliating
the fairner vote and slapping the prohibitionists squarely across the face. And
for the sake of securing the senatorial
plum, Mr. Gardner consented to betray
the often-repeated Maine-Granger vote,
and sentiment, in favor of a rigid enforcement of the Maine prohibitory law.
As Mr. Burleigh will come before the
Maine legislature to oppose Mr. Gardner’s claim for continuing in the United
States Senate, all Maine Grangers, Prohibitionists, most Maine soldiers and all
Maine voters, who believe in loyalty to
any principle, must support Mr. Burleigh as against Mr. Gardner.
If the United States senators were
elected by popular vote, and the question of preference were placed before
the constituency of Maine—the men of
all parties and all creeds—if the Lincoln
‘‘plain common people” had the decision,
then Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta,
Maine, would win to the high place by a

jKvJjTjTTETJTl

wonderfully large majority.

Let us make no mistake as to whom
the voters of Maine prefer to represent

*i_:

His

it„:.

name

is

cv»...

a...

o_x

Burleigh —Edwin C.

Bur-

clo«*?£

nothing herein contained shall prevent leigh.
any pensioner or person entitled to a
from prosecuting his claim and
ESCAPES AN AWFUL FATE.
by pension a
receiving pension under any other genA thousand tongues could not express the
eral or special Act: Provided, That no
gratitude of Mrs J. E. Cox, of Joliet, 111., for
person shall receive a pension under any her wonderful deliverance from an awful fate.

Shivery divery

J

among the pioneer
•;c t.iwn and whose
influence for !
in- I
.ci. ?.i shape the destiny of the
the town. John Morse early im>i'irit of thrift and enterprise
•a
the Morse family and some!
sought a larger field than his I
•iis business and financial opera- ;
g to Colorado, where lie had be- J
successful in his enterprises,
a is death being a large holder of
Brownfield and Golden City,
Ail iiis business dealings with his
•ere conducted with honor and inn the basis of square treatment to
-f trickery or chicanery, his word
d as his bond. In his social relaa very agreeable and pleasing I
ever careful to avoid hurting the
anyone, with a kind word to the
.mi afflicted,many times going a long
tie usual traveled course to relieve
•jf the suffermg and needy ones.
<1 was twice married, his first wife
in Coleman of Newport, Me., after
'.a he married Mary J. Hall, a resie,

listed men, soldiers, and officers who served
the Civil War and the War with

.fhf,,Umteld

iam Tell the ideal flour.

nr

text, for a copy of which we are indebted
to Senator Gardner.
An Act Granting pensions to
certain en-

of America in Congress
assembled,
that any person who served
ninety davs
or more in the
military or naval service
States during the late
Civil War, who has been
honorably disi charged therefrom, and who has reached
the
of
age
sixty-two years or over, shall
|
upon making proof of such facts according to such rules and regulations as
the Secretary of the Interior
may provide, be placed upon the pension roll and
be entitled to receive a pension as follows : In case such person has reached
the age ot sixty-two years and served
ninety days, tnirteen dollars per monthsix months, thirteen dollars and
fifty
cents per month; one year, fourteen
dollars per month; one and a half
years,
fourteen dollars and fifty cents
per
month; two years, fifteen dollars per
two
and
a
month;
half years, fifteen
dollars and fifty cents per
month; three
vears or over, sixteen rtnllurc Han
In case such person has reached the
age
of sixty-six years and served
ninety
i days,
tifteen dollars per month; six
months, tifteen dollars and fifty cents
per month; one year, sixteen dollars
one
and a half years,
pier month;
sixteen dollars
and
fifty cents per
month; two years, seventeen dollars
per month; two and a half years,
eighteen dollars per month; three years
or over, nineteen dollars per month.
In
case such person has reached the
age of
and
seventy years
served ninety days,
eighteen dollars per month; six months,
nineteen dollars per month; one year,
twenty dollars per month; one and a half
years, twenty-one dollars and fifty cents
per month; two years, twenty-dhree dollars per month; two and a half years,
twenty-four dollars per month; three
years or over, twenty-five dollars per
month. In case such person has reached
the age of seventy-five years and served
ninety days, twenty-one dollars pelmonth; six months, twenty-two dollars
and fifty cents per month; one year,
twenty-four dollars per month; one and
a half years, twenty-seven dollars
per
month; two years or over, thirty dollars
month.
That
who
served
per
any person
in the military or naval service of the
United States during the Civil War and
received an honorable discharge, and
who was wounded in battle or in line of
duty and is now unfit for manual labor
by reason thereof, or who from disease
or other causes incurred in line of duty
resulting in his disability is now unable
to perform manual labor, shall be paid
the maximum pension under this Act, to
wit, thirty dollars pier month, without
regard to length of service or age.
That any person who has served sixty
days or more in the military or naval service of tne United States in the War
with Mexico and has been honorably dis-

latest improved machinery, perfect organization, selected Ohio

cal—makes the

new

~

MONEY LOOT

“Typhoid pneumonia

had left me with a dreadful cough,” she writes. “Sometimes 1 had such
awfui coughing spells I thought 1 would die. I
could get no help from doctor’s treatment or
other medicines till I used Dr. King’s New
Discovery. But 1 owe my life to this wonderful remedy for I scarcely cough at all now.”
Quick and safe, its the most reliable of all
throat and lung medicines. Every bottle guaranteed. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free at
all druggists.

MAINE

ROADS

PAY

THE REVEEY OF THE SAWMILL.

H. C. Hoffses

whirring

disk of metal, and it glittered and
it sang
As it ate its meal of sawdust, with a buzz and
A

ring and c'ang;
rolled the logs upon it, and it seemed
to laugh with glee
As it bit them and it tore them, with a savage
How

CLEANING.
j

they

That

melody
kept ringing, ringing, ringing,

As it

ate one

so

S7LA3J PRESSING
and

1

exult-

antly and clear
meal of forest and beheld another ]

Ai 52 High Street.

near.

DIVIDENDS.

REPAIRING.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

Tel. 216-13

ltitf

And my thoughts went back to boyhood, when [
the old bucksaw repined
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Ten Companies Report $127,150 More
As it slowly ate iis luncheon with the help of ;
it WHEREAS, Rachel l\ Cushman of Rurnrind.
bacon
Last Year Than Previous 12 Months.
* *
ham, in the Coun v of Waldo ami State
An increase of $127,150 in dividends, Ah, how well do I remember the old sawbuck, \ if Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
and
seamed
scarred.
wenty iirst day of September, A. 1 >. 1908, and
paid by 10 of Maine’s 1(5 steam railroads Where it stood beside
the woodpile, at the far I ■econied in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book
over the previous year, is shown by the
end of the yard;
!89,
I'age 450, conveyed to John \V. Mm.son,
53d annual report of the State board of How, with
heavy heart and hopeless, I would j rustee. a certain lot or parcel f land, together
railroad commissioners. The dividends
lift a log ami then
vitii buildings thereon, situated in Burnham,
amounted to $2,887,478 for the year Put my knee upon to hold it and hunt bacon i ti said County of Waldo, and hounded and derind
in
rate'from
1
1-6
to
8
again;
varying
per cent.
j cribed as follows, to wit: On the north by land
The other six companies paid no divi- How the old bucksaw was rusted where 1 left j • f Everett Davis; on the east by land of Oliver
it in the rain!
daloon; on the south by land of Martin Parks
dends.
How it doubled where it struck the bark and j m the west by laud of Isaac Dunton, and conThe amount of capital stock of the 10
seemed to cry with pain
fining sixty live and two-thirds acres; and
dividend paying roads was $61,631,240 on When it found a knot and sought to eat its
vhereas, the said John W. Munson, trustee,
which the average rate was $4.68 perway through it, and wind
hereafterwards, to wit: in the twenty-third
cent. The gross assets of all the steam Its reluctant trail across it, with the help of | lay of March, A. D. 1912. assigned and transrind!
bacon
roads aggregated $207,379,810 and the
ferred said mortgage to me, together with
gross liabilities, including capital stock, And the days I knew that fishing in the 1 ;he debt secured by ss*id mortgage, which
issignment is recorded in the Waldo Registry
but excluding surplus, $191 333,676.
brooks and streams was fine.
The total mileage of the steam roads When I hunted up my sinkers and the hooks to I )f Deeds, Book 308, Page 393; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
fix my line.
a net increase of
was 2288,
28.76, of
low. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
which 2S.52 miles represented an exten- Just as everything was ready—I had bait j condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
enough and more—
sion by the Bangor & Aroostook.
Then the m ed for wood was told me from the ] nortgage.
Dated at Pittsfield, in the County of SomerFifty-four people were killed and 290
I
open kitchen door;
and State of Maine, this eighth day of May,
the
movement
of
of
trains,
injured by
Gone my radiant dreams of pleasure by the set
a
n 191?
m a nv
rnY
whom two passengers were killed and 71
bank of creek or brook,

injured.

The total number of

employes,

including general officers, was 9895, a decrease
of 924, of whom 44 were officials and 800
other employes.
The total amount of dividends paid the
past year by six of the 16 electric street
roilmairQ

wac

fill

art

inorooeu

nf

I must go and find the bucksaw where it hung
upon its hook.
And while other boys along the shaded fishing
pond were lined
I was smearing the old saw blade with its
grease

I

By her
3w20

Attorney,

GEORGE H. MORSE.

|

of bacon rind.

DENTIST

thee, Science, bless thee, for this
whirring disk of steel
of its metal

I

j
Read what one of our citizens says
about it, name given on application'
“I

hatched out 7^ chickens anti

12 of them

were

ing around,

at

d 1

sick and

Room 5.

Masonic Temple.

stagger

thought

I should

got a bottle ofjOCT7LUM, treated them, and inside of
eight hours put them back into tin
tlock and could not distinguish
them from the rest. This was over
lose them.

I

three weeks ago anti they
healthy. 1 consider it a
DERFUL

are

all

WON-

REMEDY.”

chicks at! the age of 5 to 16 days
old are worth 15c. each, and as it costs

Now

not

over one

save

cent each to inoculate and

them, this is certainly

a

paying

investment.

Descriptive pamphlet

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

So 1 bless

$45,417, the rate varying from one-half
on it and feel
of one per cent, to seven per cent on a There is vengeance in the biting

HAVE YOU TRIED

free

for the asking. Sold with
guarantee by your dealer.

an

by

mail

absolute

SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORDCO.
DISTRIBUTORS.

total capitalization of $7,121,906, the
teeth, you see.
William Lincoln West
tf 12
Telephone 64-3
average rate being 3.40 per cent. The For these logs, they were in boyhood, each, my
bitter enemy.
no
other 10 companies paid
Kx-Veterinary Inspector I'ureaii ol Anitiml
dividends.
One passeng'er was killed and 205 in- How they made my arms hang heavy and they ;
Industry I'. S. Department of A gricultiire.
back so lame
made
jured, 10 employes were injured and 10 1 When I laid my
them on the sawbuck and I tight- j
VKT1 HINAKIAN
other persons were killed and 17 injured.
ened up the frame
DINK ASP S Ol
AMMA19
Tit FATS All
Of the old and battered bucksaw, and its lazy {
trail would wind
D ospital. l’liariuney and Ofllee.
Excursion Rates Over B. & A.
and
skill
ir
Through the tough and knotted cordwood by ; Twenty-four years experience
I I I.I Asl
MAINE
SI’ltlNd STlil KT.
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
the help of bacon rind !
The Bangor &
Aroostook railroad, —J. W.
Foley, in the June Popular Mechanics j glasses will help. Consultation Free.
Hospital Never ( loscd.
its
traffic
through
passenger
manager,
Magazine.
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
Residence 69-11
69-13.
George M. Houghton, has announced exj Phones—Hospital
ceptionally low fares for the week of
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
A WORD TO WELLESLEY.
June 17, when Bangor will have its great
j
I WILL BE AT THE
carnival and street fair, from all points
A movement is on foot to suppress slang
its
on
lines. All tickets sold are limited among the students of Wellesley College, j Forest House, Monroe, W’ednesday p. m., Jun<
5th.
to June 22, 1912, and will not be good [News Item..
York's Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, June 6th.
after that date, nor will they be extendO Wellesley girls! O Wellesley girls!
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m., June 7th.
How snocking is the news
ed under any circumstances. The fares
Central House. Unity, Friday p. m., June 7th.
That “undressed English," known as slang, Bellows'
from stations in Waldo County will be as
House, Freedom, Saturday a. m.,Jum
You
daily, hourly use.
follows: Winterport,
8th.
Announces that he has limited his practice
60c; Frankfort,
I
’Tis said you speak of “infant child,’’
75c.; Prospect, $1; Sandy Point, $1.05;
to diseases of the
Clever
Willie.
to
cash
as
Refer
“kale,"
Stockton, $1.15; Kidder’s Point dock,
And talk of “dewdabs" when you mean
$1.20; Searsport, $1.20.
The kisses of the male.
A rough-looking man entered the homi
for
on
Special arrangements
returning
of a gentleman in a Western city, and,see
You shorten costume to a “rig,"
Thursday, June 2Q. Trains for Greenville,
AND RLIRACTION.
A stunning hat’s a “dream;"
ing no one around but a small boy namei
Brownville, Searsport and intermediate
The mulligrubs you call the “dumps,"
stations will leave Bangor at 5.25 p. m.
Willie, said to him, “If you don’t tell mi Office hours- 10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p. m
A funny spiel a “scream."
where your father keeps his money, l’l |
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.
knock your top-knot off an’ afterwardi
A “caleb" one whom you admire.
WHAT TEXANS ADMIRE
eat yer.”
One
whom you don't a “gawk."
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
is hearty, vigorous life,
according to Hugh
“Please don’t,” said Willie.
“You’l
“Fudge piffle!" say when you mean Bosh!
Taliman, of San Antonio.
“We find,” he
23tf
What way is that to talk!
1d(] hr cirrtclidi.
find all the money we’ve got in an ok I
writes, “that Dr. King’s New Life Pills Burely
coat in the kitchen.”
'Tis said you say “Believe me!” too,
put new life and energy into a person. Wife
Two minutes later a bruised and batand I believe they are the best made.” ExcelWith accent on the “lieve,"
lent for stomach, liver or kidney troubles. 25
tered wreck was pitched through thi
And call a “pill" or “peanut" one
cents at all druggists.
’Gainst whom you have a peeve.
front door of Willie’s home, and sat ir
Very desirable house lots en Northport Avethe gutter and blinked.
O ladies, fie! That line of stuff
nue, con n arcing a fine view of the bay. ApIs Fank, beyond a doubt.
“That kid’s too smart,” said the man
P. D. H. CARTER.
ly to
li fw tnaigestion.
Take it from me, it’s rotten form—
"Never said a word about the ol’ mar
114 Waldo Avenue, Relfast Me.,
Relieves sour stoaucfe.
Say, ladies, cut it out!
bein’ inside the coat.”—June Lippin
K:
Palpitation of the heart Divests what you eat
Oi^GEORGE P. CARTER, Searaport, Me.
G. H. w.
cott’s.
17tf

DR. E. HBOYINGTON
EYE

SPECIALIST

Dr. D. S. Vittel

[ye. lar, Nose and lhroat

For Sale

Kfirlri

The Republican Journal
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less

Congress
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THURSDAY

to

legislate for

business
Bminent.
is

PUBLISHED EVERY

to hia State and to his country. Busimen, not orators, are needed in

BY

a

man

the

Years of

nation, and

In 1850 David Rankin gave his last five
dollar bill to the preacher who married
him.
Fifty years later he was the
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
possessor of millions of dollars, all of
which he had acquired in farming. —The
In advance, $2.00 a ! Country Gentleman.
Subscription Terms.
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three J
The story told of the Rankin farms in
months.
one of the three leading corn
Missouri,
one
one
Advertising Terms. For
square,
marvelous.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week States of the Union, is
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
“Imagine 1,000 work horses and mules

f Bu^e£Manager.

It. looks
burn

our

as

though

we

might

have to

next winter’s coal this summer.

Dr. Abbott says T.R.drinks too much—
milk. Evidently it is not the milk of
human kindness.

j

engaged in active service; from 14,000 to
20,000 acres of corn land annually under
the plow, which averages between 50

—

As the cycle of the years turn, one by one
drop out, one by one we lay down our
abors and cease from toil. It is eminently
proper that we pause amid the busy activities
>f life and consider the lives of our departed

friends,

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at *7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

generally conceded that the pubwork abreast at the same time; the
grounds for complaint against the
corn crib in the world, with a
largest
Brazilian coffee trust.
capacity of 25,196 bushels; sub divisions
The services at the Universalist church for
Some of the spring fishermen are born of the main farm ranging in size from
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Satursome
achieve
and
some
great,
greatness,
640 to 8,000 acres; 420 miles of hog-tight
day night; preaching service Sunday morning
regularly get their names and their wire
fence—imagine all this and you it 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
catches into the papers,— Boston Tranon
scale
a
vast
gain
slight idea of the
Morning service at the First Parish (Unitarscript.
which the Rankin Farms operate.” The ian) church at the usual hour next
And some editors have fish to fry.
Sunday,
plan of operation is simple. Corn is with sermon by the pastor. Sunday school
We mentioned last week that someare
meets immediately after the close of the
raised, fed to steers and hogs, which
body was Madigan in the contest for the turned into cash. No corn is sold. It is morning worship.
It is

lic has

Democratic nomination in the 3d Con- all fed out, and of course the most apServices will be held at Mason’s Mills next
gressional district. It is the editor of proved methods are used in its produc- Sunday at 10.30 a. m., followed by Sunday
rpi
U/»
tt
i_
school. Preaching services at Trinity Retion.
colors to the mast for Mullen and preformed church at 2.30 p. m. followed by Sundicts he will get the vote of Washington
There were many good suggestions day school. Rev. Wm. Vaughan will preach at
both places.
county in the primary.
and interesting facts in the speeches

j

Alewives

line at East Ma-

made at the

banquet

to the

The services in the church at North Belfast
will be as follows every Sunday until further
notice: Morning service at 10.30 a. m. with
sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. E. Walsh; Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.; preaching service in
the evening at 7 o’clock.

Portland

I

running
|
just now. On Friday one man Board of Trade last Thursday evenfour
barrels
in two hours.—Port- ing. One gentleman said that while we
dipped
land Press.
knew of our resources above gronnd we
We recall a time when the East Ma- did not know what was
underneath, and
chias driver wouid be bank full of ale- it would be well to have a commission of
The services at the North church will be
wives and men stood on the shore and
experts make a thorough examination as follows: this,
Thursday, at 7.30 p. m. the
dipped them out with dip nets, loaded and study of the State with a view to prayer
meeting; morning worship Sunday at
them in carts and hauled them away to
ascertaining what there might be in the 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer
spread on the fields.
We do know, meeting at 6.30 p. m.; a cordial invitation is exway of hidden wealth.
are

chias

however, that there have been finds of

English sparrows are said to be a valuable
gems and that gold and copper
dainty dish to set before most everybody, exist, and
many years ago we used to
and there has long been a suspicion that
hear of a lead mine at Lubec.
And it
they are served in city restaurants under has long been thought that coal
may yet
the name of reed birds, an alias of the
be found. Agriculturally everybody can
bobolink. When the bobolink goes south
see that Maine has great possibilities,
in the fall he is known about Chesapeake
but farming to be made profitable must
as
the
reed
bird
and
in
the
Carolina’s
bay
be conducted on business lines and follow
as the rice bird, and broiled or roasted
the intensive methods so successful in
makes an appetizing mouthful. Order a
other countries. What the tittle country
dozen on toast.
of Denmark, with its generally rocky
Farm and Fireside summarizes the re- and sterile soil, has accomplished in
sult of experiments to secure economi- this direction was cited as an object
While orcharding
was
not
cally a “bp’anr.ed ration” as follows: lesson.
Cows fed on a “perfect” diet of wheat touched upon it is unquestionable that
produced weak, undersized calves and Maine has the soil and the climate
gave little milk. Those fed on corn alone for raising the best apples in the world;

tended

to

the public to attend these services.

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
at 7.30
] Thursday evening the prdyer meeting
Sun: p. m.; Sunday at 10.45 morning worship;

\ day

school at 12 m.; Epworth League praymeeting Sunday evening at 6.30 p. m..
Praise and Evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m.
each Sunday evening.

er

The services at the Baptist church will be as
usual next Sunday. Morning service at 10.45
a. m. with sermon by Rev. William Chase of
! New York;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All
who do not attend Sunday school at any other
church are cordially invited. C. E. meeting
at 6.15 and evening service at 7.30 p. m. Prayer

a

a

tear

“The rags'Jof
alike its victims.
wretchedness and the purple robe of power
find a common level in the democracy of
ieath.” The child just budding into conscious
existence turns from its play and seeks safety
in its mother's lap when it looks on the face of
dead playmate. Young men and maidens become pensive and
quiet when death steals into
community and touches a friend or companion. The man of business starts when he
learns that an acquaintance has been taken
from family and friends, and the unuttered
question of every palpitating heart as it looks
apon the silent form is, “Who next?”
The mortality of Thorndike has been unusually large during the past two years. Some 18
af our people have passed away in that time,
and this includes some of our most prominent
and respected citizens, and we sadly miss several of those who have been familiar on our
streets, and closely identified with the business
interests of the community. Probably no man
who has passed from among us has been more
closely identified with the business interests,
?ears,

There will be services in the Poor’s Mills
aall next Sunday afternoon, as usual, conducted by Rev. H. W. Rhoades.

the corn crop; one corn field of 6,000
acres in which 42 two-row cultivators

drop

of regret on the graves
>f our former comrades. We are told that
'one touch of nature makes the whole world
cin;” and what more tightens the universal
;ords of brotherhood than to look for the last
:ime on the face of our dear departed? The
iniversality of death lessens not its terrors,
md it makes no insidious distinction.
The
mailing infant, the sturdy youth, sweet faced
aaaidens and aged, care worn men, ripe in
to

are
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part of tb. regular diet ie
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Scott’s Emulsion

I

Its highly concentrated nutritive
qualities repair waste and create
physical resistance faster than
disease can destroy. All Druggists.

|

Scott & Bowne

Bloomfield. N J

J
|
| Live and Boiled Lobsters j
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affectionate testimony of the esteem in which
he was held. Especially noticeable were those
sent by his fellow officers of the Waldo Trust
Co., also those sent by friends from Boston,
Rockland and other places
He has laid aside his earthly duties and gone
to his long rest. As husband and father he will
long be n issed in the home which he has left.
The sorrowing of his bereaved family is too
sacred for us to intrude upon. We can
only
pray that the sweet comfort of faith may fall
on each
sorrowing heart. The revolving years
may bring to them “surcease of sorrow,” but no
compensation for the great bereavement they
have

mwwmm&mmMmgmwMmmmmwMwmn

Penobscot River Salmon

we

The Churches.

and 60 bushels to the acre; 10,000 steers
and 25,000 hogs which yearly consume

m

Oscar J. Farwell of Thorndike, Me.

and
Blood Disease
Doctors Failed to Cure.
Miss Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St., Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:
“For three years 1 was troubled with
catarrh and blood disease.
I tried several doctors and a dozen different remedies, but none of them did me any
good. A friend told me of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I took two bottles of this
medicine and was as well and strong
as ever.
I feel like a different person
and recommend Hood’s to any one suffering from catarrh.”
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*

Catarrh

Senator Crane is pre-

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

In Memoriam.

Suffering

experienced.
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Mackerel, Shad, Blueflsh, Butter-1
§ fish, Halibut, Haddock, Clams. |

|

I City Fish Market,
Tel. 214.

^j

E. F.

BRAMHALL & CO.

|

The News of Brooks.
Isaac Cook of Monroe
business last week.

was

in

Brooks

on

I

W. O. Estes has bought a team horse of C. E.
Lane to replace the one he lost.
Mrs. Wm. H. Ro’.fe is in Philadelphia visiting
son Charles and the little grandson.
Mrs. Stevens of Westfield, Pa., is visiting
her sister, Mrs. A. R. Pilley of this village.

her

SOMETHING NEW IN CONFECTIONERY
Just received from New
For Saturday’s Sale at

CHAS. F.

welfare of the town, than the late Oscar J.
Mrs. Dick Farwell, Mrs. O. S. Farwell and
»■•==
Farwell, whose death occurred on March 18, Mrs. Bertha
Berry of Thorndike were in Brooks !
1912. Mr. Farwell was born in Unity, on the
last Thursday.
old Farwell homestead, January 13, 1839. He
Miss Drusilla Roberts is said to be in a very
came from the farm, where the best citizen- j
weak condition, and is confined to her bed. She j
ship and highest principles of business integI has been an invalid for a long time.
rity are nurtured. There he learned the in- I
Charles F. Bessey shipped a car-load of hay
valuable lessons of conservation, economy*
labor, and an abiding faith in his fellowmen. to Boston last week, to be followed by some
Having secured what education the town more to clean up the season's accumulations.
school and the academies could give the stuMrs. Harry Cunningham was taken very ill
dents in those days he made a prompt use last Wednesday and an operation was performof it in teaching school. But the limited op- ed for hernia. She was
improving at last reportunities of his environment not satisfying ports.
We
his ambition, he sought, with several oi
Mrs. Minnie Tasker of Plymouth was in town
his companions, for better conditions in
recently visiting her sister, Mrs. W. O. Estes,
California.
Arriving in Sacramento in 1861, and
incidentally doing some business at our
he soon secured the position of principal

SWIFT’S,

York,

Masonic

■

Temple.
■

■
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Monuments,
Headstones,

1

of

stores.

the

ment

city High

of the

school, but the alluremines soon urged him on tc

Markers.
have

a

great variety of the finest

granites for monumental work and
prepared to fill orders promptly
Call at

Ernest Stimpson is jubilant over the birth
a son and heir.
Three of our four R. F. D.
men_ have been blessed with new boys since
New Year’s, and they are all proud of it.

of

see our

are

our works on Front street and
finished work and get estimates.

endeavors. After five years
the lumber business, in
which he engaged quite extensively ahd was
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder has been appointvery successful, he returned to his native
State and opened a general store in Thorn- ed assistant postmaster at Brooks. She is a
dike at “Harmon’s Corner,” and was appointed fine bookkeeeper and accurate in all her work
And in those days the country and thus well qualified to handle the records of LINCOLN VILLE
postmaster.
i meeting this, Thursday, evening.
the office.
Mr. Nathan Miller is at home from Boston I
grocery store was “the” institution of the
Lawrence Edwards of Boston was in town for a week’s visit ...Farming in this section j
Rev. Charles Harbutt, superintendent of the town. He held the various offices from town
Congregational Conference and Missionary clerk to that of selectman, and was chairman last week to finally settle the business left by is very backward owing to the extremely
did well in all respects. Oats were not but the trees must be cared for and the Society of Maine of Portland, is sending out a of the board for several terms. He was often his brother Ned and his mother, Mrs. Sarah wet and cold season.... Mrs. Effie Grey, who J
has been very ill with the grip, is slowly re- j
so good
as corn, not so bad as wheat, j fruit gathered and packed by the most circular letter to the salaried State officials of urged to allow his name to be used on the bal- Edwards. The body of his mother was taken
Dr. C. R.
And. strange to say, the mixture of all approved methods to ensure pecuniary lit*. Pr''>estant denominations of Maine, notify- lot for county or State office, but always re- from the receiving tomb and buried in the covering under the treatment of
After
I would
Mr. Edwards is a locomotive en- Simmons_Mr. Harry Mathews has returned
them
of a meeting to be held in Waterville fused, saying his business interests would not family lot.
ing
In the country at large—and ;
three was not as good as oats alone. success.
at 10 a. m., Tuesday, June 11. This session is
permit. In the year 1870 he married Miss gineer and is said td be one of the best on the from an extended visit in Northern MaineThis shows that as the basis of feed i we believe it is also true of Maine —there !
be
to meet my
Miss Georgia Hall, who has employment in
to be held to organize a committee for the* Lydia Ware, daughter of the late Rev Elijah line.
has been a decrease in the last decade of |
nothing is better than corn.
Belfast, was at her home here Sunday-The
purpose of making a careful survey of the Ware of Thorndike and to them were born
Belfast
customers
at the
cattle, sheep and hogs, and with the in- conditions of the rural communities of Maine.
Saturday night dancing assemblies at Cilley’s
three sons, all of whom survive him. Soon EAST NORTHPORT.
As State Treasurer, as Governor and
Mrs. Harlow entertained the Ladies Aid So* hall are well
!
creased population we are not raising
anThere
will
be
patronized.
after the building of the Belfast and M.
A f tVi£> annual modtinff in PnrflnnH Mow 99il
qcj Ponroconfotivd in
C'nntrrocc "Fmm thn
store of
D. Sou*
and a few friends last Friday afternoon other June 1st. Music by Townsend’s orchesH. Lake R. R., Mr. Farwell moved his business | ciety
enough to feed the people, and that is of the Woman’s
|
of the Protestant
third Maine district for 14 years, Hon.
Auxiliary
at her cottage on the Campground, and a very
of
Belfast
has
been
tra_I
V.
Miller
one of the causes of the high cost of
having
Main
to Thorndike Station. His increasing business
where
1
Episcopal diocese of Maine officers were electE. C. Burleigh, has served the State and
delightful time was spent. The hostess served
living. The remedy lies in conservation ed as follows: Honorary president, Mrs. Chas. demanding more help, he took in as a partner delicious refreshments at the close of the a sale of tailored and trimmed hats the past :
line of my
week at Mrs. J. C. Dean's parlors and had a > a full
his constituency faithfully and with in- of the
g
soil, intensive farming, and more T. Ogdenk, Woodford; President, Miss Harriett Mr. John Tilton. After a few years, thinking
is a very busy place good patronage.... Frank Kennedy of Camden
creasing usefulness. You know where stock. The water power of Maine was S.
he was satisfied with his business success he afternoon_Northport
McCobb, Portland; Vice president, Mrs. H
and
Summer
some
fair
to
be
for
just at present and bids
was a guest at Benson Hall’s Sunday-Mr. L.
t o find him, personally and politically.
referred to.
In these days of electrical M. Blake, Bangoc; Corresponding secretary, retired from the firm and confined his work time. Mr. W. Franklin Burnham of Reading,
S. Russ is building a veranda and making reto his
investments. But he scon found
His latch string is always out,and he has
will be on
I will
Miss
!
Annie
M.
Merrill, Portland; Treasurer,
development water power is increasing
Mass., who bought the Northport Hotel has a pairs on his residence_Arno Knight, Jr., one
a hearty hand grasp and a pleasant word
that, “the allurements of the game" were
in value and importance, and there is Miss Annie L. Sawyer, Portland. Addresses
crew of men at work repairing it, and will put
of
our successful young farmers, has set out
be at this store to ta^e
still upon him, and he again assumed the
of greeting for every one. To send a
in four new bathrooms, enlarge the dining
enough unharnessed in Maine today to were delivered during the day by Rev. Flavel active
300 fruit trees this season-The social given
management of affairs.
Upon the room and make it a first class hotel in every
new man to Washington and thus deB. Luther, president of Trinity College and
rur, the spindles of the world. But above !
on Tuesday evening, May 21st for the benefit
measurements and
death of Mr. Tilton Mr. Farwell took in as a
Rev. S. Harrington, Littell missionary to
prive the State of his many years of ex- all these
particular. Every one wishes him success. of the M. E. church was a success, socially and
great natural resources in val- China.
partner his eldest son, William. Mr. Farwell
fire
and
and
far
o
afternoon
the
hotel
caught
Monday
perience
reaching influence ue have been the Maine born and bred !
nevery
financially. A nice musical ahd literary prohad a severe attack of the grip in the winter
but for the prompt action of the men at hand
The largest, most enthusiastic and successwould be a serious mistake.
gram was well carried out and a delicious picof 1908, and soon after gave up his entire busimen and women,
many of whom have
would have been a total loss. The Belfast fire nic supper was served by the Ladies Aid. The
ful session ever held, financially and otherwise |
ness to his sons, William and Oscar J. Jr.
out from their native State to aid
By
Herbert M. Heath of Augusta was an- gone
of the Maine State Spiritualists' association
department was called and responded, but was proceeds were $55.72. The members of the
sterling integrity and strict business princiin the development of other sections and !
convened in Dover May 18th and continued
sent back
before reaching here.... Harold ! M. L. church and the Ladies Aid wish to exnounced to speak in the Belfast Opera
have attained eminence in the various | over Sunday. Officers were elected for the ples he had increased his business from the Patch, who has been very ill for several weeks, tend thanks to ail who so
House last Monday evening at 7.30
generously donated
j small store of 50 years ago to be one the largwalks of life.
Without such men and ensuing year as follows: Mark A. Barwise, |
is able to be out and has secured the contract
money or assisted in any way to make the
o’clock,and at 7.45 o’clock there were just
est in the county outside of Belfast. It was
women enduring prosperity and civic Bangor, president; Frank A. Bishop, Hermon,
to paint the Northport Hotel-F. T. Davies
Much credit is due to Mrs.
affair a success.
two people in the hall. This despite the
not unqsual for them to buy and ship 100 car1st vice president; Mrs. J. A. Montefiore, Watha3 arrived and is preparing to open his store fay lor, the pastor’s wife, who has manifested
are impossible, and one of
loads of potatoes in a season. Although he
fact that a local Democrat had had righteousness
and bakery on the Campground which was Kreat interest and who gave-a recital last fall
the speakers made a most earnest, elo- erville, 2d vice president; Mrs. Mary Drake was
obliged to give credit to a large class of
dodgers announcing the event printed
formerly owned by Joel P. Wood ...Rev. when $20 was received and will be added to the
and logical plea for so guarding Jenney, Guilford, secietary; Mrs, E. M. Bart- his customers he was never known to
quent
press
and circulated at his own expense. When
White’s Corner, treasurer; Samuel M. Gile
George F. Durgin of the Bromfield St. church, : fund for repairing the church.. Mr.Urban Young — muwin iii nw ii i»■ wn—iiii ii ii'n ii
the footsteps of the children of today that lett,
one unduly, or to take an unreasonable advanMr. Heath began his speech there were
of Monson, Mrs. Abby Webster of Waterville,
Boston, preached in the chapel last Sunday j of Boston has bought “Green Acre Cottage.” M
maintain the high standard of F. Otis Gould of Old
tage of any man. Being a man of more than
about 100 men and women in the audi- they may
Town, Mrs. Nellie Kneeafternoon. Dr. Durgin is in Maine in the _Mr. Freeman Van Horne of Bath has been
his
was
business
ordinary
ability,
opinion
Maine citizenship.
land of Temple Heights, directors. The followinterests of E. M. C. Seminary at Bucksport. a guest of Miss Carrie Dickey for a few days.
ence, and a large percentage of the men
sought and his judgment taken by many in He wants to
ing committees were appointed by the presi- the
get the young people to attend _Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Clarke of Camden
were Democrats.
The speaker was incommunity. He loved his business and the
HOW’S THIS?
dent: On resolutions, Frank A. Bishop of Herschool.Capt. Bartlett Wadlin and son called on friends in town Sunday'.
troduced by Dr. W. I,. West. We are
carried it on with the most strict integrity,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward foi mon; F. Otis Gould of Old Town, Mrs. Alma
Fred are painting the Wing cottages at Satur- j
told that Mr. Heath paid his respects
One writer says: “We enjoy ourselves only in
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Lowe; on resolutions of respect in memory of
day Cove... .Mrs. Geo. Jackson, who has been i LIBERTY.
our work, and our best doing is our best ento The Journal and criticised it for ediI. P. GrifT.es of Boston and Theodore Rowel
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
ill for several weeks, is not any better-A
deceased members, Mrs. Minerva A. Barwise,
joyment." Carlyle says: “Blessed is he who
toral statements which had never apF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Mrs. Nellie Kneeland, Mrs. Mary F. Bishop,
large number of people visited Hillside Farm )i Howard, R. I., are in town for their vacahas found his work. Let him ask no other
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Mrs. Barker of Augusta, Mrs. Abbie Webster;
peared in this paper. We published Mr.
Sunday and it is well worth the trouble. The tion_Mrs. Harold E. Donnell of Jonesport,
blessedness. He has a work, a life purpose,
or
view is beautiful and during the week days it
Mixed
Me., is visiting her father, John S. AyerHeath’s announcement of his candidacy, Cheney for the past 15 years, and believe him legislative committee, elected by ballot: Mark
he has found it and will follow it." “Work,”
of his speaking tour of the State, and of perfectly honorable in all his business transac- A. Barwise of Bangor; F. Otis Gould of Old
presents a very busy appearance. .Fifteen Miss Wilder, a recent graduate of a theological
has been commended as the
one,
says
“indeed,
tions and financially able to carry out any obli- Town S. M. Gile of Monson; F. A. Bishop of
in Bulk or
school, will supply the Baptist pulpit during
more Italians arrived Tuesday to work on the
the meeting he was to hold in Belfast,
highest wisdom as well as the greatest enjoythe summer ..Mrs. Charlie V. Duncklee of
gations made by his firm.
Hermon; E. N. Bartlett of White’* Corner; A.
grounds.
but have made no editorial reference to
ment of life." It may well be said that he
Brookline, Mass., and her three little daughLincoln Blaisdell of Winterport; Freeman W.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
who has succeeded in his life work, and has MONROE.
him whatever.
ters are at her father’s, G. N. Stevens, called
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Smith of Verona Park. The reports showed
Mr.
from
built
a
Arthur
has
returned
Waterbusiness
on
lines
of
successful
moral
up
Knight
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, the finances of the &ate association to be in a
lere by his illness. At the present writing he
The miners and the consumers are the acting directly
vine
wn,n
ana
ib
in
this
of
some
the
;
nice
norses
blood
and
mucous
surintegrity surely
days
ariving
upon
questionvery
is improving.
and the outlook is
j
victims of the coal strike. The coal- faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. very prosperous condition
able business methods may be called a public | a handsome matched span of grays on the
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all druggists. very hopeful and encouraging. Several new
streets every day....Mrs. Alic^and Laura
benefactor.
carrying roaJs which own the anthracite
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
societies have been organized during the past
GROCERIES, DRUGS
mines and make annual profits amountIn the hour of need he always lent a helping | Palmer made a trip of two days to Bangor last
>
year.
AND MEDICINES.
week_Mrs.
from MassaEmma
Moore
Mayo
and
no worthy cause ever appealed to
hand
ing to about $40,000,000 made money by THE CENTRAL MAINE POWER
Dr. George F. Durgin of Boston preached in
chusetts is visiting her father, Mr. John Moore, Rev. J. F. Nugent, of Des Moines, says :
CO.
him in vain. Before there was any church orthe great strike in 1902, and will make ;
the Methodist church last Sunday morning
who has been rather feeble from the effects of j
“This institution has given excellent rein the village, for years he took
ganization
even more money by the strike of 1912.
To Furnish Power for the R., T. & C. Street and evening.
The evening service was a
a bad cold but is thought to be gaining-Rev.
sults. The men who have pa.-sed through it
ilic ouuouipuuu
bu piuviuc 1U1
wuaigc
It is figured in New York that an inRailway
union service, under the auspices of the local
William Vaughan preached the memorial ser- and who feel themselves entirely cured are
and with his own hand made
The Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Street W. C. T. U., and was very largely attended. preaching service,
crease of
25 cents a ton in the retail
too numerous to recount in this letter.” The
mon for the G. A. R. last Sunday.
The church
lack
of
that
funds
be
needed.
is
soon
to abandon its Dower station
up any
might
Railway
price of coal means an additional yearly at Glen Cove and will operate its system by Rev. D. B. Phelan, the pastor, who conducted And when a church was finally built his hand was prettily decorated with flags, potted
.Mrs. Austin Ricker has returned
A Kitchen Girl at
cost to the public of $18,000,000, of which electricitybroughtfrom the Central Maine Pow- the exercises, road the Scriptures; Rev. David was not slack in the
plants, etc
good work.
er Co. under a contract in which the power comL. Wilson of the Congregational church offerfrom Nova Scotia, where she spent several i
$6,000,000 will pay the advance in the pany agrees to supply, during the next
Mr. Farwell came from a family of promiJELLISON & GHEE'.
20 years, ed
weeks with her invalid mother_Mr. Fred !
prayer, and Rev. C B. Ames of the Unitarall the electric energy that the former company
nent representative and business men.
His
he overcome by the NE \L 8-DAY
It22
Restaunu
;il
frvf ilu roiln-ou llrrKfian church read the responsive service.
The
Tasker lost a valuable horse recently. Several i can
|
clear profit to the operators.
In 1902
only brother, Edward S. Farwell late of RockTREATMENT, No hypodermics used.
business. The present demand in Rockland, j regular church choir. Misses Lena Sanborn
I in the vicinity of Monroe have had sick horses; j
land, was prominent in the business affairs of
Results certain. Call upon, address or phone
there was enough coal mined to meet all Thomaston and Camden is approximately 3,000
and Laverne Whitten and Messrs. Fred S.
some dying-Mr. Freeman Ricker has been a
that city and was collector of customs for that
The Neal Institute, 65 Pleasant Ave.,
demands when the strike, instigated or horse-power. In this connection it is announcsufferer recently from an inflammation in
Hutchins and Leroy Coombs, with Miss Edith district at the time of his death. His
ed that the Rockland Board of Trade will imPortland, Me. Tel. 4216.
1
uncle, great
abetted by the operators, took place.
: his eyes-Mr. T. M. Nickerson made a busimediately go into the field in an endeavor to Davidson, organist, rendered the hymns. the late
Farwell, was in his early manJoseph
industries
new
for
that
advanced
the
which
has
get
city.
Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton of Islesboro sang
i ness trip to Augusta, Winthrop and |other
price,
They then
tseiTasi savings oumv.
hood captain on one of the Boston and Bangor
General Manager Walter S. Wyman of the
a solo, The Bird with the Broken Wing," with
not since returned to former figures, and Central Maine Power
last week.... The Baccalaureate jsermon
Co., announces that he
Steamship Co.’s boats and was largely inter- places
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
of Monroe High Bchool will be delivered at the
the millions which would have gone to has secured the services of Hall F. Hoxie, a a volume of voice and expression that capti- ested in
book No. 7,236, issued by this bank, has been
shipping on the coast. His uncle
of the University of Maine and forgraduate
Then
trio
her
hearers.
followed
a
vated
McElchurch
2d
Rev.
L.
June
C.
by
but
for
the
down
village
the miners
shut
went
by
lost and application has been made for a dupli
Willard,late of Rockland, was a member of the
mer employe of the General Electric Co., to
her son George and daughof Searsport_Mr, and Mrs. John York
cate book according to laws regulating issuing
into the pockets of the coal barons. It handle the placing of large power contracts Mrs. D. B. Phelan,
judiciary and was largely engaged in business hiney
and wife spent last Sunday at the home of new books.
with power users from outside of Maine, who ter Villa, who sang, without accompaniment, in Knox
uncle
i
is downright robbery.
His
Nathan
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer,
county.
ably reprecan be induced to move their plants into the
“Let Your Lower Lights be Burning,” and it sented our State in the U. S.
Franklin Chase in the village and attended the
Belfast, May 24, 1912.—3w22
Senate, and his
Kennebec valley. Mr. Hoxie will have offices
Memorial services of the G. A. R.
was one of the most delightful musical numSenator Crane of Massachusetts, whose at
rugged features are prominent among the
Augusta, but will run down every ‘prospect’
term expires next March, has decided in the hope of bringing new industries to bers heard here for some tine. The sermon representative men whose portraits adorn the
APPLETON.
Maine.”
was by Dr. G. F. Durgin of the Bromfield
not to be a candidate for re-election, and
rotunda of the State House at Augusta.
Large delegations from Mt. Battie and WarThe Central Maine Power Co.’s power is
has made this announcement early to generated on the Kennebec, Sebasticook and street Methodist church, Boston, whose subIn addition to his private business Mr. ren I. O. O. F. lodges visited Appleton lodge
I will give the above named sum for sufficient :
of
He
was
“The
Man.”
Analysis
rivers.
ject
spoke Farwell was often called
who j
give candidates a chance if a direct Messalonskee
upon to settle Saturday evening. May 18th. Camden degree evidence to convict the party or parties
Another electric company has been organizinto
wide
and
from
a deep insight
experience
broke into my cottage at Pitcher Pond between j
nomination law iB passed in Massachu- ed in Knox county, with a plant on the Georges
estates and to act in other capacities where staff conferred the first and 2nd degrees on
25th
29th.
of
and
dates
the
April
the conditions of the present day life of man
and witn
setts. Mr. Crane has large business in- river in Union.
integrity and business ability were demanded* eight candidates for Appleton lodge and on one
WILLIAM H. QUIMBY.
j
as the individual and collectively, and had the
He was also for several years a director of the for Mt. Battie lodge. The third degree was
Belfast, May 30, 1912—22
terests at home and has been a business
_I
undivided attention of the congregation. The
12 records, for
worked on the nine candidates by the degree
Parisian
Waldo Trust Co.
The Boston Globe
man in the Senate.
exercises closed with the benediction by the
In the winter of 1908 he had a severe attack staff of Warren lodge. Supper was served in
Bays of him:
Nothing Like it for Removing Dandruff and pastor.
of the grip which left him in greatly reduced the lodge banquet hall to about 175 members
Mr. Crane has been a power in the
Stopping Scalp Itch.
SOUTH PROSPECT.
vitality, but his mind seemed to retain its old of the order... .Mr. and Mrs. Nat Talbot and
Senate since he succeeded George FrisTo the purchaser of the homestead belongEvery man, every woman, boy and girl
The R. F. D. No. 3 will be changed back to
time clearness; but in January 1912 he had a children of Camden were guests Saturday and
bie Hoar, but in the eight years that he should fight the dandruff germs that are sure
ing to the late Capt. and Mrs. Samuel French
from
and
June
Stockton
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1st, severe cerebral hemorrhage from which he Sunday
Joseph Ames....Mr. of Sandypoint, Me., a Bungalow lot on the
Bucksport
Springs
has been in Congress he has never made to cause falling hair and baldness.
PARISIAN SAGE is so delightful to use; it is will be Bucksport route 4, which will give never fully recovered. During the few weeks Harrison Hawkes has returned from New bank of the Penobscot river will be given free.
a speech.
Get in touch with S. S. FRENCH of South
and invigorating and best Prospect people better service. The mail sent that he
refreshing
instantly
The Globe further says that Senator of all it kills the dandruff
required constant care, he displayed York.... Monday, May 20th, members of Golden Weymouth, Mass., at once.
out of Prospect Saturday has laid in the post
Iw22
germs.
and SOc. per week a
A. A. Howes & Co. guarantee it for itching office at Stockton Springs 42 hours when it his usual gentleness and patience, and his sons Rod Rebekah lodge, including the degree staff,
Crane has made an army of friends in
of
dandruff and for faded, dull should have been on the road. The people
often remarked how little trouble “Father” visited Bethel lodge of Union and worked the
hair,
scalp,
falling
both parties, and probably has the confilooking hair. Their guarantee is as good as a Prospect appealed to Representative Gould tried to make, and would allow no one but degree on two candidates. A fine supper was
At the annual
and he has made a change
dence of as many Democratic Senators bond.
served.... Mr. Orchard C. Richardson died
Mrs. Anna Brown, Rockville,'Conn., writes: meeting of the members of the Maple Grove themselves and “Mother” to care for him.
as Senators in his own party; that he is
Piano and household furniture
were
elected as
association
officers
cemetery
He leaves two sisters, Mrs. Messenger ol very suddenly at the home of his daughter,
“After I used tbe first bottle of PARISIAN
noted for his many acts of kindness and SAGE my hair stopped falling. I do not think follows: J. F. Libby, president; A. A. Ginn,
Mrs.
O.
W.
at
the
of
84
at
Currier,
23d,
Mpy
age
in
repair.
Boston, and Mrs. Crowell of San Francisco, a
president; L. C. Cummings, secretary;
years. Death was caused by a paralytic shock.
gives much to charity unostentatiously. there ia anything better for falling hair and vice
Cummin gs, E. E. Ridley, O. B. Gray, widow, three sons and a grandson.
M.
Street.
Isaac
9
is
survived
Align
He
one
John
and
one
by
son,
F.,
His retirement from public life will be a itching scalp.”
directors; H. A. Blanchard, agent and sexton.
The abundant floral offerings gave silent but daughter, Mrs. Mary E. Currier.
Iw22p
Large bottle SO cents.
more
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bweet Feas!
ALL COLORS.
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proof of

seek our rest.
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By special acts of Congress James A. Wis<
of Belfast has been granted a
pension of $3<
a month and H. M. Bennett
of Belfast one oi
a
$30 month.

proofing is
in the wearing.
Hardly
believable that it is possible
to give an absolute certainty on the wear of silk

overhead,
the past,

comes

Bernes O. Norton received a large
invoice o
horses from Boston on the steamer
Camdei
last Friday morning.

light
each again will say,
made, here has life begun;
fought; the victory’s won!”
of Egbert Dart J. V. Dept.

ant,

nose—

wear

but if you

The steamer,Castine will make

made his first trip of the seaover R. F. D. Route
Lincolnville.
ion has

bought

Mrs. Annie

t

a

lot

on

Bay-

3

J. Webster and will

a store at
season as usual and
with
Mrs. McAuliffe will occupy Megunticook
cotowned
tage,
by Capt. and Mrs. A. E. Clark oi
this city.

3

post offices have been advanced
,:;h class to the presidential class
911. They are: Brooks, $1,100;
,,-Kat, $1,000; Woodland, $1,000.
the brick block

Silk

Hose,

Guaran-

adjoining

pairs Women’s Silk Hose,
Guaranteed for 3 mos., $3.00

Monday and Tuesday at the Opera House
Bay Electric Co. is wiring
jnurch for lighting bv'electric- pictures of the Titanic disaster were shown,
ary lights were put in for the and there was one act of vaudeville with four
reels of pictures.
ranee meeting last Sunday evenVaudeville is given by the
Diamonds, who remain for the week. Next
week Manager Clifford will have Willard Lee
,-cei ved Tuesday announced that
Hall in “The Widow O’Brien at Hotel Astor.”
The act is said to be a scream from start to
finish.

had undergone a successful
the Corey Hill hospi\lass. This is the second opera'on has had for the same trouble.
■n

knee at

;s

An Electrical Storm. Last Friday night,
following an unusually hot and muggy day,
iopes advertising Belfast have this city and section was visited
by a severe
e.; r.y the Belfast Board of Trade
electrical storm, accompanied by a down-pour
nee distributed among the busiof rain. It began about 10 p. m. with distant
have ordered them. The enrumblings and lasted for nearly an hour. There
-mall attractive views of Belfast was one
tremendous peal of thunder that
ivnt and back.
sounded like the report of a monster cannon.
trout from the East Orland The electric lights went out at the residence
ere liberated in Swan Lake last
of Dr. Flanders, but no damage was done. The
gh the efforts of Capt. Amos lightning struck at the home of Capt. J. O.
oarsport, and some 15,000 salmon Hayes on Bay view street, but the family were
hatchery at Camden through the not aware of it until Mrs. Hayes on going to
Austin McKeen of this city.
the kitchen Saturday morning discovered that
■rn’s motor boat went into corn- the entire lining of the range was torn out and
week and Monday, with Mr. and broken into tiny fragments. The doors and
James, he went over to their ; covers were blown off and the ashes scattered
oast side for the season. Hav- I all over the floor. In Augusta the Opera
'.van Lake of trout and salmon ! House was struck about 9.25 p. m., while a
large audience was present at the moving picraid on the lobsters and clams.
tures. The crash was plainly heard by the
i. Steamship Corporation is issuing
on

audience, although

Maine and the

few in the

surgical
aldo County hospital, was

Miss Club will be hostesses at a
to be given on the lawn at
the home of one of its members, Miss Edith M.

j

opera house

operathe re-

work on a building with other carpenters and
North- i at noon time knocked off to eat his dinner, as
the others. About time to go to work it
and neighbors last Saturday and I did
was noticed that
he had disappeared and he
was found a littl e later in some bushes not far
appreciated. She was able to sit
away, where his groans warned his fellow
rt. time Sunday and for a longer
workmen of Lis plight. It was found that he
and her room is filled with beautihad twice stabbed himself near his heart, one
■'rom sympathizing friends.
wound said to be just above and the other just
y
One of the
Proceedings.
below. Friday E. D. Tapley of Belfast was
of liabilities which has been filed
called and operated on the young man. Leon
States
in
the
United
petition
was about 38 years of age and was the
Wyman
is
for an individual petitioner
son of the late Austin Wyman.
He was twice
-thy G. Fellows of Winterport,
married and divorced. The cause for his rash
secured claims are listed as
tt'-t, is unknown but it is thought that unrequit
-i. $5S44; notes and bills, $15,ted affections led him to take his life. He was
1.
Fellows & Fellows of Ban3aid to be in love with a young woman who did
Smith B. Bunker, Belfast,
-ost card shower from her

...

da

not

discharge.

care

to receive his attentions and for

interest

some

Hit

or

military whist party

had any idea that the building was struck.
\inces,” which makes seductive
The operator shut off his machine and gave
.and tourists who are now mak- j
the audience a quick Good Night, and they
•ninds where to spend the summer j
quietly dispersed. Some damage was done by
! ,.!k No. 2 is entitled “A Real Vawater from a broken water pipe.
and we heartily agree with its
j
Suicide in Islesboro. Leon Wyman of
Maine is the real place for a
Islesboro, well known in this city, died last
Saturday morning as the result of self-inflictR. Steward, who is making a
ed wounds on Thursday noon. Wyman was at
from a severe
y

matters of

at 2 p

The Snow Marine Railway Company of Rockland have libelled the steamer Silver Star fo
salvage and Robert Gross has been placed on
board as keeper. The hearing w’ill be held the
last of June in Portland. The services were
rendered the Silver Star when she ran ashore
at Hewes Point, Islesboro, some time ago.
The

|
j
l

j

kum

time

Northport.

The out-of-

1

had been despondent

No other

motive

over

for his

■
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!0 000 Rolls

'Vail Paper

For 1912 in Stock.

usually

filing
■

!

FOR 10c.

^

J0re'

I

prices
pleased

fours

IRLE & JONES,

Stores,]Belfast,

Maine.

hill,

will open the Homestead for June.

1_

know.

The Hospital Aid sewing circle will meet
with Mrs. H. H. Johnson tomorrow, Friday, at
2 p. m.
Members are requested to attend as
important business is to be considered.

Belfast Optical Company

perintendent.*'

g
§

To make room for stock
of Summer Dresses.

I

OARLE

&

JONES.

s£

^

I*

»

landing stage of the Belfast Yacht Club
placed in position last week, an arrangement having been made with the Pendleton’s
The

was

•23Z2HZZSE
EYE SPECIALIST

Islesboro under which the club has the use
of the building and the landing privilege by
of

paying

Fellows’ Block, Up Stairs,
Belfast, Maine.

Odd

yearly rental.
building occupied
a

The
as an office by
Cooper
& Co. has been moved from their lumber yard
to the corner of Miller and Front streets,
where a cement cellar had been built on which
to place it, and it will he fitted for a tenement.
On the site from which it was moved a large
storehouse will be erected, the front, in which
the office is to be located, of pressed brick and
two stories high. It will be a fine addition to
the business buildings on the water front.
Work

Miss

Stantial. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Stantial, whose
engagement to Mr.
Frank E. Bramhall waa
recently announced,
was surprised on
returning to her home one
evening last week to find a party of her friends
gathered there, and who presented her with a
handsome aluminum kettle.
Miss Stantial
was until a few weeks
ago an operator in the
Waldo Telephone Co., and in the
party was
Miss Grace H.Hayes,chief
operator,Misses Nellie Ramsdell, Frances
Sanborn, Helen Ham and
Alice Parker, operators; Mrs.

the extension of

Common street
began in earnest Monday and will be pushed to
completion, and it is expected it will be open
to travel about the middle of July. A settlement has been made with all the property
owners but one.
The only buildings it was
necessary to move were the house owned by
Mrs. Sam Holt and a shop adjoining and, they
have been given a better location above the
new road.
This road will not only be a great
convenience but will make available lots for
tenements or factories, and sooner or later the
dock in front must be filled in to make yard
room for the railroad, for which there is
preson

Maude B

Mrs.

Lloyd Stantial,
Arthur Stantial, Miss Charlotte and Miss

Eva Tibbetts and Miss Hattie Johnson. Refreshments were served, and a pleasant even-

ing spent.

West Belfast. Mrs. Herbert
Cooper and
children have been visiting her
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie F. Simpson... .Annie
McLain

leen Morris has secured a fine position in Bar
Harbor, having an excellent recommendation
from the principal of the Shaw Business Col-

Visitors fron the Castine
Normal
School. The pupils of the 8th grade, model
school, of the Castine Normal school came
this

Maine

city

won

its

|

|
1
|
1|
|

I

f)

Appleton returned to her home last Satur- 3
day, having been in the neighborhood since
the last of March,
dressmaking_Mrs. Geo.
B. Dyer went to Waterville
Saturday.... Kath-

ent need.

to

!

of

lege in Bangor,

which

she has been attending.

Saturday morning on -Mrs. Fannie Stimpson is visiting her
Southworth, Thursday afternoon, June 13th. the steamer Golden Rod,
accompanied by daughter, Alice Dyer.Mrs. Annabel UnderThere are ample accommodations for a large a
chaperone.
By previous arrangement wood spent a few days last week with Mr. and
party and the proceeds are to be given the
they were met at the boat by a detail of pupils Mrs. Fred W. Brown at their cottage on the
committee in charge of the improvements at from the
Belfast 8th grade, and conducted to shore of the bay.
Kirby Lake.
the places of interest about town.
Searches and Seizures. Deputy Sheriffs
They
Conferences of school superintendents and visited the Leonard & Barrows factory and P. S. Edgecomb and Charles O. Dickey searchof secondary school principals will be held in
watched the process of making shoes; visited ed the Windsor Hotel, the Phoenix House and
Castine July 8th to 12th. For programs ad- the banks, theatre, the Hamilton green-house the Revere House last Monday
evening. At
dress State department of Education. A sum- and the Girls’ Home. Later they went to the
the Windsor they found
2J gal ons of whiskey
mer school for rural and elementary school
city park, where they partook of their picnic and 2 bottles of beer; at the Phoenix 2 gallons
teachers will be held in Castine July 15th to dinner, and returned on the afternoon boat.
of rum and 1J gallons of whiskey. At the Re26tli. For information regarding courses and Miss Lillian Dexter, Miss Geneva Stephenson, vere House they found only empty barrels and
bottles. E. A. Jones, proprietor of the Windsor
expenses address any of the following di- Vaughan Hayes and Carroll Rich from the
rectors: W. G. Mallett, Farmington, W. E.
and Thomas Berry, proprietor of the Phoenix,
were arrested and were before
Russell, Gorham, W. L. Powers, Machias, A. F.
Judge KnowlBase Ball. Albert Mudgett, Warren
Fahy ton of the
Richardson, Castine, Mary P. Nowland, Fort and
Municipal Court Tuesday morning.
George Darby have formed a base ball as- Jones
Kent.
was found guilty and sentenced to a tine
sociation, leased the Congress street grounds
of $100 and costs and 60 days in
Memorial Day. The observance of the and intend to have a
j[ail and in destrong team and play the fault 60
days additional. He appealed to the
day by the veterans will be as follows: At 1 best nines in the State. The first game of the
Supreme Judicial Court with James S. Harrip. m. a procession composed of members of season will be this, Thursday, afternoon, with
man and Amos A. Colcord sureties.
Berry was
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle, Sons of the Castine team. They solicit the
patronage also found
guilty and given a like sentence.
Veterans, Ladies Auxiliary and Boy Scouts of the public and will endeavor to put up some
He also appealed, with James S. Harriman and
will be formed in front of the Memorial build- interesting games-Freedom
Academy will A. C. Wells Sureties.
ing and go directly to Grove cemetery, where play B. H. S. on the Congress street grounds
The School Committee. At the
the regular exercises will be conducted. The next Saturday
regular
afternoon_Colby’s chances of
procession will then re-form, return to the winning the pennant in the Maine college meeting of the school committee last Monday
place of starting and disba'nd. At 3 p. m., the series were killed Saturday when they were de- evening some of the teachers were voted an
increase of salary. Mr. C. E. Proctor, principrogram published in The Journal last week feated by Maine by the score of 7 to 2.
By
of the High school, was given an additionwill be given in Memorial hall. Commander winning this game Maine
strengthened her pal
al $100, and Miss Caroline W. Field,
Putnam lias added to the program a Memo- hold on first place and should
assistant,
Colby defeat
$50. The salaries of the grade teachers were
rial exercise by the Post, which includes a Bates in one of the remaining
games to be
short address, the reading of orders and the played with that college, it will give the flag to increased $10 to $15. Miss Cora S. Morison resalute to the dead.
the. State University-Thte University of signed from Grade 5, and Misses Annie Farns-

A Few More Cars. Charlie Norton, local
the matter.
of the Buick automobiles has sold eight
agent
suicide is known, j
J. Austin
cars.
Four are models 29.
Monday afternoon was for an When found Mr. Wyman stated that he fell off ; touring
McKeen’s public car is wine color; Dr. Eugene
the staging and struck on his knife. He is
on the roof of the Northport
D. Tapley’s w?ine color; Edward Shibles of
rtunately was extinguished be- survived by one son Carl and a sister, Mrs.
Knox wine color; Dr. S. W. Johnson’s a battleRose Morey.
ire was done.
The hotel is unship gray. Dr. John B. Darling has a model 14,
cation and repairs and a fire- ;
Our Summer Visitors. Despite the backred and brown and Harry W. Clark a model 35,
filled with paper and set on
ward season our summer sojourners are, many
Buick blue. The two last named were received
>rs and windows were all open ! of
them, coming early to stay late. Some have here
Friday morning and the reporter with
was so great that some of the
already arrived, and others are coming the Mrs. Clark and Charlie as chauffeur enjoyed a
was carried up and out of the
last of this week or during next week. The
trial spin down Northport avenue in the Clark
fell upon the roof, setting it on
William Kotman’s .are at “The Anchorage,”
car.
After the schools close Master Donald
E. Babcock, who has charge of
North Shore, and the Shea's and Dorr’s are
Clark will use it as a public car. Edgar M.
over
the
had
now due there.
The Dodworth’s are going
looking
building
has bought of Norton a 35 model Buick and
adder which luckily was left at abroad and will not be at their North Shore
Wilbur A. Blodgett a 36 model Buick. Wilmer J.
t place to enable the fire to be
cottage this season, much to the regret of Dorman h; s a fcur-passenger Buick, and B. H.
i:'.
ed and it was soon extinguished.
their many friends here. Dr. and Mrs. G. P.
Mudgett of the firm of C. F. Thompson & Co.,
: avo been a
public calamity had the Lombard will of course be at their cottage,and
bought a new four-passenger Hudson
recently
:een turned at this time.
the Roberts cottages will be occupied as usual.
car which he wil use on the road in the interThe
are
or
Items. The fishing schooner T. M.
Battery cottages
already occupied
ests of the firm. He drove the car down from
apt. Lester Gilley, cleared from rented for the season. The Pitcher cottage, Boston, accompanied by friends, and was met
May 23d for a trip to the Grand Mayne Staye, will be occupied by Henry Hoyt in Augusta by his partner, C. F. Thompson,
^
1 hn S.
Emery & Co. of Boston, have Hilton and family of Chicago. They are hav- who made the trip to this city.
m
Frances V. Sawyer, which will be ing a cottage built below that of Selwyn
Election of School Superintendent. A
the southern lumber and West Thompson, but it will not be ready for occumeeting of the joint school committees of Belirad*r
The Rockland Courier-Gazette pancy until late in the summer. Mr. and Mrs.
fast and Searsport was held in the office of
the work of discharging wet Selwyn Thompson, and Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
of schools, Belfast, Wednesday
superintendent
Shales
will
their
as
usual
the
of
and
hold
the wrecked steamer
z+
occupy
cottages
22nd, for the purpose of electing
May
evening,
foing on apace, preparatory to Mr. and Mrs. Willis B. Fletcher will be at the a
superintendent of schools. The following
ui the
partly submerged craft. Parker cottage. Hon. John R. Dunton and his members
were^present: Messrs. G. G. Abbott,
angements are being made for sisters, Mrs. Ward well and Miss Margaret
W. L. Hall, Edgar Cunningham, Calvin Monroe,
Dunton, are at their cottage, “The Barracks,”
ig of wrecking apparatus, by the
E. B. Lunt, A. C. Tuttle, George W. Patterson
t is hoped to float the steamer.
for the season. The Pottle cottage will be ocand George R. Doak of Belfast, and Capt. Frank
are said to be excellent-Sch.
cupied by Rev. and Mrs. George S. Mills of
I. Pendleton, John Carlson and Lincoln R. Coltheson, Capt. J. H. Devereaux, Bennington, Vt., and Rev. Mr. Sleeper of Wei- |
cord of Searsport. The name ot William B.
m
rented
has
Miss
Dunton’s
cotfor
Bass lesley. Mass.,
Bucksport Saturday
Woodbury was presented as a candidate by G.
a cargo of salt from T. M. Nicholtage “The Outpost.” Mr. and Mrs. William
Abbott and seconded by E. B. Lunt. John
G.
iier of Capt. Nicholson’s fleet, the
Hathorne of Middleboro, Mass., will have one
Carlson of Searsport presented the name of
am Lowell, cleared from Bucksof the Dunton cottages and Miss Grace Lewis
Alonzo J. Knowkon as a candidate, seconded
of Wellesley college will occupy the cottage
mday for the Grand Banks.
by George W. Pacterson of Belfast. After rev.vneu uy itjlih.
una yyaiuwcu. xui. ai.iu itus. vv.
marks by members Capt. F. I. Pendleton and
R.Howard will arrive from Williamstown,Mass.,
G. G. Abbott were appointed a committee to
about June 16th, to occupy their cottage, the
receive, sort, ana count vo.es. a Dauoi was
Athenaeum, and C. M. Craig and family will octaken with the following results: Alonzo J.
new
their
as
soon
as
it
is
comcottage
cupy
Knowlton received five votes and William B.
pleted. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hudson ot Philareceived six^votes, and Mr. Wooddelphia will be an addition to the Saturday Woodbury
bury was declared elected. After remarks as
Cove colony this season, and the furniture for
to the length of the term for which the supertheir new summer home arrived last week.
intendent should be elected it was moved by
Mrs. Hudson will be remembered as Miss
Lincoln Colcorcl and seconded by Calvin MonEdith G. Folwell. W. A. Macomber is getting
roe that the term be for one year, and the
her sailing yacht, the Lotus, ready to go into
to the fact that we have commission. The Penningtons of New Jersey motion carried. There being no further busiMr.
ness the meeting was declared adjourned.
double the amount of pa- have been here to look after the cottage build- Woodbury is the son-in-law of Dr. S. W. Johnfor them on their property in Northport
ing
is a Bowdoin man and has
:nat we
carry we have and will return soon for the season. Mrs. Allan I son of this city. He
N. H., and in York, Maine.
at
the papers very low. We McLane has gone abroad and her cottage has taught Hanover,
He has lately held the position of superintendbeen leased for the season by Mrs. Caroline
ent at Turner. It is due to the retiring supermany 12 l-2c. and 15c.
C.
5
Miss
Anne
and
her
daughter,
Crosby
intendent, Mr. Knowlton, to say that he is emian
Crosby, who have arrived, accompanied by
nently
qualified for the position he has held that
architect, and are to build on their property he has
given to the duties devolving upon him
adjoining the McLane estate. The Taliaferro's
in all
of 5c. Patterns we have 50 of Jacksonville, Florida, are due to arrive this close and unremitting attention and been
respects a model official and a worthy citizen.
week to occupy their handsome colonial resiOther
up to 50c. dence at “the foot of the square," and the The sentiment of Searsport is voiced in the
6
would be
to show grounds have been put in fine condition in an- following special to the Bangor News: “A. J.
Knowlton, whose term of office expires the
the line.
ticipation of their coming. Mrs. Carrie Penfirst of July, has done much for the progress
with
will
here
for
and
be
the
dleton
summer,
with sincere
very truly,
her sister, Mrs. J. A. Fessenden has left Ash- of the Searsport schools and it is
that it was learned that he will nol
ville, N. C. Mrs. John Hinchman of Detroit, regret
in that capacity another year. SearsMich., and Miss Margaret White of Miami, serve
port schools were never in a better condition,
Florida will be at Mrs. Margaret White’s,
of the su
and Mrs. Louise Johnson Pratt and this is due largely to the work
Primrose
'-

University of Pennsylvania sayseye examinations POISONOUS
DROPS should be AVOIDED.” Thev are
DANGEROUS and are used ONLY bv
men UNSKILLED in modern
methods of
eye examination. I DO NOT USE DROPS
it is DANGEROUS; but I have the
most
modern equipment in Waldtr
County and
guarantee my glasses TO FIT JUST
RIGHT, because I grind my lenses and

full at-

Advertised Letters.
The following letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast
po6t
office for the week ending May 28th. Ladies
Mrs. L. L. Clark. Gentleman—Harry Lewis,
W. R. Lowell, M. Mutz, Fk. Moore, Lewis W.
Parker, Harold W. Robinson, William Scates,
E. W. Thompson, R. E. Webber, Willard White.

J

•Little Talks

A

Martin Webber of this city has rented the
pavilion at Temple Heights for the summer
months and has engaged the services of
Keyes’
orchestra for a dance there each Friday evening during the summer. The first dancewill be
given to-morrow evening, May 31st.
Most of the stores in the city will be closed
Memorial day. In the afternoon, following
the services of the G. A. R., the Belfast Gun
Club will have a shoot on their grounds at ti e
foot of Allyn street. In the evening there
will be a dance in Seaside Grange hall with
music by Keyes’ orchestra.

ot

s'

Monday

The regular monthly meeting of the Arts
and Crafts society will he held in the club
room, June 6th at 3 p. m. It is hoped that
there will be a full attendance. A paper on
Arts and Crafts work will be read
by Mrs.
Amos Clement.

|

be fitted for an annex
and will give it additional and
rooms with a private entrance,
tel is to

next

& Morse.

J«

-ON-

Wool
Suits
aid Coats |
|

DR. NORRIS
Of 'the
•'In all

the Belfast Improve-

Miss Ethel Burr of Bangor has succeeded
Miss Susan Raper of Dorchester,
Mass., as assistant superintendent at the Waldo
County
Hospital. Miss Raper was called home by the
illness of her sister.

Remember they are Pure
Thread Silk made in all
the popular colors.
For
sale only by

Bay Electric company has
on Church street from the
side and the fire alarm wires

in

The regular meeting of
Society will be held
m. at the office of Dunton
tendance is requested as
are to be taken up.
ment

teed for Three Months,' $2.00

oies

,.t

pairs Men’s

excursior

Temple Heights this

their famous
as follows:

Guarantee

jaiow this season.
ats will meet in the Opera
■tow, Friday, afternoon at 3.45
ge attendance is requested.

iist

have

you

iih his auto

m.

an

Sunday, leaving Lewis’ whari
and returning will leave
Bangoi
Tickets, 50 cents.

next

a. m

John McAuliffe is to conduct

wear

ffoleproof

Corner will have 35
and 20 acres in

of Knox

Bangor
8.30

at 4 p.

"^•ander. l't.
tatoes this year

to
at

1 REDUCTION l

i
%

last

worth

fifth game in the State base ball

and

Blanche Foster from the

|
§

§
|

NOTICE I

I wish to inform the ladies of Belfast and
that I will have a public opening

from 9

a.

Erskine

five games won to one lost. If Bates
should win its next four games it would be
tied with Maine but a single defeat will give
Maine the first honors.There will be a ball

was

school to the

transferred

from

Citypoint school,with

an

|

m.,

p.

[1

|

I

best of
most

sterilizing apparatus, a hair drier and all the
up-to-date implements. I also have a full line of

§

|i

all kinds of hair work.

My parlors have been thoroughly renovated and
repaired and I would appreciate a call next Saturday
of all interested. I have studied with Miss
Burpee of Bangor.

I

w

§

1

Josie

MISSEVIE HOLMES.

L

|

-ft

HE

supremacy of

Michaels
Clothes among

Stem

ready-!

to-wear garments was
not the achievement of
one man

Beautiful Face

but of many.

WITHOUT A

Beautiful Figure?
It is

being

possibilities

beauty

of

satisfied with just half your
for beauty.
Style and
iine depend entirely upon

proper corseting, which is guaranteed
by the

Spirella Corset.
-—

They

**~-—-—

fitted at your home and guaranteed for 12 months by

|

are

| Mrs. C. S.
4 BELL

WEBBER,

STREET, BELFAST.

Union

I. Wallace resigned
the Pitcher school. There are vacancies in grade 5 and in the
Hayford, Pitcher
game on the Congress street grounds today,
and Union districts.
Miss Evelyn P. Morison,
at 10.30 a. m., between the married men and
the single men.
Charles M. Harmon will the art teacher, was given a two weeks’ leave
of absence without a substitute or salary. The
captain the benedicts and Clarence Willey the
pupils in the city schools were given one-half
single men. It will be a game worth seeing.
day and in the rural districts all day, June 6th,
Memorial Sunday. May 26th was Memo- to attend
Sparks’ circus.
rial Sunday. The day was beautiful, the skies
a bright blue and the air soft and
balmy. The
services were held at the Universalist church
The worst mistake one is likely to make in
and there was a large attendance of the G. A.
is wrong paint; it is easy to make this
R. bodies—30 members of Thomas H. Marshall painting
year when paint is so high.
We all say “Ours is the best”; and there are
Post, 25 members of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans, and 40 of the ladies of Thomas H. 1000 of us. One is best; but a dozen are so
near on a level that no one knows, for sure,
Marshall Circle and the Auxiliary to the S. of
that his is the one.
V. The Sons of Veterans did escort duty, and
The worst paints are worst liars; they know
the march to the church was from Memorial what they are, put-on a bold face, and brazen
it
out.
building over Church street and up Spring
Their one true argument is low price; but
street. T ie altar was draped with flags and
low-price paint is always, must be, a fraud; it
mifk /kill' fl
P
A
A
If 1
is made to cheat cheatable people.
DEVOE
the pastor, took for hig text “Render unto
Mason & Hall sell it.
Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto
God the things that are God’s.” The principal
thought of the discourse was patriotism. He
also brought up the two leading issues of the j
day, the economical and political, remarking
that the foundation of all good government was
j
religion. He welcomed the church’s special I
guests and spoke of the service the veterans I
had given to the country. The regular church ;
While they last. We will give a J
choir sang the Battle Hymn of the Republic, i
handsome gilt satin finished Pow- ;
|
on
the
Old
and
Ground
America.
!
Tenting
Camp
der Box containing a small Mirror ■,
After the services the procession was re-formed and marched back tc Memorial Hall and
and Puff with each purchase of a|
disbanded.
\ Sweet Violet Talcum Powder at (!

Ciia$.R. Coombs

|

increase

salary. Miss Bertha

in

I

of my parlors over the SHIRO STORE, Phoenix
Row, where I am prepared to do Chiropody, Manicuring, Shampooing, and Facial Work. I have the

Brick

the

to 5

m.

series

series of

g

SATURDAY, JUNE 1st,

East Belfast. Miss Myrtle Nash was
Monday by defeating school,
Bowdoin on Whittier field, Brunswick, in a transferred from the Hay ford school to the
close and exciting game by a score of 6 to 5. Grammar grade in the Brick school and Miss
The papers say Maine played errorless ball. Eva L. Hasty from the Citypoint school to the
The victory gives Maine a standing for the Primary grade in the Brick school. Miss Ella

championship

I

vicinity

from

UNDERTAKER,

!
i

LICENSED EMBALMER.

!

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
0=0

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Fraud Paint

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

Telephone 48-3

Office

48-4

72 MAIN
i

STREET,

BELFAST

-____

AIT

! FREE[
25c.

Buzz Wagons.
Among the automobiles
registered at the office of the Secretary of
State during the past week were the follow-

ji

ing:
No. 3,880—Frank R. Wiggin, Newport; touring car; gasolene power; horse power, 25; pre-

dominating color, blue.
No. 3,881—Bertrand L. Aborn, Knox; runabout; gasolene power; horse power, 10; predominating color, red.
No. 3,882—Louise Cunningham, Swanville;
touring car; gasolene power; horse power, 28;
predominating color, blue.
No. 3,951—Inez M. White, Belfast; runabout;
gasolene power; hors? power, 12; predominating color, red.

4,033—Edward B. Jackson, Montville;
touring car; gasolene power; horse power, 28;
predominating color, brown.
No. 4>062—William A. Mason, Belfast; tonneau; gasolene power; horse power, 80; predominating color, black.
No. 4,116—F. L. Toothaker, Belfast, runNo.

about; gasolene power; horse power, 16; predominating color, black.
No. 4,152—Eben Cobb, Searsmont; touring
car; gasolene power; horse \ ower, 20; predominating color, black.
No. 4,170—Arthur G. Stewart, Montville;
roadster; gasolene power; horse power, 14; pre-

dominating color, green.
No. 4,193—A. J Knowlton, Belfast; roadster;
gasolene power; horse power, 22£; predominating color, red.
No. 4,208—R. W. Martin, Winterport; runabout; gasolene power; horse power, 18; predominating color, black.

a

11)

(add

six cents

if you
This pow-

more

want same mailed you).
der is the regular 25c. size and the

ex-

pire in ashort time.

jj.

Ralph D. Southvvorth,

a

THE REXALL STORE,

Maine.

Belfast,

MICHAELS-STERN

1

5

|j CITY DRUG STORE, |
|

The finest tailoring talent,
the best workshop facilities
and crowded year* of experience-each contributes
to the perfection of
Nowhere else, at
any price, under any circumstances, can you secure
such absolute satisfaction.

finest, both in quality and perfume,
Order at once as this offer will

For Sale

Clothes.

“The Home of Good

!

The residence of the late A.

|C. Myrick (formerly owned by
Frank A. Mayo) situated on
:

| Northport avenue, 1 mile from
j Belfast P. Q. One and one-half
i

story house in good repair, containing 7 rooms and hath, hot
and cold water and tjurnace
heat.

Good L and stable with

basement; 12 acre nice land with
fruit

trees

and all kind of berof shade trees and

j ries. Plenty

i a very pleasant place
j Also 5 acres level land, under
Values,” high state of cultivation and

12 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

a

<

_

nice location for building.
Apply on the premises of
MRS. MYRICK.
2w22»

;

Belfast

High

Opera House.

Eight
Hundred
Dollars

Class Vaudeville

and Motion Pictures.
VAUDEVILLE THIS WEEK

2 he Diamonds Sketch Team.
NEXT

WEEK

WILLARD LEE HALL IN
The Widow O’Brien at the Hotel
Astor.

For a fine cosy little farm two miles
from the city. Good buildings. Cuts

eight tons hay. Good water. Twentyfive apple trees. Would make a fine
poultry

farm.

Terms easy.

WEST REALTY CO.

PUBLIC AUTO.
I wish to inform the public that 1 have a
four-passenger touring car and will carry passengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
rates
For particulars write or call telephone
134-14.

ROY E. YOUNG.

21tf

Annual

Meeting.

meeting of the shareholders of the Belfast
Loan & Building Association will be held at
the banking rooms of the City National Bank,
on Wednesday, June 12, at 7 o’clock p. m., for
the election of officers, to consider the expediency of amending the by-laws and the transaction of such other business as may come
before them.
C. W. WESCOTT, Secretary.
Belfast, Me., May 13, 1912.—20
A

»

HEinDISH

Away

Done

With

And there s a
lomments Mr. Smart.
who used to come to the atore
ind carry her stuff homeland she was
;lad she was living.”
‘‘I forgot before, Mr. Smart, but I
must have five pounds of sugar. This is
Mrs. Bradley,” says the next voice.
“Your oatmeal is on the way, Mrs.
Bradley, and I don’t think I can send the

PILES

OF

PAIN

by

Pleasant

a

Internal Medicine.
the worst tortures of human life, rolled
can hardly compare with the fiendish

All

BURLEIGH HAS A LONG LEAD.

woman

into one,

The general sentiment of the Republican voters of Bangor appears to be that
former Governor Edwin C. Burleigh of
Augusta has a clear and long lead in the
triangular contest for the Republican
support for the United States Senate.
Bangor Commercial.
Our fair-minded Democratic neighbor
at Bangor could hardly have better expressed the situation in Somerset. The
sentiment which the Commercial finds in
Penobscot and Aroostook is overwhelming in this section of Maine, where
—

pain of piles. The victim eagerly buys anything that will bring a moment’s ease, but the sugar very soon.
trouble usually comes back. Get HEM-ROID
“Now isn’t that too bad! Well, we’ve
—a scientific inward pile cure, that frees the
got to have it. You don’t expect us to
drink unsweetened coffee, do you?”
stagnant blood and dries up the piles.
“No, ma’am, 1 don’t; but I can’t help
HEM-ROID (tablets), sold by Wm. 0. Poor
& Son ar.d all druggists, under guaranty. Dr. it.”
“Hello, Mr. Smart,” says the next
Leonhardt Co., Station B., Buffalo, N. Y. Write
voice on the wire: “I simply can’t underfor booklet.
stand my checks. It seems to me I’m
being overcharged. I wish you’d come
On the Grocer’s Phone.
over here and explain them to me.”
“I can't leave the store, Mrs. Bailey.”
“Well, I certainly don’t expect to pay
OPTIMISM IN THE MORNING, GLOOM
the bill until I’ve' had the checks exA T NIGHT.
I plained to me.”
“It doesn’t occur to her,” observes the
[From the Christian Herald.]
“that she could come here as she
It is a dull, gray morning. The clock grocer,
to other stores.”
has just struck seven.
Mr. Smart is in goes
“Mr. Smart, I’m giving a dinner tothe rear of his combined butcher shop
send your
and grocery store preparing for the day’s night and I wish you would
man over right away to take an order,”
business. Johnny, his one assistant in
the

shop,

has

symptoms of

just

an

come,

manifesting

apron
“It’s
don’t you feel

a great world,
Johnny;
happy?” he asks cheerfully.
“As happy as a caught fish,”
lilt

k-'vy

The world was made
to be happy in. Start the day by feeling
good toward every one. J feel like I
could love my worst enemy, and
The telephone rings.
“Is that Smart’s grocery store?” asks
a voice on the wire.
“Yes, ma’am. What can I do for

you?”
"Do for me! You just wait til] you
get a chance to do anythingfor me again.
You charged me twelve cents more for
eggs yesterday than you did a week ago.
Do you think I’ll stand for any such im- i
position as that?”
“But, madam, let me explain; the
market price
“Explain nothing. I don’t want to
talk to you any more!” Bang!
“My! Did you ever hear of such a
—

woman?”

your
that

Mr. Smart?”
“Yes, ma’am.”

“1 want a half-dozen eggs right away;
I haven’t a thing in the place for breakfast; Mrs. Jones; yes. But listen here
—those last eggs you sent me weren’t

fresh.”

“They
just like

were fresh eggs, Mrs. Jones,
I always have.”
“Please don’t argue, Mr. Smart.
I
never like to have any one contradict
me. How long before I can get the eggs?
It must be right away.
“Why, you’re eight blocks away, Mrs.

Jones.

“1 don’t care if I

am.

I do all my

trading with you. My account last month
was $22, and if you can’t accommodate
me once, I’ll get another
grocer.”
“Oh, there’s no need of doing that.
I’ll send your eggs.”
(Hangs up the
“Accommodate her once—
receiver.)
humph! I wonder if a grocer could keep
her trade a week without accommodating
her a half-dozen times a day!”
Another ring of the telephone.
“Mr.
Smart, this is Mrs. Bradley. 1 must have
a box of oatmeal for breakfast.
Please
send it right away.”
“Sorry, but the wagon’s getting ready
to go about a mile the other way, Mrs.
uicmit'v,

cinu

ii

ma) ut*
to you.

a

iiau-ijour

ue-

fore I can get it
“That is preposterous. Why can’t you
stn
your clerk with it?”
“Impossible. He’s got to tix up the
early orders.”
“i never heard of such a grocery store
in my life!”
(A grating sound as the
receiver is slammed on its hook.)
Mr.
“Oh,
Smart,” says the next voice,
‘‘this is Mrs. Lewis. Can you get me a
of
butterine
over right away? I've
pound
got the toast already on; so it must come

right away.”

"How can 1 get a pound of butterine
there by the time your toast is
brown?”
“Well, if you can’t do it, you need not
send your solicitor around any mor
I’m
tired of being refused accommodation.”
“An.I to think; there’s a woman I’ve
treated with ail kinds of consideration,”
Mr. Smart soliloquizes, despairingly. “A
fii e chance a grocer has of getting his
cu. t uners’ affections.”
“You love a.l t'■ o;e peoiflb, don’t you?”
teases Johnny, from the front of ihe
over

stor

■.

Another ring. “Is that you, Mr. Smart,
This is Mrs. Jones again
I want some
bacon sent with my eggs.”
“Your eggs are on the way.”
“On the way? Why, I must have the
bacon.
Can’t you send the boy in the
store with it?”
.“No, ma’am, 1 can’t spare him.”
Well, you ought to have more clerks.
“It’s all 1 can do to pay the one, murmur- Mr. Smart.
“1 d advise you to improve your service
Good-by.” (With sternness.)
“Mr. Smart, you’d better come and talk
to this lady; she says you cheated
her,”
calls Johnny.
"What next?” the grocer asks himself, struggling with his philosophy.
“Look here, Mr. Sm rt, I don’t let
anybody take advantage of me, and
that’s just what you have done,” exclaims the angry woman in the store.
“What’s the trouble?” meekly inquires Mr. Smart.
“I have been buying tomatoes for ten
cents a can for years and yesterday you
had twelve cents on my ticket.”
mato crop was short this year and the
is up. I pay $1.35 a dozen and 1
make a gross profit of nine cents a dozen.
So I’m not piling up any wealth on the
canned tomatoes I sell.”
“You can’t tell me that’s all the profit
you make. You grocers are getting rich
with these high prices,” is her parting
shot.
“She ought to have to pay the expenses; she’d change her mind,” observes
Mr. Smart as the telephone rings again.
“Hello!” says the voice. “That sack
of flour you sent me was short in weight,
and I refuse to pay for it. Yes; Mrs.

price

Smith.

’’

“I’ll send you another. Good—”
“But wait a minute. That can of coffee lacked more than an inch of being

full.”

“All right, Mrs. Smith, I’ll |send another can of coffee, too.”
“I must have them right away.”
“Every woman thinks we’ve got a
horse and wagon waiting at the door to
deliver her stuff the instant it’s telephoned for,” observes the grocer, “and
if they pay a few cents more than they
did when they came and got their goods
they cry out about the high cost of liv-

ing.”

Smart,” chimes in a voice on the
telephone, “do you know, two of the
dozen eggs you sent me were broken,
and I’m sure that steak wasn’t a good
two pounds and the butter tastes a bit
“Mr.

old.”

“Come over and we’ll fix it up. Mrs.
Lester.”
“Come over! The very idea! I can’t
leave the house before noon, and then
I’m going downtown. You send me over
two eggs, another pound of butter, and
I think you ought to give me a couple of
chops for the short weight in the steak.”
“She never got a full-weight piece of
meat in her life, according to her scale,”
t

thing

jyew

Concen-

—

“Thought you said you could love
enemy,” comments Johnny.
telephone rings again. “Is

is the next message.
at any
“She hasn’t balanced her bill in six
For a
supper, as for any other
months, and giving dinners; yet they
latest
best
in
the
other
very
talk about the high cost of living,” mutters the grocer sadly.
that stove-artists can do—is a
“You can send right over and get that
sugar you sent me; it’s full of specks,”
It Burns Oil
angrilv speaks Mrs. Todd.
—No Ashes
“A-l-1 right.”
i ve cnangeii my rnrnn,
says tne
It
next person at the telephone.
“I want
It concentrates the heat when you want it
trates Heat and where
lamb chops instead of steak.”
want it. It is as auick as gas,
—No Waste steadier andyou
“But the steak’s already cut and ready
handier than'coal, cheaper than
|
to be sent.
electricity.
It is Handy
The New Perfection Stove has long, enameled,
“Such poor accommodation! I’ll never
turquoise-blue chimneys. It is handsomely finished
—No
Dirt
trade with you again?”
in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel
“Heaven help me!” sighs the gfocer,
racks, etc. Made with 1, 2 or 3 burners.
It is Ready
as he climbs down from the desk chair
All dealers carry the New Perfection Stove.
—No
Free Cook-Book with every stove. Coc -Rook also
the
a
“No
one’s
said
kind
by
telephone.
j
word to me this morning.
The poor
Cusgrocer is blamed for everything.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
tomers used to come to the store, buy
NEW YORK CITY
BUFF ALO, N. Y.
their goods, pay for them and carry them
_ALBANY, N, Y,BOSTON, MASS.
home. Now they telephone, want them
delivered, have them charged, expect a
thousand and one favors and complain if
LAMENTABLE.
;
thty have to pay a few cents more than
News and Notes.
they used to. The grocer, they say, is
The kind of talent which employs iiseli
making a lot of money. They who say
The June number of the New England : in Washington in
staving off legislator
it don’t know. The expenses of operatfor
the
of the National Merchanl
ing, with all the service the public de- Eesorter, just out, surpasses even the I! Marine benefit
and
promoting every fool propo
mands and the increased cost of labor, beautiful initial number of that interesti sition designed to injure our shipping
leaves a very small margin of profit.”
which
Its
preceded
it.
ing magazine
was illustrated
beautifully by the diS'
“You don’t look quite as merry as you I
cover, a charming automobile girl by tmguished senator from the interior who,
did,”Jlaughs Johnny.
Chase Emerson, the Boston artist, is ; at the inquiry into the Titanic disaster
“I’ve just received the first instalment j
worth framing. And the body of the day or two ago, asked the second office]
of my daliy castigation.” says Mr. Smart,
magazine is simply packed w’ith wonder- ot the Titanic the following questions:
"but I’ll be merry again, after a bit.”
ful pictures of New England scenery and
Q. Were there any watertight com
luxurious portraits of interesting per- ; partments on that
ship? A. Certainly
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
sonalities.
Its pictorial features alone torty or fifty.
1
are.among the very finest produced in
Q. Were they known to passengers
The following transfers in real estate ; America. In addition there are a number and crew?
A. Must have been, by th<
of fascinating articles about New Eng- plans distributed about the ship.
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
And, besides all this, the magaQ. Do you know' whether any of thr
of Deeds for the week ending May 27, land.
zine is replete with bright, readable in- crew or passengers took to these water'
1912:
formation as to what fashionable Ameri- tight compartments as a last resort? A,
Grace M. Buck, Hartland, to James J. ca is doing at New England’s resorts. It is
quite impossible for me to say, sir,
Clement, Montville; land and buildings Out this week on all newstands at 15
Q. Is it. ut all likely? A. 1 think
in Montville.
cents the copy.
! very unlikely.
Frank L. Cookson, Burnham, to Julia
Q. Are the watertight compartments
The June Woman’s Home Companion
E. Young, do.; land and buildings in
intended as a refuge for passengers']
Burnham.
contains an article. The Vanishing HusA. Oh, dear, no, sir; not at any time.
William W. Wood, Albion, to Edward
band, by Mary Heaton Vorse, which They were designed to prevent the ship
Iv. Foye, do.; land and buildings in Lib- i
from sinking.
pres, nts an extraordinarily clear explanerty.
Here is a statesman so ignorant ol
1
of why it is that men like to get
Albert E. Hodges, Fairfield, to William ation
from women and enjoy each others’ maritime affairs that he thought a wateiaway
W. Moulton, Unity; land and buildings in
society. The main contention in the arti- tight compartment was a place in tc
Thorndike.
cle is that men can get along without which one might escape from the wet,
Leander M.
to
Sargent, Searsport,
yet who would not hesitate to pass upon
Alice A. J. Waldron; Belfast; land in their women-folks but women cannot get
along without the men. It is an article any question of maritime moment that
Searsport.
come up.
When Mr. Frye was in
John F. Hall, Searsmont, to Alfred K. full of able and at times humorous ob- might
servations.
In the household, fashion, the Senate, his colleagues knew that he
Paul, Boston; land and buildings in
home decoration and handicraft depart- was master of the subject and deferred
Searsmont.
to his opinion, and subsidy hill after
ments appear many articles of interest
P. A. Crooker, Washington, to A. K.
and practical use, among w'hich are arti- auusiuy um passeu trial uuuy largein
land
Searsmont.
Paul, Boston;
ly on the strength of his endorsement.
Knowles Bangs, Freedom, to Harry E. cles on Toothsome Vegetarian Dishes,
But there is now no recognized maritime
fitrawhf>rru UpRRPrts Thp .Tnnp RriHo,o
land
in
Freedom.
do.;
Bangs,
Linen Chest, A Portable Vacation House, authority in the Senate, and the Western
George W. Swett, Knox, to Maude E. i anti Seasonable
Menues for June.
gentlemen seem blandly content to exRoberts, do.; land in Knox.
hibit their ignorance. —Bath Times.
S. B. Merrithew and A. M. Ames,
The June American Magazine contains
[Death and political intrigue recently
Stockton Springs, to Sylvania R. Smith, an article
Stannard
Baker
enhave
Ray
by
deprived the State of Maine, ar.c
do.; land and buildings in Stockton
titled Our Next President anti Some thereby the nation, of its ablest states
Springs.
Others. It includes a characterization of men in connection with marine legislaRalph L. Cooper, Belfast, to Ambrose ;
the maritime nations
L. Ellis, do.; land and buildings in Bel- each of the eight most important candi- tion, thereby giving
to ridieult
dates. In the same number Senator La of the world an
fast.
j Follette, writing bis Autobiography, as through suchopportunity
ridiculous questions
Frederick L. P .timer, Monroe, toChas.
as appear in the foregoing and which
A. Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in gives his frank opinion of Roosevelt.
Stewart Edward White presents his per- the British press have freely and justMonroe.
criticized and ridiculed.
When vve reWilliam Davis, Middletown, Conn., to sonal observations on lions. He has just ly
call the great service that Reed, DingLola R. Ness, Searsmont; land ai d build- returned from a year’s hunt in Africa,
and
Hale of the
he
saw 71 lions and killed
ley, Frye, Littlefield,
during which
ings in Searsmont.
Fred W. Ellingwood, Winterport, to several. Hugh S. Fullerton contributes Fine Tree State accomplished in amendSir Francis Vane, ing old and obsolete statutes and placing
Wilson A. Dunning, do.: land and build- a base-ball primer.
the originator of the World Scout move- new and practical ones on the books, and
mgs iri Winterport.
realize that there seem to be only a few
Wilbert D. Campbell, Searsmont, to ment, writes of peace education and
Ida M. Tarbeil’s subject is The members of either House or Senate of
Herbert S. Campbell, do.; land and build- peace.
Woman and Democracy. Fiction is con- the United States left that really care
ings in Searsmont.
whether we have a merchant marine or
Isaac F. Gould, Prospect, to Calvin tributed by Edna Ferber, Susan Clasped,
Gouveneur Morris, P. C. Macfarlane, H. not, anci these arenutlrom seaport cities'
land
in
Hervey Partridge, do.;
Prospect. ] G. Wells and Inez
Haynes Gilmore. The the Bath Times is correct. Senator Frye’s
John M. Waning, Unity, to Isadora M.
regular departments are: Interesling demands in the interest of shipping were
Graves, do.; land in Unity.
seldom opposed by his brother senators.
Jeremiah F. Wheaton. Bangor, to Otis People, The Interpreter’s House, The
His loss Was an irreparable one to that
I. .Cookson, Searsport; land and build- j Pilgrim’s Scrip and The Theater.
industry. —Ed. Marine Journal.
ngs in Searsport.
June days bring June diversions, so
Isabella Langill, Belfast, to Isa E. the June number of Lippincott’s
MagaLIFEBOATS FOR ALL.
Ellis, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. zine has been carefully attuned to the seaWilliam E. Gould, Jackson, to Orlando son of roses and recreation. It is
planned
C. Roberts, do.; land in Jackson.
to amuse, not to instruct, or, if so, only Eastern
Steamship Corporation to Increase Equipment.
through the chan -,el of enjoyment. First,
we have a long complete novel entitled
THE PANAMA CANAL.
Because of the terrible lesson taught
the
Baroness
von
Helping Hersey, by
by the Titanic disaster the Eastern
No Tolls to be Imposed on Coastwise
Hutten, one of the leading novelists of Steamship corporation is making plans
the
her
day.
Helping
Hersey
represents
American Vessels.
for the immediate equipment ot ail
best work. The character drawing in it steamers in its service with a
sufficient
Washington, May 21. By the close is inimitable, and her plot new and sur- number of life boats to take care of evvote of 100 to 90 the House today re- prising. It is a London story, but some
and
member
of the
ery passenger
every
fused to permit the imposition of tolls on of the
people who figure in it are Amer- crew in case of wreck. Measurements
;oa-twise American vessels which use the icans. John Reed Scott, whose new
novel, have been made on both the Belfast and
Panama Canal. This action was taken The Last Try, bids fair to rival his famthe
which run between this
luring consideration of the Panama Ca- ous Colonel of the Red Huzzars as a “best and Camden, and the location of the city
adBoston,
nal Administration bill.
seller,” contributes a characteristically ditional life boats has been determined.
An ineffectual attack was made on the good
short-story called The Balance of It is expected that all of them will be
provision of the bill prohibiting railroad- Power. Other noteworthy ones are The carried
upon the hurricane deck.
owned vessels from using the canal.
Apple of Paris, by Annie Steger WinsThe various steamers of the Eastern
Representative Peters of Massachu- ton; The Wraith and the Statue, by ,A1corporation already nave a
setts, Democrat, and Higgins of Connec- xicu xx. xjiii, xne uusuccessiui Alumnus, steamsmp
life boat
12 to 15 per cent, in
ticut, Republican, protested that the pro- by Rose Henderson; and A Night-Letter excess of equipment
that demanded by the present
posed prohibition would apply not only to Serial, by Anna Rozilla Crever. In ShortThe lesson of the
navigation laws.
the canal, but would affect all vessels Story
Masterpieces this month will be Titanic disaster has been a mighty one,
owned by railroads and work havoc to a found an able translation of The Mumand the officials of the corgreat business built up along the Atlantic my’s Foot, by Theophile Gautier. As however, have determined to be on the
poration
coast.
usual, there is an introduction by the side of safety and to provide every posBoth cited as an illustration the pas- Editor.
sible safeguard for their passengers and
senger and freight steamers nlving the
What do the people want?
In the crews. The increase in life boat equipSound between New York, Providence
arena are man and beast.
On the seats ment is the voluntary act of the comand Fall River, all of which vessels are
of the amphitheater are King Capital pany and is taken in deference to public
owned and operated by the New York,
and his satellites watching intently the opinion and the desire to meet any
New Haven & Hartford Railroad as part
terrific and gory struggle between two reasonable demand for increased safety
of its system.
opposing elements: Civilization and Brut- in marine transportation.
ish Desire. What io the people want?
The expense of the additional equipBlood-curdling stunts by doomed airmen? ment and the changes which its installaLife-spilling races by crazed motorists? tion will involve on the various steamers
Luxurious marine palaces where danger of the corporation will involve an exis forgotten while the senses are pam- pense of not less than $100,000.
The
For Infants and Children.
pered to surfeit? What do the people work is being done, despite the fact thal
want? Let them give the sign to King the steamers of the company are nevei
Capital. Desire will gore Civilization if more than an hour’s sailing distance
the people do not Speak. Thumbs down! from shore and, in many instances, £
It is mercy. The people demand rr ercy very small fraction of even that amount.
for the sake of themselves and of posWeekly drills in manning and lowerterity. The sober note of evolving change ing the life boats are held on the comis struck in D. W. Taylor’s article, Les- pany’s steamers and the crews are pro
sons from the Titanic Disaster,
Maine's Sons of Veterans.
appear- ficient in handling them.
ing in the June number of Popular MeThe State encampment of the Sons of chanics Magazine. Mr. Taylor is a Naval
English View ol T. R.
Veterans’ convention is to be held in Constructor of the United States Navy,
Gardiner June 5th and 6th. The pro- and highly qualified to discuss the grave
A smack of Lord Cromer;
He points out many ways in
Jeff Davis -a touch of him.
gram for the opening day includes a subject.
A little of Lincoln—
meeting of the division council, presen- which ocean liners may be made safer.
Not very much of him.
tation of flag, an automobile ride to the Some unusual illustrations'accompany the
Kitchener, Bismarck, Germany’s Will,
Daklands and the annual ball. The pro- article, among them a double-page drawJupiter, Chamberlain, Buffalo Bill.
gram for the second day includes a trol- ing of the Titanic when she struck the
—St. James Gazette.
ley ride to the National Soldiers’ Home berg. Other poipts of the disaster are
A lot of Thersites;
discussed in Wireless Co-operation and
at Togus and the election of officers.
Don Quixote—a little.
Laws; The Titanic’s Grave; and two
A good deal of Nimrod,
editorials by H. H. Windsor: Ocean
HELPS A JUDGE IN BAD FIX.
Of Achates darned little.
Travel Reform and Investigation is
Justice Eli Cherry, of Gillis Mills, Tenn.,
Tartarin, Thraso, Sir Ora-cle,
B. Furioso and Machiavell.
was plainly worried.
A bad sore on his leg Proper.
G. H. w.
bad baffled several doctors and long resisted all
remedies. "I thought it was a cancer,” he
wrote. “At last 1 used Bucklen’s Arnica Salve,
THE CHILDREN LIKE ST
and was completely cured.”
Cures burns,
FOR FLETCHER’S
boils, ulcers, cuts, bruises and piles. 25 cents
it all druggists.
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“Oh brace up.

worst
The

Thing in Stoves

time,

Mr. Smart wraps his white
around him and smiles gleefully.

1

meal
stoves—the

B

jgfeifection

Oil Cook-stove
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

(Dutch Boy Painter Trade-Mark)

WHITE LEAD

R

is pure white lead—nothing else.
nixed with pure linseed oil and
tine, itmakes good.okl-fashioned
white lead paint—the kind that

■SI
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II

B

Ask for

89

our

Painting
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r
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Avh

Bmhil
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Points

containing color schemes and many helpful painting suggestions.

gig

I

:

turpeu

or blotch.
It may be tinted any
coloi. Look at your house today.
it the paint shows the least signs of
wear, come and see us and

Hfl
B»

■

When

liungstothcwoodwithoutcraek

■I
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an

as a

Bp

I

public servant—from way back in il:
’70s until today—would he simply to repeat the story as so well told by the able

jI

RED SEAL

BW

first published by The Republican Jour|nal of Belfast; it has been republish..!
the Bangor News and Kennebec JourI by
nal, and we hope it will appear in every
; Republican paper in the third district.
To recount Mr. Burleigh’s usefulness

|

jj

print

we

I

■

compilation of ex-CongressBurleigh’s public services. This was

A

■

■

exhaustive
man

l V

loA
“good”—before the pores are
exposed and ready to drink up the
paint by the gallon—and be absolutely sure that you are getting
real paint.

■

“THE ELOQUENCE OF RESULTS.”

Th
\

V
1

to save paint expense: Paint
while the old paint is still

clean up the slash of Democratic recklessness.
Somerset, in our belief, never was
stronger for Burleigh as the man of the
hour, for party and State, than today.— !
I Madison Bulletin.

Delay

i

in thepaint business it proves
that there are two sure ways

“Governor” Burleigh is regarded as a
neighbor, and where every one is familiar
with his record and his personality.
Republicans and quite a sprinkling of
disgusted Democrats are making no
gamble on their ballots this year, if we
are to judge by what they are
saying.
They are looking, this year, to tried and
true men, and they demand in every
place possible men of long experience to

eW-The Latest
midnight

unfinished sleep.

Experience
Proves Anything

/

<VU3Dtf & HALL

Belfast editor. We urge en ry third dis- j
trict reader of The American to “read, I
ponder and inwardly digest” this story,
and he wdll have ample grounds, if he
hasn’t them already, for working for
and voting for Mr. Burleigh for the nomination for United States Senator.
As The American said the week after
he announced his candidacy “He has
proved himself a faithful, useful and
honorable public servant, loyal to his
country, his State, his party and his
friends, and therefore has the unbounded confidence of the people of Maine.”

Ellsworth American.

—

_

Sarah’s

Squanderings.

In Concord, Now Hampshire, they tell
of an old chap who made his wife keep
a cash account.
Each week he would go
over it, growling and grumbling.
On
one such occasion he delivered himself of
the following:

“Look here, Sarah, mustard-plasters,
fifty cents; three teeih extracted, two

dollars! There’s two dollars and a half in
week spent for your own private

one

pleasure. Do you think I am
money?”—June Lippincott’s.
Higher

made of

Salaries for Teachers.

The first shot in

a vigorous campaign for
salaries for Maine school teachers was
fired in the last issue of the Maine Teachers
Quarterly, a magazine edited and published by
Herbert C. Libby, of Waterville. A number
I of the pages of the magazine are devoted to a
discussion of the wages of Maine school teach! ers and it is
pretty evident that the fight is to
be kept up until the 3,000 school teachers of
Maine
are
receiving
wages that are large
J
enough to keen the best t.eaehers at home.

higher

FREE BOOK
On
;

the

treatment

of

Horses,

Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry,

Cattle,

Birds

:

and

Trained Animals, mailed free.

For E very Living Thing

on

the Farm

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifies.

V
j'

A. A. For FEVERS. Hiilk Fever, Lung Fever,
B. IJ. For SPR\I.\S, Lameness, liheninntisin.
!

C.

C. For SORE Throat. Epizootic,

D-

D

For

E. E

WORMS, Rots. Grubs.

For COI

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FER'I ILIZERS. Manuf. cl
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

|
I

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

COE-MOR TIMER

THE

Bellyache. Diarrhea.

G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
H. H

DISE ASES, Mange, L'ruplions.

J. li. For BAD COMUTIOA, Indigestion.

60 cts. each bottle.
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
At

druggists

of p rice.
Humphreys’
•vim

or

Homeo.

Streels.

sent

prepaid

on

J»
receipt

& Transient Sts-

^

or.

Telephones—stable 235-2,

age is solicited.

Meclicino Co., '^or. William

The fact that one woman is brighteyed, rosy-cheeked, strong anil cheerful,
while another is pale, weak and depressed is due more often than other-

wise to the conditiono: live blood. The
way to remedy this condition is to build
up the blood and for this purpose there
Ivottar

Pink Pills.
women

special

but

+Anin

f-lmiv

I fr

Wi 11

Q

TV»<g’

They are for both men and
they benefit the latter in a

way.
Mm Eva L. Richardson, of No. 32
Adams street, Laconia, N. IT., says:
“My health began to fail and for four
years I was sick. The doctors said I
I was so
was suffering from amemia.
pale and white that my llesh was almost
transparent. I was very thin but my
limbs and face were bloated. There
was not a particle of color in my lips.
from palpitation of the heart
tI Buffered
and could not go up and down stairs
without stopping two or three times
Land holding on the banisters for support. I had such terrible headaches
that it was impossible for me to exert
myself the least bit. My sleep was
broken by smothering spells and in the
day time I had dizzy spells. The doctor prescribed game for me but I could
I could not even eat
eat very little.
eggs. Illy mother read in a paper about
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People and of the good they were doing
and, knowing that I could not live on
as I was, thought theie would be no
harm in trying them. AVe were all surprised at the result. I soon began to
have color in my cheeks and lips and
I continued using
felt much stronger.
the pills until I was as wellasever. My
health has been good ever since and I
can heartily recommend Dr. AVilliauis’
Pink Pills.”
Dr. AVilliams’ Pink Pills are guaranteed by the manufacturers to contain
no opiate, narcotic or anything that
could injure the most delicate system.
A booklet, “Building UptheBlood,”
showing what these pills have accomplished in amemia, rheumatism, general
* debility and after-eff ects of fevers will
be sent free on request.
All druggists sell Dr. AA'illiams’ Pink
on
Pills, or they will be sent, postp.
receipt of price, 50 cents per box; sixboxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

house

!

l>;

>

$

W. G. PRESTON, Prop:i

<58* ^ ^ ^ >& agji
r

For Sale

Experience

of a Sufferer fronj
Thin Blood Who Thought
She Could Not Live.

*

1
Wasl ir*kn sheet just off >Tain street.
: avc sin?
double hitches, backboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your p

Is situated

New Y< "k.

Pill CuLliri iJ
CBEEMB UPS

TtA

YORK,

PRESTO M’S
| Livery, Boarding
^ 4588 Ifii *58* 4^

IQ

NEW

a$s 6% aftt&i

a&e ifie

For KIDA’EY and Bladder uiso.-ders,

I. For SKI

I.

COMPANY,

fep apsafiasE® avisiw&m >sssz-j&«£gm-sm*£xz ozsc-stm -jesw. ■**<■

GIIS, Colds, Influenza,

F. For COLIC.

F.

Distemper.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

1S57

One

of

finest

the

p<“

post

resi-

card add y
t oruer

rooms

and

bath.

a

and cold water in six
rooms.

vviJ* reeeiv*

WA1/1 F.K 11. <
Cross ami Federal sn*-

?

Belfast—containing

dences in
12

a

Dr, W. C. LIBBEY

Hot

sleeping

Excellent closet and

For other

stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.

DENTIST,

;

I
storage accommodations. Fine j

93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST

M«in£

to

Thompson.

McCall’s Magazine
and McCall Patterns

Belfast. April 15, 1912.—16tf

For Women
Have More Friend* than a
magazine or patterns. McCV

j
>

reliable Fashion Guide m
one
million one hundred
homes. Besides showing al!
designs of McCall Patterns,
is brimful of sparkling sho
and helpful information for v

/.

Liquor I
Drug Using

For

and

It

Destroys

No Nausea

the
or

j
I
1

1

Save Money and Keep in Style
for McCall’s Magazine at once. \
cents a year, including any one ot tl
McCall Patterns free.

McCall Patterns Lend all ethers
simplicity, economy and num

dealers sell McCall Patterns than a
makes combined. None higher than 1
from your dealer, or by mail from

McCALL’S MAG A

Craving

236-246 W. 37th St., New V,

Sickness

Not»—Snap!* Copy,

Premium Catal'-fuo' uJ I’lC

j

No Confinement
No Prostration or Collapse
General health improves from the
beginning. Healthful surroundings, skilled physicians, rational and honest methods
and a comfortable home.

advance.

TRUCKING

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

Congress St., Portland,

Maine

TELEPHONE 2224
Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness.
Printed matter

on

request

j

McCall’s Magazine and ThaK r
one year each for $-

Journal,

j

j

I am prepared to do all kinds of
Furniture and piano moving a special*'
orders at the stable, corner of Main
streets, and they will receive prowl1
tion. Telephone connection
W. W.
14tf

126 Waldo Avenue, B
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meeting
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is about to open her school
>nts her first? The daily
I his is an inportant part, yet
gotten till the school opens
>ut at the close of the first
There should be a proay.
ir o first
day as well as others
i I be followed. What are some I
is to be considered in making
The length of
: ily program?
ay. the number of recitations
inngement of the subjects.
>; .mi second points need not be
a hiie the third will
involve
There are two classes of
t.
which are known as form studUnder the
content studies.
classed reading, writing,
:v
spelling and language; under
t

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil T»ai.c
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant,
ft
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Narcotic
substance. It destroys Worms and allays
Feverishness^
It cures
Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. It relieves Teetif*
ing Troubles anil cures Constipation. It regulates
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
sleen
p*
The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

:r

f
(
*

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Always
Bought
of
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A'-ography, history, literature,

I'Wfi;..
",

a

etc.
ssions

are

three hours

long,

middle of each should be a remin.-i for free play of fifteen

,•

.V"

..pnnsibility of determining the
be taught does not rest with !
while the arrangement does.
the fundamental subjects
is
provided for first, and then
nme .can
be spared may be
r
the accessory subjects. The
:
alloted to each subject rpani; ends very largely upon the im,f the subject in relation to
This most frequently must be
: by the teacher,
time and the best periods of
1
,'iild be given to formal studies, |
v ritices
are necessary
the con-I
r

.;
a

„

“j.,
(J,
■p’rs.
8F

10

>

oavmu-cu,

ouuum

at

If extra per- I
say five minute perfore noon or the closing hour
■uld be given to drills upon
iscs
of formal work in which
,1,3;, ;
especial weakness. Modithe above statement should be
rades seven and eight, when less
,i
should be carried on and more
work, as this belongs to the perf
:
scent growth.
The “form”
are in general more fatiguing
9,■
intent” subjects, hence two ;
tjtva
subjects should not follow one I
until.- r : iivctly, and the periods must not
g else effectiveness of the work
«pi. in creased through fatigue.
probably have observed that there
ds in,the day where attention is
» :
..- .y
sustained. It is found by
r,-p
a and
:.
study that sustained at- j
nnifests itself in rhythms. The
jest v iik is never done at the cutset,
after a certain inertia has been
si:
and a certain momentum gainiailv ‘work curve’ or ‘course of
a school day, reaches its highoetween nine and ten o’clock
rning, then declines rapidly,
'he minimum at noon.
In the
the highest point of the curve
shortly after two o’clock, but
is much lower than the morn■litnum. The decline is not so
n
the morning, but the miniomewhat lower.” It follows
laws that the heaviest work
a
issigned for the morning percdiately preceding the first retasks that stand next in “fa•

J'..

grades.

iower

c

rdable,

v

j

—

■

■

|

1

■r

snouin oe

aistrmutea De-

iorning periods after
lternoon

periods prior

recess

to

half

Another apparent exception
rule, is that two lessons renting should not follow each
■

succession, neither is it well
ing or drawing the first thing

-!•

or

noon

subjects
ught

not to

intermission, be-

require

follow

steady
any physi-

general exercises in the
teacher ought to make her
the school, administer rei-' needed caution —not.
allow
fere with the recitations of
cii is too often the case. The
ises otfer an opportunity to j
>rk of the day upon a high
.'.i:Pity rather than quantity j
a in this as well as other ex:•

v

tra-

■.

.:th of

periods should not, even
vnools, exceed the following
5 to 7 years, 15 minutes; 7 to
minutes;

10 to 12 years, 25
16 years, 30 minutes. It
that home work should not
: before the fifth
year or grade.
urogram is carefully worked
g lance with the above
suggesuld he carefully adhered to.
r” the ailoted time becomes
it a ui entails much waste and no
i-tice.
Most teachers prefer
ji j,.cts to others and it is
easy to
the favorite periods, which
t be done.
Hold to the proto

j

ion

■■

■

'a

ps;
;,v

conditions of the school room,
ventilation and light, should be
itched by the teacher; also
of the pupils both sitting and
Study your pupils and condi;■ which
they are laboring, for
n
otion, lack of interest and
fief may be traced to remediic

conditions.

of discipline looks first
fire of the whole. The condign most favorable for the con'd attention by the entire
i*. established and
preserved,
waste is involved which is
in proportion to the size of
the number of pupils in the
member of the class must
ids own desires to the wel•
class as a whole. This is
is demanded of all forms of
ty, so we should not for a
A of denving the necessitv
cm

vmg discipline.

condition of effective disci; ct for the authority of the
this respect be sufficiently
if whole problem clears
■,
up and
c
is comparatively simple,
^rlessness
tirst
is
the
essenCteacher on whom rests the
lj,hty of governing an elemen-'
ts.'1 oondary school—not only physiI'l'jrage hut also moral courage,
teacher must be tactful. The
liar
n,f' storming, blustering teacher
so lacks
tact. The teacher who
v
UP before the occasion demands,
he
T~v Jhat'3 will have order or “kill
s'mply inviting serious
ttoui
1*le tactful teacher never
u
V’'r‘‘"" never brags, never storms—
occasion demands he acts, and
tttj
■

■

loir!!

i"
huste

unerringly,

toss,’’ and without
ten,..'
i^nees.

teacher must be persistent. Every
!l,wn must be adhered to rigidly

tii
t[

effectively,

fear of con-

t
t

'emittingly.
is

The acme of good
reached when the conditions

are

preserved automatically,

^hiiciren Cry
FOR
FLETCHER’S

STOFilA

m an

eighth

may

one

A‘ a
for the
day of

Court Hem at Belfast, within anti
^rotate
County of Waldo, on the second Tues-

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo
May, A. D. Ifcl2

Belfast, within and
on the 14th day of

WALDO 88.—InI Court of Probate, held at Bei,
n'»
?t’on *he *Ath day of May. 1912. George
M.
warden, administrator on the estate of Eliza
J. Jones, late of Freedom, in said
County, deceased having presented his flrst and ttnai
account of administration of said estate for allow-

vay, A. D. 1812.
the teacher is not thoroughly alive to the
work. It Aeeriain instrument, purporting to be the last /CLIFFORD N. STAPLE8, nephew and benepossibilities of the recitation
will and testament of Caroline 8. Parkmau,
flciary under the last will of Francis M.
would be much better to ask a single late ol Llncolnville, In said Couoty of Waldo,
Staples, late of Stockton Springs, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
question like this: “Give a brief account deceased,Ihaving been presented for probate.
petition
Oroered, That notlee be given to all persons in
of the discovery of America.
praying that he may be appointed administrator
terested
causing a copy of this order to be of the estate of said deceased, with the will anIn order to secure attention of all publishedbythree
weeks
in The Re- nexed

17. 1912.]
^idering this topic, we have two
which are in a way distinct yet
.luted—so closely that they are
v separated and to which the
votes much of her time in
fo* the recitation.
It; will
iv necessary for our discussion
...
to
the
teacher
Mod largely
in
t phases of her daily tasks,
,•
citation as a period in which
to be tested and new tasks
■

hears such questions

one

Alonzo J. Know I ton
at the annual
of the
jfB8t read
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association in Win(\.unty
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^ Teacher and the Recitation

In Use For Over 30 Years.
^_
without

thought

judgment

the i tion. The
text-book, indeed, is the easipupils’ part.
est solution of the problem of
educating
The teacher who must constantly warn
children in mass. It makes possible the
pupils and correct them for the same t systematic assignment of seat
work by
misdeed over and over again is not an
j providing each pupil with the same task
efficient disciplinarian
It is a byword It also relieves the
teacher very
that more teachers fail through inability
largely
of the task of mapping out her own
to discipline successfully than through
course and keeps instruction to a
definite
any other one cause. And failure to line.
Still on the other hand
discipline is most commonly due to lack a tendency to make for lower they have
standards
of persistence.
of scholarship in the teaching
profession
Those who have constantly to deal than
would be possible if every teacher
with children, well know how hard it is I were
responsible for direct instruction.
to deceive them.
Pupils may not detect : The text-book frequently tells too much
weakness in the teacher's knowledge of \ and leaves
very little latitude for the
which he himself is unaware, but they
discovery of truth by the pupil.
will unerringly detect any attempt to
Text-books may be roughly divided inhide ignorance or to “bluff.” A teacher to three
classes: 1st, readers; 2nd, manuwhose scholarship is sound and secure,
als or hand books, such as arithmetics
who knows his
and
subject-matter,
and grammar texts which provide a
who has the ability to present his knowlminimum amount of facts and
edge in a form that children can compre- with a maximum of exercises orprinciples
problems
hend, will, other things being equal, have to be worked out
by the pupils; 3rd,
less trouble with discipline than a teacher
text-books proper, such as
geographies,
whose knowledge is uncertain or inacaistories and physiologies in which the
curate, and especially one who is aware thief aim is the
and
logical
systematic
of his deficiencies and attempts to hide
letting forth of facts and principles.
them. A frank confession of ignorance
Some of the difficulties of text-book!
is far better than an attempt to gloss
nstruction which must be overcome are
over inadequate knowledge; but this con:hat the pupil must have some motive
fession must not come too often, and
'or attacking the printed page, or some
should certainly be offset by innumernterest in its contents, if he is to give it
able instances of enlightment.
The
attention that is necessary for the
:he_
teacher should never lose sight of the
issimilation of the matter presented,
fact that his prime duty is to teach,—to
^ot all the material presented in texttransmit to the child experience in one
looks is intrinsically interesting to every
lupil; the text-book may employ terms
stock in trade is experience or knowl;he meanings of which are not familiar
j
edge.
.v me
jjujjiis, auu me reauing oi me text
The teacher who is deficient in this rewill not hold attention so well as would
spect may maintain his authority by
he ora! presentation of the same matter
force, but the maintenance of authority
“Attention is a rhythmic process, prethis
alone
will
be
of
but
means
little
by
senting periods or phases which are deservice. A good illustration of this may
scribed as rise, dominance and decline,
be found in the book entitled “The Evorhose rhythms follow one another very
lution of Dod.’’
■apidly, whether the pupils are listening
“Be just and fear not.” is an excellent
.o oral instruction or
preparing lessons
motto for a teacher who wishes to pre'rom a text-book.
serve the condition of discipline and good
The text-book lesson normally falls !
order.
nto three parts: the assignment; the
Another factor in the way of securing
study: period; and the recitation. Of
order and discipline in the school is “good
-hese the first is the most important
nature.” One of the worst enemies of ’rom the standpoint of the teacher. The
good order is an ill-tempered teacher.
issignment should fulfill two functions:
All the innate evil in children seems
st it should clear up insuperable or relato be brought out and intensified under
ivelv insuperable difficulties in the way
the influence of a sour, morose, unlikable
>f form. These may consist of difficult
disposition. On the other hand there vords, obscure passages, and difficult or
are some teachers who can command remusual constructions.
How far the
eacher should go in this direction is a
spect by the very fact of their genial,
exDoubtless
these
natter of judgment in each specific case,
sunny dispositions.
tremes depend upon conditions over ( n all assignments there should be more
which the individual has little control— ; , >r less “give-and-take” between teacher
some people inherit ill-favored disposiind pupils if the pupils are to follow the
tions, just as others inherit sunshine and levelopment attentively.
The second
laughter. But every teacher can coit- 1 : unction of the assignment is even more
in
trol the conditions of good temper
j n portant than the first. It is to develop
some measure.
First of all comes up i n the pupil either an interest in the subthe matter of health, and the first in
ect-matter of the text, or a motive for
this category, sufficient sleep. Even the
ittacking the text aggressively. In this
best temper will be ruffled at the slight:onnection the first task is to make clear
est provocation if the normal amount of
:he relation between the forthcoming
sleep is long denied its possessor. A esson and those that have preceded,— !
good digestion is too obviously connected •orinect the new and the old
If this is
with a good disposition to require emlot done, the texi may be comparatively
a
to
that
at
this
say
phasis
point, except
neaningless to the pupil; and his assimigood digestion can often be acquired by ation of the content will,'of course, be
even
if
heredity mpossible. As a matter of fact, the
appropriate measures,
has seemingly decreed otherwise. Sufissignment of any text-book lesson in
ficient food and whatever outdoor exerwhich a new principle is brought out may
cise the individual may need are likewise
nvolve an inductive oral development
conditioning factors.
:overing, perhaps, an entire period.
This is clearly seen in the teaching of
By far the most important factor in
this respect, however, is freedom from
irithmetic and grammar. In taking up
of
To
the
“borrowworry.
escape
pitfall
iny new principle, the proper procedure
ing trouble” is one of the difficult lessons s inductive development, involving the
for the beginning teacher to learn. The
^reparation, the presentation, the gencares of the school room are not light, i eralization and
the application.
I must
even under the most favorable conditions. 1 lot take the time to discuss these
steps
Some pupils will progress so slowly that ir to take time to outline a typical lesson
their advance is not to be detected.
or assignment.
Some will remain out of school for trivial
In general, it may be concluded that
rpasnns
«nH an Hplnv thp nrncrr*-»«a nf t.hp
nuch of the time which young people
will
torment
the
teacher
class.
Some
waste in attempting to “get lessons”
with ingenious but soul-trying mischief.
jut of text-books could be saved and
And, as if these were not enough, princi- I turned to educative use if the lessons
and
and
pals
supervisors
superintendents were skillfully and properly assigned,
will subject one to carping criticism, and
rhe natural result is that the teacher
patrons will threaten to deprive one of who does not teach in the assignment is
one’s position unless certain ridiculous
forced to teach in the recitation.
He
demands are acceded to.
To “keep rnusi
icoaun
di
uver
me
uicti lime,
sweet” amidst a combination of all these
that
the
should
have
points
clearing up
disturbing influences is a stupendous been cleared up before the pupils attacktask. It is simple enough to say that it I
Under these conditions,
ed the text.
should be done; how to do it is another
pupils soon come to know that, if they
quite different matter.
io not master the text, the teacher will
The teacher must use skill in exercisrecite it for them, and the most imporing her authority to avoid difficulty. 1 tant stimulus to effort—the idea of rethink that principals and superintendents
for results—is eliminated. It
will agree that, next to inability to se- : sponsibility
is this condition that makes text-book
cure
respectful obedience from pupils, work on the whole so inadequate. With
most of the trouble in discipline has its
a careful assignment,
however, pupils
source in the voice of the teacher.
The can be held
rigidly responsible for the
temptation to speak to children in a high- mastery of the text, and the recitation
pitched, rasping voice is very hard to re- becomes a word with a meaning.
sist, especially when there is the least
The application of the pupils in their
bit of noise or confusion in the class. As
of seat work tests the efficiency
period
the teacher’s voice becomes louder and
of the assignment. One of the surest
louder, the tumult increases in like pro- indices of a teacher’s ability is the diliportions, until finally one must shout in gence of the study class. The prime test
order to be heard.
To one who tries, of a teacher is not the manner in which
for the first time, the remedial measure
he conducts a recitation, but the growth
of a low voice in such a situation, the re- |
that his pupils make in ability to work
suit is little less than astounding.
The ;
efficiently without supervision.
remedy is so simple that one could hard- j When the pupil first begins to use textly be pardoned for mentioning it here, i books, it is well to furnish study queswere it not so frequently overlooked by
tions that will aid him during the study
teachers who are otherwise highly effiperiod to pick out the salient points treatcient.
ed in the text. These should be gradually
The last point that I will mention under changed as the pupil becomes
more
order and discipline is one that is met so i familiar with the use of text-books till
often in books on school management— the questions are simply study topics.
The work of the recitation should test
"keeping the pupils occupied.” I will
not take time to discuss this point, but | both the efficiency of the study period
every teacher knows that it is one that and the efficiency of the assignmtent. In
is not well to be neglected.
order to be most effective, it should be
The problem of attention is one that dominated by this fundamental precept:
should be discussed, as it bears such an
“Hold the pupil rigidly responsible in
important relation to the teacher and the recitation for whatever tasks were
the successful recitation, but time will set before him in the assignment.” Unnot permit.
Let us pass at once to the
less this principle is adhered to strictly,
technique of class instruction. “The the most skillful assignments and the
unique problem of class instruction is to most artful devices for the study period
will be a waste of time and energy.
secure the attention of all pupils to the
One of the testB of a teacher's effimatter in hand, and to keep all the pupils
to
up
practically the same level of attain- ciency in the upper grades is the freedom
ment in spite of individual differences in of his recitation work from “pumping
previous attainment and capacity for questions.” In many recitations one
will hear a series of questions like the
further growth.”
Who discovered America?
Our first concern of classroom manage- following:
ment with method of instruction is: How
When? Of what country was Columbus
may the teacher make the independent a native? What country aided him in
work of the pupils during their study
discovering America? What difficulty
did he have with his sailors? etc.
periods effective?
Each of these questions can be answerThe presence of several classes or
grades in one room is probably one cause ed by a single word or by a brief sentence.
of the extent to which text-books have They require a minimum amount of mental activity on the part of the pupils. If
come to be employed as media of instrucor

on

j

j
j
|

j

j

j

to observe
pupils to every topic it is well
some simple rules regarding the conduct
of the recitation: (1) State theJ;opic or
ask the question, then call upon a pupil
to recite.
(2) Avoid calling upon pupils
in any definite order; be sure that all
pupils think out an answer to every ques(3)
tion or statement for every topic.
Occasionally interrupt a pupil before he
has completed a recitation and ask another to continue the discussion from

that point.
(4) Encourage by some form
of commendation all exceptionally good
efforts on the part of pupils to make
complete and coherent statements; discourage in some effective manner all
“skimped” or inadequate work. (5) Do
not help pupils in the recitation; if the
entire class is obscure upon the point at
issue, reassign it with a more complete
explanation, holding the pupils responsible for its mastery at the next recitation;
if a single pupil is obscure upon any
given point, do not take class time to
help him out; rather provide a period
when he can be edven individual aid.
Finally apply these tests:—Does the
school work accomplish day by day the
object for which the school exists? Is
there a perfect understanding
pathy between pupfi3 and teacherWDo
pupils work steadily under the inspiration of interest and duty? Are pupils
attentive in the recitation? Are pupils
regular and punctual in attendance? Are
the recitations characterized by life,
good-feeling, and spontaneity? Is the
atmosphere of the school one of homelike cheer, freedom and helpfulness?
The teacher who can answer these questions in the affirmative need have little
fear that his school w irk is not success-

successively
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and far said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approver!
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of w aldo, on tile second Tuesday of May, A. 1), 1912.

robate Court, to be held at
may appear at a
BePast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot June next, at
t-xi of the
clock Before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th
day of
May. A. D. 1912.
O. WATSON,guardian of Hosea
Hunt,
having presented a petition praying for a
l'ceuse to fed at public or private sale and convey certain real estate of her said ward, described in said petition for the
purpose therein named.
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at
within and for said
County, on the 11th day oi June, A. D. 1912,
at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause,
if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not bp granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.

and^sym- MABEL

ful.
Regulates the bowels, promotes easy natural
movements, cureB constipation—Doan’s Regets.
Ask your druggist for them. 26c. a box
TO SAIL AROUND THE HORN.
Schooner Hiram to go to California for Ex-

position.
around Cape Horn in the 94year-old schooner Hiram, 57 tons, is the
avowed intention of Capt. J. A. Orne of
Rockland, who recently bought the
famous old craft and has begun general
repairs and fitting up. There is only one
older craft under the American flag than
the Hiram and that is the famous Polly.
Capt. Urne intends to take plenty of
time on the trip and doesn’t know just
when he will start, but expects to sail
through the Golden Gate in ample time
for the exposition of 1915. He expects
to exhibit the Hiram as the type of craft
in which many gold seekers went around
the Horn in ’49, and will have her rig
changed from a Yankee fore-and-after,
to a top-sail schooner of the old days.
To go

—■■■■—

I

$10 A WEEK
for exclusive agency work.
Send
Coupon to Protective Agency Co.,
239 North Capitol St, Washington,
D. C., for full information.

Name.
Town.

County.State.
Occupation.

PROBATE NOTICES
At a Probate Court held at
for the County ot Waldo,
May, a. I). 1912.

Belfast, within and
the 14th day of

on

A UGUST1NE F. HAHN, executor of the last
A will of Maria s. Dean, late of Lincolnville,
in said county of Waido, deceased, having pre
sented a petition praying that the actual market
value ot the property of said deceased now in
his hands, subject to the payment of the collateral ii heritai ce tax. the persons interested in
the succession thereto, and the amount of the
tax thereon, may be determined by the Judge of
Piobate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of t ins
wider to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newsp .per published at. Belfast, that they may appear ;»t a Pro
Unbate Court, to be held at Belfast, within an
said County, on the lltii day of June. A. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before mum, tt.d xUow
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

tv, t.iat all persons interested may attend

A true copy.

,,

4 DMINI8TKA TOR’S NOTICE. The suhscriber hereby gives notiie that lie has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ISAAC H. HALL, lab of SearsmoiK.
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to
the same for settlement, and
all indebtedpresent
thereto are requested to make payment
0

A

j

ELISHA H.

CONANT, late of Belfast,
County of Waldo, deceased.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
BANCROFT II. CONANT,
in the

Belfast, May 14, 1912.

CONANT.

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

The

sub-

scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
NELLIE M. WOODBURY, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. A I! persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
CHARLES P. WOODBURY.
Freedom, April 9, 1912.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The suba.
scriber hereby gives notice that lie has been
duly appointed administrator o f the estate of
DAVID B. COBB, late of Searsinont,
[in the County of Waldo,deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to pre>ent the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
oavment

immediatelv.

Sears in on t.

EBENEZER COBB.
May 14. 1912.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

Tile subscrib-

er hereby gives notice that he has been
duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
MOSES S. NEAL, late of Searsmont,
in tlie County of W aldo, deceased, .md given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of saul deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

County’

immediately.

CHARLES A. NEAL.

Searsmont, May 14, 1912.

ADMINISTRATORS’ NOTICE
The subA scribers hereby give notice that they have
duly appointed administrators of tile estate

been
of

CATHARINE MAYO, late of Monroe,
In tlie County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
ami all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
MYRON F. PARKER,
EVELYN S. BEARS.
Sear sport, May 14/1912.

WALDO

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. D. 1912.

FRANK A
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EDGAR M. HALL.

1912.
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EXECUTORS’ NOTICE.
The subscribers
Li hereby give notice that they have been
duly
appointed executors of the last will and testa-

WALDO

|

immediately.

..

Belfast, May 14,

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Annie M. Griffin, late
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if nny they
have, why the same should not be proved.'approved and allowed.
GEO. E\ JOHNSON, Judge.
A

true copy. Attest:
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary A. Harriman,
Chas. P. Hazeltiye, Register.
late of Belfast, in said Countv of v\ »idn
eu, Having been presented for probate.
sS-Iu Court ot Probate, held at BelOrdered, That notice be given to ail persons |
fast, on the 14th day of May, 1912. Fred
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
A. Kenney, guardian of Benjamin .1. Blood of
published three weeks successively In The Re- Knox, in said County, having presented his sixth
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they and final account of guardianship for allowance
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at BelOrdered, That notice thereof he given three
fast, within and for said County, on the second weeks successively, in The
Republican
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock a newspaper published in Belfast, m said Journal,
County
before uqon, and show cause, if any they have, ; that all
persons interested may attend at a Prowhy the same should not be proved, approved ; bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tile 11th
and allowed.
day of June next, and show cause, if any
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
! they have, why the said account should not be
A true copy. Attest:
allowed.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Atrue copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th dayJ of I
I
May, A. D. 1912.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelT. FLANDERS, nephew and heir- !
fast. oiFthe 14th day of May, 1912. Simeon
at law ot George W. Flanders, late of |
B. Merrithew, administrator on the
estate of
Northport, iu said County of Waldo, deceased. I George C.
Neal'ey, iate of Stockton Springs, in
having presented a petition praving that he may sain
County, deceased, having present'd his first
he appointed administrator of the estate of said 1
account of administration of said estate for aldeceased.
lowance.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
order to be published three weeks successively
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
pub- j that ad persons interested may attend at a Prolished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
of .June next, and show cause, if
said County, on the 11th day of June, A. 1). day
any they
the said account should not be allowed
have,why
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
KO. E. J O H N soX, J Udge
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said i
A true copy. Attest:
petitioner should not be granted.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
GEO.
I
JOHNSON, .1udgo.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
;
SS —In Court otrrooare. Held at Belfast, on the 14th day of May, 1912 Flora
S, Additon, executrix of the last will ot Charles
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
H, Additon, late of Belfast, in said County, defor the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesceased, having presented her first and final acday of May, A. D. 1912.
count of administration of said estate for allowA certain instrument, purporting to be the last j ance.
A will and testament of Thomas A. Cushman
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deweeks successively, in The Republican Journal
ceased, having been presented for probate.
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said County
That
notice
be
Ordered,
given to all persons that ail persons interested may attend at a Prolnteiestcd by causing a copy of this order to be
bate Court, to be held at
on the 11 til
published three weeks successively in The Re- day of June next, and showBelfast,
if any they
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they have, why the said account cause,
should not be almay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at lowed.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
A true copy. Attest:
clock before noon, and show cause, if
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
fast, on the 14th day of May, 1912. Horace
A true copy. Attest:
G. Peaslee, administrator on the estate of Jane
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
C. Peaslee, late of Sear* port, in said
Countv, deceased, having presented his first and final account. of administration ot said estate to:- allowADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscrlt e* hereby gives notice that he has been
ance.
dU!> appointed administrator of the estate of
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks
successively, in The Republican Journal,
GEORGE W. NICKERSON, late of Belfast.
a newspaper published in Belfast,in stid
County
ln the County of Waldo,
deceased, and given that all persons interested may attend ai a Probonds as the law directs. All persons
having bate Court, to be held at Belfast, <.n the 11th
demands against tfie estate of said deceased are day of June next, and show
cause, i* any they
desired to present the same for settlement, and
have, why thesaid account should not. he allowall indebted thereto are requested to make payed.
ment immediately.
GEO. E. JOH NSON, Judge.
COLBY R. HOWARD.
A true copy. Attest:
a
SwanviTle, May 14, 1912.
Chas. p, Hazeltine, Register.

JOHNSON, Judge.

subscribl

A

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday of May, A. D. 1912.

GKO. E.
Attest:

Chas. p. Hazkltinr, Register.

A I)MIN 1STRvrOR’S NOTICE. The
xl. er hereby gives notice that, he have been
duly appointed administratorof tli > estate of
HARRIET E. H ALL, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo,deceased,and givenbonds
as the iaw directs.
All persons having deni mils
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
EDGAR M. HALL.
Belfast, May 14, 1912.

of

Belfast,

at a

allowed.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. D. 1912.

Republican

That notice thereof be given, three
successively, in Tl»e Republican Journal,
newspaper publish d in Belfast, in said Coun-

I robate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on the 11th
day ot June next, land show’ cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
y
May, a. D. 1912,
T YDIA H. FARWELL and William
Farwell,
JU
administrators of the estate of Oscar J.
Farwell, who was trustee under the last will of
Joseph Farwell, late of Unify, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that W illiam Farwell and Oscar J. Farwell, Jr., may be appointed trustees of the trust
estate under said will.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively
in file Republican Journal, a
newspaper published at Belf ast, that they may appear at a Probate
1 ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and Cor said
County, on the 11th day of June, a. D. 1912,
at teu of tile clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioners should not be granted.
«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltiye, Register.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
n. will and testament uf Emily Woods, late of
Unity, io said County of Waldo, deceased, Having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

i>

Ordered,

weeks
a

Ordered, That the .said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested
by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
may appear at a Prothey
bate Couit. to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 11 tb day ot June. A. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazelti.ye, Register.

and allowed.

A true copy.

ance.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be ha*
been duly appointed administrator de boms non
of the estaie of

ADMINISTRATOR’S

|
j

ISAAC ELLIOTT, late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ad persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
ami all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
OEORCiE O. DAN FORTH.
Freedom, May 14. 1912.
A DMINISTR VTOR’S NOTICE. The suhscrib-

A er hereby gives notice that he has been .inly
appointed administrator of the estate of
HANNIBAL II. LAM SON, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said d--ceased
are desired to present Hie same bn settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
pavmem. immediately.
OUY I ARK TWO.MBLY.
Monroe, May 14, 1912.

At

a
tor

=TO

certain instrument, purport ing.to be the last
will and testament of Thomas C. Nickerson,
late ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented tor probate.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Piobate Court, to be held at Belfa>t, within and for said County, on tile second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have.
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New York Tribune Farmer
AND YOUR FAVORITE

a|^|iiuycu

HOME PAPER

allowed.

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest;
Hazeltine, Register.

Chas. P.

^

\\7 A I

DO SS.—In Court ol Probate, held at Belfast,on the 14th day oi May, 1912, H. C.
Ruzzell, executor of the last will oi John .Millivau, laie oi Searsport, in said County, deceased,
l aving presented his first and final account of
li

The

Journals

FOR ONLY $2.25.

administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1 itb
day of June next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account .should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Republican

a

Ilf ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
VV
fast, on the 14th day of May. 1912. Nora
K. Danloith, administratrix on the estate of
Aimont R. Gerry, late of Unity, in said ( ouuty,
deceased, Having presented her first and final
account of administration of said estate together
with her private claim ior allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court ;o be held at Belfast, on the llth
day of June next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account and private claim
should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14th day of May, 1912. Augustine F, Hahn, executor of the last will of
Maria D, Dean, late of Lincolnville, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Com ty.
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be helct at Belfast, on the llth day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

NOTICE. The subscribers
EXECUTRICES’
hereby give notice that they have been duly
executrices
will
appointed

ment of

of the last

V
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————^__

The Tribune Farmer

«
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Is

ISSI

weekly.

Jrfil

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.

feMT

a

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most

|jAmerica,
Swipr
'ZJm

The subscription

Ypgg
afigf
*

Hi

price of

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

®S° To

new subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

The Tribune Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

It

$1.00
2.00

Both for $2.25.
—=_■==---

=

..
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and testa-

SUSAN W. NEWELL, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased- All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are r esired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.

OLIVKTTACLAY.
ROBERTA THEODORA NEWELL.
Belfast, May 14,1918.

Republican

Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.

j|§

SEARSPORT.
Charles H. Monroe and Albert F. Brown
Boston Monday.

went to

Leonard Kean has moved
Nickels house on the Black road.
into

the Mrs. J. C.

Augustus Larsen has bought the W. R. Gilkey farm on Mount Ephraim road.
Mrs. Josephine Webber, who spent the winter in Boston, returned home Friday.
Edward W. Gilkey, who underwent an operation May 2nd, is able to be out again.
and Mrs. S. C. Pattee returned home
Tuesday from New York and Boston.
Dr.

Delbert Nickerson and family have moved
nto the Merithew house on Church street.

Capt. and Mrs. Charles M. Closson are receiving congratulations on the birth, May 20th,
of

a son.

orders and our honored custom, Thursday,
May 30, will be observed as Memorial Day. It
is earnestly requested that there be no desecration of the day.
Upon the bud and blossom, leaf and laurel,
we one year ago laid upon the grass-grown
mounds, has fallen the heat of summer and
the snow of winter, and their beauty and perfume are gone forever; but as we join in these
sad sweet ceremonies, the story of valor and
patriotism we will keep as fresh in our memories and as fragrant in our hearts, as when for
the first time we came to bedeck these shrines
with the early offerings of spring.
To country these comrades offered the service and sacrifice of their lives. Let us reverently give one day in loyal devotion to their
memories; search out every one of these
mounds, so that within our borders not one
resting-place of Union soldier or sailor shall
be unvisited.
The following committees are appointed and
details made:
Executive committee: J. W. Black, E. J.
Wentworth, J. A. Colson, H. T. Scribner, L. M.
Sargent, Wm. West, J. B. Sweetser and A. J.

Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver is visiting her cousins,
and Mrs. G. W. Burkett, in Belfast for a

Cunningham.

Marshal: A. E. Nickerson.
visit surrounding cemeteries, with power
to call on comrades to assist:
Prospect—A. K. Gray.
Stockton Springs—Frank Patterson.
Harbor—E. J. Wentworth.
North Searsport—A. Stinson.
Swanville—H. M. Chase, Isaac Mason, J. O.

Mr.
fpw

To

Havs.

of Hingham, Mass., is the
guest of her aunt, Miss L. W. Edwards, on
Water street.
Miss Mabel Eames

Earl R. Smith of Ashland has opened a job
printing office in the Wheaton building on
Main street.

Henry Davis left
Mass.,

where he

last

has work

granite plant.
Eggs laid in June
and are guaranteed

Kneel and.

Belfast—Geo. W. Curtis, H. M. Chase.
Cemetery—Albert Nickerson.
Gordon Cemetery—M. M. Whittum.
Smart

week for Milford,
a sharpener in a

Sargent Cemetery—L. M. Sargent.
Merrithew Cemetery—J. H. Kneeland, H.

as

are

to

the best to

keep

in

Comrades Wm. West and M. M. Whittum

put down

win

good condition

io;eivc

piivaif

uecuiituuiia

nc

mcuiui im

Room, and see them properly placed.
Committee on marking graves in Village and
Nichols Cemeteries: J. W. Black, M. M. Whit-

for two years.
Richard Swift and family of Thomaston have
moved into the Capt. Nicholas Parse house on

Prospect

T.

Scribner.

tum.

Flags—John B. Ames.
Transportation—J. A. Colson.
Evergreens—J. H. Kneeland, E'. 0. Colson,
L. M. Sargent, M. M. Whittum, F. A. Colcord,
H. T. Scribner, Levi D. George.
Soliciting Flowers from Schools—J. A. Col-

street.

David W. Nickels, who has been on a two
weeks’ business trip to New York, returned
home last week.

son.

of North Searsport has openblacksmith shop in the Davis building in
Mechanics Hollow.

Henry Trundy

ed

Decorating
rades

a

F. Pendleton

and

Decorating Monument, Church and Hall—J.
B. Sweetser, A. E. Nickerson, L. M. Sargent,
M. M. Whittum, F. A. Colcord, James O. Kneeland.
Music—F. A. Nye and Miss Hannah C. Colcord.
Decoration services in the outlying cemeteries will be conducted early in the morning

family moved

Saturday to Woodland, where he will have
ployment in a paper mill.

Graves of Former Post Comin Neighboring Towns—H. T.

Scribner, L. M. Sargent.

George W. Putnam of Presque Isle wras in
town Friday, the guest of Capt. Joseph N.
Putnam on Main street.
William

buried

em-

practicable.
Invitation is hereby extended to patriotic
Capt. Isaac Carver arrived Tuesday from ladies to assist in the preparations for decoraNorfolk, Va., where his steamer, a U. S. col- tion exercises, and to furnish cut flowers.
Loyal ladies in surrounding towns are relier, is hauled up until July 1st.
quested to meet and make wreaths for solas

far

as

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Wadsworth and son of
Belfast spent the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
O. C. Atwood. Steamboat avenue

diers’ and sailors' graves in their cemeteries.
It is hoped that all soldiers of the late Civil
and Spanish wars will join the ranks.
All Sons of Veterans and children are reMiss Eudavilla Cleaves, who has been at the ! quested to take a place in the column, and
i
Lieut.
Leon Merrithew is detailed to have
Waldo County Hospital in Belfast for medical
of the platoon of children.
j command
treatment, returned home Sunday.
Committee on decoration in
Stmr. Kennebec, Capt. Wainwright, arrived
Tuesday from Newport News with 3,460 tons
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Charlotte B. Bickmore, who spent the
winter in Atlantic, Mass., with her brother,
Nahum Mosman, has returned home.
Mrs.

Miss Mabel E. Griffin, who had spent several
brother, Edwin P. Griffin, in
Canton, Mass., returned home Friday.
weeks with her

Mrs. Nancy Jerome and children of San Doarrived last week and will spend the

mingo

Fred Zalenski of the 9th U. S. Coast Artillery, stationed at Fort Warren, Boston harbor,
was at home on a few days’ vacation last week.
Hon. Herbert M. Heath of Augusta, candidate lor L. S. Senator, spoke here Tuesday
forenoon in front of the Searsport National
Bank.
Mrs. E. B. Billings, wh:> has been the guest
of her sister, Mrs. L. L. Nichols, on W’ater
street, is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Fred
R. Poor, in Belfast.
Mrs. B. F. Pendleton left Monday for W’est
Bridgewater, Mass., to attend the graduation
of her granddaughter, Miss Winifred Nichols,
from the Howard Seminary.

Capt. R.

Sargent and Francis Patterson
the Ellis chateau on the Black road

E.

have leased

and will engage in market gardening and raising poultry for the local market.

Melrose, Mass., was in
town last week, the guest of his sister, Mrs.
George Jerome, and went to Alton Saturday to

spend

Mary

Sargent.
Steamer Kanawha, Capt. Burns, arrived Friday from Newport News with 3,470 tons of
coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. finished discharging Tuesday and sailed for Newport,
News.

bylaws of Searsport adopted in March
strictly prohibit playing ball on any of
the public streets in town. Every boy is not
able to pay $40 for a plate glass window' broken.
These bylaws have never been repealed.
Leander M.
Sargent, superintended the
loading of the schooners Hattie Lewis and L.
Snow', Jr., last week, at the Searsport Coal Co.
The

1804

dock with lumber which had been stored in
the Merrill mill on Opeechee stream for many
years. It was shipped to the Smith planing
mill at Bangor.

;

1

curred at her home in Unity last Monday. Mr.
Perley has the sympathy of a large circle of

to his work in

Orono Monday.

Maine friends of Mr. and Mrs. H. Peabody
Farnham sympathize with them in the death
of theig grandmother, Mrs. Farless, who died
at her home in Salem, Mass., May 23d.
Memorial services were held at the Methodist Episcopal church last Sunday morning and
as the small band of veterans marched in the
people were sorrowfully reminded of how their
ranks are thinning. Two members have gone
out the past year: Dr. Hopkins and Capt. Frank
Curtis. Rev. J. A. Weed delivered a very able
sermon from the text, “And this day shall be a
memorial unto you." Prayer was offered and
scripture read by Rev. C. H. McElhiney. The
choir rendered the anthems, “Scattering the
flowers of May," and “Angels are calling the
roll."

Headquarters Freeman McGilvery Post, No.
30, Department of Maine, Grand Army of the
Republic, Searsport, May 20,1912.
General Order No. 1.
In accordance with National and Department

street.

withCoughs

Rev. and Mrs. Arthur A. Blair remained
here over Sunday night, the guests of Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main street, leaving for
Belfast Monday evening.

We -have had seventy years
of experience with Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. This
makes us have great confidence in it for coughs, colds,
bronchitis, weak throats, and
weak lungs. We want you
to have confidence in it, as
well. Ask your own doctor
what experience he has had
with it. He knows. Keep
in close touch with him.

The Ladies' Aid Society will be entertained
this, Thursday, afternoon, socially, by Mrs.
Sarah Snell, West Main street. The hostess
hopes for a large company.
Mrs. James P. Stowers of Sandypoint, called
upon friends in our village last Saturday. She
contemplates going to Minnesota for the coming summer, to visit relatives.
The trees are in foliage, the lawns green,
the mowing machines in .demand for grass
trimming, and the pansies in full bloom, in
Maine. Summer is almost here!
It is rumored that Mr. W. M. Berry has
bought of Capt. Melvin E. Colcord one of his
recently erected dwelling houses on Gilmore
street, which he will

use as a

away.

Dr. C. E. Britto has bought the house of Mr.
Willard M. Berry—formerly the home of his
father, the late Capt. David N. Berry—West
Main street, and will soon occupy the place.

He will understand at

doctor.

Dose,
Made

pill

one
at
by the J. C.

a

bedtime, just
AYER

glance.

one.
CO., Lowell, Mass.

nice

last week_Mrs. Martin Robertson
Our State convention is near at hand! Whom
was a guest at the home of Mrs. E. A. Robertshall we have as a gubernatorial candidate in
son recently_Mrs. Flora Littlefield has sold
the Republican party?
May he be strong, ac- her farm in Monroe
to Mr. Charles Riley_
tive and a heart-felt prohibitionist! And may
Mrs. Watson Robertson fell last week by
he be “the choice of the people.”
catching her toe in a rug, striking her face and
Mrs. Angie (Griffin) Mudgett arrived by the side of her head on a door
casing. She
Old was
Boston steamer last Sunday morning.
quite badly hurt but is able to keep about.
friends hail her with pleasure after her winMiss Medora Clark and Miss Jessie Stevens
ter’s absence in Minneapolis, Minn., where she are
working for Mrs. Ed. Marden_Mrs.
W.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
Grace Marr recently bought two cows_E.
Libbey, former residents of Stockton.
H. Littlefield and family visited at the home of
The lovers of gardens—flower or vegetable Mr. L.'s brother Roscoe in Waldo last Sunday.
—are now busy putting in seed preparatory to
-Mrs. Lew. Murphy is gaining rapidly and
the future yield of beauty and food. May has, will soon be at home-The Swanville ball
thus far, been rather too cold and wet to team met the Jackson team in Monroe last
quickly germinate planted kernels; but “seed i Saturday and was defeated by a score of 11 to
5.
time and harvest faileth not!”

has sold
J.

“I suffered from indigestion for a long time.
Last May 1 almost died. The doctor told me it
was acute indigestion and I could not be cured.
Since that time I have suffered very much, as
some days everything I ate, even light food, as
soft boiled eggs, would distress me. I lest fifteen pounds. Sometimes I felt that I could
not live another day. A month ago I got a box
rf MI-O-NA tablets. Before I bad used them
week I was better. I have used two boxes
ind I feel as well as I ever did."—Eunice A.
Peters, Jackson, Ga.
Use MI-O-NA stomach tablets for quick reief from sour stomach, heaviness, heartburn,
>elching of gas and distress after eating. They
ire guaranteed.
Large bottlee 60 cents at A.
1. Howes ft Co/s and druggists everywhere.
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Percy Benner
bought a pair

Gray has
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uey
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a new'

of

Liberty...

of

horses in

pair

of horses
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was the ghest of L. H.
Merrithew Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. John Cornforth of Knox were Sunday guests of Mrs. W.
P. Jones-Cora A. Goodwin spent last Sunday with her cousins, Hattie Clough and Abbie
White, in Liberty-Ralph Reynolds, our mail
carrier, delivered our mail last week with a
motor cycle, which he bought for that purpose.

J. Thomas of Morrill

FREEDOM.
In Freedom church Sunday morning June 2nd,
at 10.30, Prof. Herbert C.
Libby of Colby college will deliver the Baccalaureate sermon, and
in the evening at 7.30 the vesper services will
be held and Professor Libby will give an informal talk to the students. A musical program will also be given June 3rd, and at
2.30 p. m., a ball game will be played by Morrill and Freedom teams. The commencement

fmm Monr Vn»lf

Suffer.

horse to

C. Fuller has
ui

21st, steamer Millinocket sailed with paper
for Boston and New York. May 22nd, schooner
Annie Lord arrived, light, to load lumber for
St. Andrews, N. B.
May 23rd, schooner
Charles H. Trickey sailed with lumber for
New York. May 24th, schooner Nat Meader
arrived, light, to load lumber. May 26th,
schooner Abdon Keene arrived with a cargo
of lime, from Rockland and schooner Lizzie
Lane sailed with lumber for New York. May
27th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a gen-

to All Who

a

Clinton-C. A.

From Cape Jellison piers, the following
shipping report was telephoned Monday evening: May 20th, schooner Susie P. Oliver arrived, light, from Bangor to load lumber. May

Important Letter
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26th with the latter’s
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concert
will
be
given Tuesday evening,
June 4th, at 8 p. m., at the church, with
readings by Mr. Pineo of Colby college,
and music by the Colby Glee club. Wednesday, June 5th, the Alumni dinner will be given
in the girls dormitory. Superintendent D. H.
Perkins of Portland High schools will be the
principal speaker. It is hoped that the old
students will make a great effort to attend the
exercises, and especially the Alumni dinner.
Wednesday evening the graduating exercises
of the class of 1912 of Freedom academy will be
held in the church. The program will be as
follows: Music; Invocation; music, overture by

Colby orchestra; salutatory by William Stanley Stephenson, Robert Burns, Myra Clyde
Tweedee; class poem, Claude Dean Nutter;
milsip- pla&E

acetIVD

“The

Mom

Dull

roads,” Henry Alton Clark; “The Life of
Helen Keller,” Ethel Mae Voae; Class History
and
Prophecy, Hazel Wilberta Sparrow;
music; “The Porto Rico of Today,” Fred
Lee Kenney; Presentation of Gifts, Lewis
Gordon Flye; valedictory, Vivian Mertice
Small; music; Presentation of Diplomas
by Professor W. F. Holman; music.
Mrs. Robert Fuller and her sister, Edna Knowlton, were in Belfast, shopping, May 24th....
Mr. Fred Sylvester from Boston is passing his
vacation with his sister, Mrs. A. A. Thompson,
in Montville... .Mr. Atchison delivered a fine
sermon May 26th, Memorial Sunday, in the
church. Dana B. Carter Post and the Knights
of Pythias were in attendance and the male
quartette sang some very pretty and appropriate selections....Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Noyes from Waterville were guests of Dr. and
Mrs. M. M. Small recently... .Dr. A. M. Small
h&s begun building a new barn on his farm to
replace the one burned last fall....Mr. and
Mrs. George Worth and their aunt, Miss Sarah
Perley, attended the funeral services of Mrs.
Roscoe Perley May 23rd... .Hon. G. E. Bryant,
Mrs. Bryant and son Harding, visited their
mother, Dollie Bryant, May 24th and 26th....
Mr. Guy Twombly of Monroe was in the village
>n business May 26th....Mrs. Samuel Bryant,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Guy
fwombly, in Monroe, returned home May 24th.

rj

disappointing

experience.

Take for instance, shoes. Colonial
pumps an
simply “all there is to it” in the big exclusive cm
shops. And there’s a great scarcity of them from
the fact the dealers wasn’t quite sure
just which w:
the “wind was going to blow,” so didn’t have
the
courage to stock these decided novelties to any great

:

sister, Mrs. W. S.

extent.

WINTERPORT.
Memorial Sunday was observed at the Methodist Church. The few remaining veterans
attended in a body and listened to a line address by the pastor, Rev. A. J. Lockhart. The
special music by the choir was highly appreciated, and the church was very prettily decorated with flags and flowers_Mr. Fred C.
Atwood met with a painful accident Wednesday afternoon, May 22. He was thrown from
a carxiage while out
driving, breaking his left
arm and inflicting some bruises.... News
was
received by Mrs. E. H. Boyington last week of
the death of her father, Mr. Porter Lufkin, at
his home in Dixmont. He was for many years
a highly respected citizen of this
place and his
friends here will regret his passing away_
Mrs. Gregg Black of Islesford is visiting her
old home here-Mrs. Hatch of Islesboro is
the guest of her niece, Mrs. A. J. Lockhart...
Miss Ruth Young has returned from Boston,
where she spent the winter_Mr. J. H. Carleton has so far recovered from his accident as
to be able to walk out a short distance_Dr.
A. R. Fellows and Mr. Joshua Crockett each
lost a valuable horse last week.

SHIP
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As usual the REGAL people “guessed
right
and we have just received from them several
styles in
these very much wanted city shapes. Are showing
specially attractive Gun Metal Colonial with a ham!
some steel buckle.
No—not at all conspicuous, yd
full of that elusive quality known as Style. We haw
the same in Russia and Patent Calf. You also
enjoy
the REGAL feature of Quarter Sizes—which make
an absolute
surety of a perfect fit. ,$3.50 and $4.00
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NEWS.

AMERICAN

PORTS.

Field-' Garden Seeds

May 21, Sid, sch Charlotte T,
Sibley, Perth Amboy for Portland; 22, ar, schs
Andrew Neb.nger, St John, N B; John A Beckerman, do; Aboie Buwker, Long Cove; Adelia
T Carleton, do; Chas H Klinck, Roberts Harbor; Harry W Haynes, Frankfort; Harriet F
Whitehead, Stonington; Mary E Morse, Stonington via Providence; sld, sch Pendleton
Brothers, Jacksonville; 23, ar, sch Carrie A
Bucknam, Boothbay; 24, ar, sch Henry R Til- j
ton, Portland; stmr Millinocket, Stockton: 26.
ar, sch Anne Ainsiie, Stonington; sld. stmr
Millinocktt, Stockton; 28, ar, sch Alary Curtis,
New York.

Two years ago we

bought out the stock and seed business
WILLIS E. HAMILTON, florist, and have since made

A SPECIALTY
-—Of

Everything in the Line of Seeds for~—

Vinalhaven.

FARM

Boston, May 22.

Stonington; 23,

ar,

Baltimore.

Brunswick, Ga, May

Wihey,

805.)

isn’t it? Ladies—to get every detail of a new
spring
costume correct from hat to shoes and find
you have
made a little mistake. Just enough to
spoil the whok
effect. Most every one has had this

Hunt.

j

for Regal Style

DISAPPOINTING

fast, spent Sunday with his family.... Mrs.
Sara Paul, who is teaching in Liberty, spent
j
Saturday and Sunday with her husband in !
North Searsmont.... Mrs. George Morse, who
j
has been caring for Mrs. Levi
Greer, was in
Belmont Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs.
George
Fowles and mother, Mrs. N. E. Fowles,
spent

May

(Ask

.ivir.

Ar, sch Annie & Reuben,
sch Willis & Guy, Bangor,
j sid, schs Pendleton Sisters, Brunswick; Jane
| Palmer, Lamberts Point, 24, ar, sch Northern
Light, Bangor; sld, schs Nelson G AlcFarland,
! Castine; Annie & Reuben, Stonington; 27, sld,
sch N E Ayer, Bangor; 28, sld, sch Harold C
i Beecher, Stonington.
Philadelphia, May 22. Ar, sch Alary E
in Detroit... Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Banton of Palmer Bangor; cld, sch Isabel B Wiley, San
Knox were at W. D. Tasker’s Sunday_Mrs. Juan, P R; 24, sld, sch Alary E Palmer, Bangor.
Baltimore. Alay 28. Sld, sch Horace A Stone,
D. Iv. McFarland and Miss Frankie Mayhew 1
Norfolk; 26, ar, sch Henry F Kreger, Tampa.
were guests of Mrs. George
Daggett in BelJacksonville, Alay 21. Ar, schs Alice Holfast Tuesday and Wednesday.Mrs. John brook, Baltimore; Blanche 11 King, PhiladelPortland; ar, sch
Mayhew of Searsmont was at A. D. Baker's phia; 24, sld, bark Kremlin,
Indepe .ident.Bath; 26, sld, sch Theqlirie, Boston;
Sunday-Frank Boynton is at home from 28, sld, sch Win Bisbee. Camden, Ale.
Searsmont, where he has been working in
Savannah, May 22. Sld, schs Brookline, HaFrank Fuller’s sawmill.... L. R. Choate bought vana; Thelma, New London; Humarock, Pniladelphia; Wm E Litchfield, Fall River.
a horse in Belfast last week_Ira I). Cram
Wilmington, N C, Alay 23. Cld, sch Maine,

Last week

....

...

jJuvMug

This Colonial
sty),

is correct, see
Apn
16 issue of VogUe

“who knows.”

Mrs. J. F. Hall will soon move into Mr. M.
0. Wilson's house-Mr. and Mrs. Edgar M.
Hall of Belfast were at Mr. Hall’s
brothers,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall May 26th....Mr.
Abram Sansom, who has employment in Bel-

cow

...

Resolutions of Respect. Bethany Chapter,
No. 76, O. E. S., Stockton Springs, adopted the
following resolutions May 25, 1912:
Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father
to call our worthy brother, Rufus P. Harriman,
to his eternal home; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Harriman, Bethany Chapter has lost a highly
respected member, one who exemplified in his
life the teachings of our beloved order.
Resolved, That we extend to his widow—our
esteemed sister —and to the other members of
his family, our deepest sympathy in their affliction.
Resolved, That our Charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, that these resolutions be spread upon the records, that they be
printed in the Belfast Journal, and a copy sent
to the family of our deceased brother.

They will be worn
by the woman

and

Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, their son, Mr.
George, and sister-in-law, Mrs. Everett Staples,
County Correspondence.
motored to Bangor Monday, returning at
night. A charming day lor an automobile SWANVfLLE CENTER.
Mr. Gross was in Searsport recently visiting
trip!
Is Roosevelt to sweep the Chicago Conven- his (laughter, Mrs. Webber_E. A. Robertson
tion, as he has the presidential preference went to Bangor last Friday and bought a fine
primaries in so many States? Can any public team.... Farmers have been delayed in planting as the ground is wet and heavy, but the
man today equal him, in his peculiar hold upon
grass is looking fine_H. P. White bought a
the masses of the people?

ora 1 fiarcrn

o_

NORTH SEARSMONT.
Misses Edna and AnnieProctor of Florida are
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Proctor-Miss Olive Ladd of Lowell is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes_Mr. Raymond
Hill of Camden spent Saturday and Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Hills_
Mr. George Paul of Boston is at Mr. S. W.

One of Ayer's Pills at bedtime wiil cause
an increased flow of bile and produce a
gentle laxative effect the day following.
Formula on each box. Show it to your

family home.

...

PROSPECT FERRY.
Miss Faustina Harding visited her brother
Frank Harding, in Brewer several days last
week.W. D. Harriman and Fred Bowdoin called on friends in Sandypoint last SunMr. and Mrs. Warren Benson of Prosday
pect and Mr. and Mrs. Elden Emerson of
Frankfort visited Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Brown
last Sunday. Messrs. Scott and Earl Ellis of
Northfleld, Vt, are visiting relatives here....
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Ellis of Stockton visited
Mrs. L. D. Berry last Sunday....Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Ginn, who have been visiting at W. H.
Ginn’s, returned to their home in Brewer last
Saturday.Mrs. Azealia Ginn is stopping for
a while with her sister-in-law, Mrs. M. A.
Devereaux
Evander Harriman gave a party
on his 15th birthday.
May 25th. Twenty-seven
were present from 2 until 6 p. m.
Ice cream,
cake and candy were served and all enjoyed a
pleasant time....Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berry
ind Mrs. Phena Berry were in Bangor May
28rd on business.

ISLESBORO.
Mr. Charles Dana Gibson and family have
arrived at their cottage on Seven Hundred
Acre Island for the season.... Miss Alice L.
Pendleton has returned home from Brooklyn,
N. Y....A new telephone line is being built
on the “West Side” to Grindel’s Point.... Mrs.
Mack Wingate has returned to East Millinocket after a week's visit in Islesboro....
Miss Grace R. Gilkey has returned from a visit
in Bangor and Brewer... .Islesboro had a very
severe thunder storm last Friday evening but
no damage by lightning has been reported....
The band boys had a well attended dance at
the town hall last Saturday evening....A
masked social was held in Union hall Monday
evening....Miss Nellie G. Coombs, Worthy
Matron, and Mrs. Joseph Pendleton, Past Matron, of Lone Star Chapter, O. E. S., have gone
to Portland to attend the Grarid Chapter....
The W. I. T. club is repairing the west side
sidewalks.

yo Years

Mrs. Lydia Emery of Bangor arrived Mon*
day by the afternoon train to visit her son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple

brought the following weather to
Stockton: Sunday, pleasant day, without sunshine; Monday, overcast sky, raw, cold, easterboarding at the Thorndike House, had a par- ly wind; Tuesday, dull morning with half-suntial shock one night recently, from which he shine in afternoon; Wednesday, overcast foredid not rally, and died last Tuesday night. His noon, rainy afternoon; Thursday, dark skies
body was taken to Waldo for burial in the fam- in early day, raw, southerly wind toward night
ily lot there. The deceased had many friends with rain late in evening; Friday, foggy and
in town.
He was the son of the late Hall mild, with partial sunshine in late afternoon;
Clement and leaves one daughter in Massa- ! Saturday, fine day—mildest of the month to
chusetts, a son, James Clement, of Clinton, and date.
one sister, Mrs. Emma Chase, of Lynn, Mass.
Much to the regret of her nu merous friends
-The house, shed and barn on the Bragg Miss Emma
Hichborn, West Main street, met
place and owned by Mr. E. M. Hunt were ; with quite an accident May 20th. In steptotally; destroyed by fire Wednesday evening, ping from the carriage—at her own door—in
May 22nd. The barn contained 14 tons of fer- which she had come from Belfast, in some untilizer and lots of farming tools, which were accountable way her foot so
caught as to throw
also burned. Neighbors and friends came from her to the
ground, twisting the ankle and seall directions to render aid, but the fire had
verely spraining the joint, necessitating the
got such headway that it could not be checked. attention of a physician. At this writing,
The buildings were a total loss.
There was Monday, the pain has ceased and swelling
some insurance on the farming tools and ferlessened, but bandages are still required and
tilizer. The origin of the fire is unknown_
the doctor thinks care must be exercised for
It is reported that during the absence of Mr. some time.
We hope this annoying restraint
Leon Parsons and family Sunday his store was for our active townswoman
may not be of long
entered and quite a quantity of goods taken
duration.

There is no clue to the perpetrators
Mrs. Etta Wing has had a nice monument set in
memory of her husband, the late Herbert L.
Wing, on her lot in the Center cemetery. The
Last Friday evening Miss Maude Smith en- work was done by the Hutchins Bro’s. of Beltertained at her home the Merry-Go-Round fast-Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Ames, accompanied
club. During the evening a linen shower was by their niece, Mrs. John Morrill of Bangor,
irivon Miss F.vi« Fallorih. whrtR** sniratrement.
called on Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins and Mr.
There was a short and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins Sunday_Mr. and
was recently announced.
musical program, which included a duet by Mrs. Charles Crockett of Belfast passed SaturMiss Jenkins and Miss Nye and piano solos by day night and Sunday with Mr. H. M. Higgins.
Miss Barker. A chafing dish lunch w’as served -Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Huff and Mr. and
in the dining room—creamed shrimps, olives, Mrs. Henry Reynolds and daughter of Brooks
salted nuts and Russian tea. Those present passed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson. It was Miss Vera Patterson's 8th
were Misses Elsie Gilkey, Laura Trundy, Corinne Barker, Annie Gilkey, Edna Jenkins, birthday and the little Miss was well showered
Evie Kalloch, Henrietta Gilkey, Lillian Smith, with gifts.... Mrs. Otis Cornforth and son Eli
Margaret Pendleton, Pronell Gilkey, Gladys of Unity were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Higgins-Be-t H. Stevens of Belfast,
Eyre, Mabel McElhiney and Lena Nye.
General Agent for the Prudential Life InsurMrs. C. S. Chapin of
Dodge’s Corner.
ance Co., was in town a few days last week
Camden arrived the first of the week to spend
and was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Burton
her 94th birthday with her son, Capt. George
Gross.Mrs. F. L. Higgins and children
was
her
She
E. Chapin.
accompanied by
passed a portion of last week with her .fister,
daughter, Mrs. C. W.Suttle, and her grandson, Mrs. Burleigh Ward-Mrs. A. L. Ward pasCharles Robinson, |and made the trip in his sed last week in Unity-There was a heavy
inunuer snower nere
and the
auto, enjoying the ride exceedingly-Mrs. rain came down in rriaay evening,
torrents.Butterflies,
Fred E. Stinson returned Sunday morning caterpillars and mosquitoes are very numerous.
.There has been but little planting done
from a few days visiting in Union and Camden.
as yet.
....Henry Dodge spent Sunday at his home,

returning

|

....

of

the week-end with his aunt, Mrs.

SPRINGS.

For the coming three months the regular
CENTER MONTVILLE.
Sunday service in the Universalist church will
Mr. Penson Clement and wife, accompanied
be held in the evening instead of the aftersurrounding
by Mrs. J. J. Clement and Mrs. T. S. Erskine,
cemeteries will report to Commander as early noon, to allow Rev. A. A. Blair to give the
j as
took an automobile ride to Belfast last
Friday
Swanville parish an afternoon discourse. Some
|
possible after performing the service,
afternoon.... Mrs. Ann Gowen of Thorndike,
Column will be formed on Main street, near
of the Stockton parishioners prefer the later
Soldiers’
at 9 a. m., Thursday, May
Monument,
who has spent several days with her brother,
| 30th, march to Nichols
Cemetery, where ap- hour.
Mr. Volney Thompson, and wife, returned to
propriate ceremonies will be held and decoraMr. and Mrs. L. Albert Gardner, Misses Sa- her home
tions deposited. Line of march will be reMonday... .One of Harold Cushsumed to Village cemetery where like cere- die Merithew and Pheobe Calkin, Messrs. man’s cows gave birth to twin calves last Sunmonies will be performed.
Clyde Withum and Willie Clark, have enjoyed day-Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Whitcomb reReturning to Soldi .>rs’ Monument, prayer a delightful week-end
camping party at Mr. turned to their daughter’s, Mrs. T. S. Erswill be offered, roll of honor read, and decoration services conducted. After which column Bion B. Sanborn’s log cabin on the so-called kine, last Sunday, after several weeks’ visit
will disband for dinner.
James Griffin shore, going up Saturday and
with relatives in Belfast, Rockland and Waldo.
At 2 o'clock p. m., column will be formed on
A fine location Their granddaughter and her
husband, Mr.
Main street, near Soldiers' Monument, and returning Monday morning.
an outing by the sea.
for
and Mrs. Frank Blood, brought them from
escort the speaker, Hon. Forrest Goodwin of
Skowhegan, Maine, who will deliver the adWaldo and spent the day with Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. and Mrs. C. W. Sprague arrived home
dress, at Union Hall.
Music for the occasion will be furnished by from New York May 21st, Mrs. S. having ac- Erskine-Mr. Volney Thompson sold one of
his new carriages last week_Oramandel
the Searsport Band.
companied her husband on his recent voyage
All flags that are hoisted on Memorial Day
Morse, wife and daughter visited her sister,
to
at
She
is
their
Church
Darien,
Georgia.
should be at half mast.
Mis. Mark Whitcomb of Morrill, Sunday.Mr.
Penobscot Company, No. U), U. R. K. P., Pe- street home for the summer. Capt. S. left
nobscot Lodge, No. 135, K. P. and McKinley j last Thursday to rejoin his vessel, which is T. S. Erskine sold one of his span of bay
horses for $300 to Mr. Holmes of City point,
Lodge, No. 87, K. P. of Prospect, will act as j chartered for Porto Rico. Friends are
glad to and
escort both Sunday and Thursday.
delivered the horse in Belfast last MonComrades and Escort will meet at 9.30 a. m. 1 see Mrs. S. again upon our streets.
T. S. Erskine and son began this week
day
Sunday morning, May 26th, at Memorial Room, j
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Harriman, Sandy- to make three trips to Belfast and three
to attend a Union Memorial Service at the
trips
Methodist church, wearing uniform and badge, point road, are receiving congratulations upon to Thorndike with cream for D.
Whiting & Sons,
without side arms.
on
going
Monday, Wednesday and Friday to
Rev. J. A Weed will deliver the address.
manent guest—a fine eight-pound boy—Leon- Belfast, and
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
By Command of
ard Murray,—in their home. Mother and babe to Thorndike.Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Whittum, Commander.
Webber of
J. A. Colson, Adjutant.
are doing well.
The parents are making their Winslow were Sunday guests of their
daughhome with Mrs. H.’s father and mother, Judge ter, Mrs. Walter Overlock... D.
P. Plummer
Thorndike.
and Mrs. L. F. Murray, who are offered felici- was in Belfast part of last week on business.
Friends in town were shocked to hear of the
tations on the coming of their first grandchild.
-E. E. Dyer recently bought a pair of horses
sudden death of Mrs. Roscoe Perley, which oe-

Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
Thursday from Newport News with 3,980 tons
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co., finished discharging Saturday and sailed for Norfolk.
William B. Ford

STOCKTON

23.

Sld,

sch

Lizzie B

Portland.

Feri aiidina, Fla, May 22. Ar, sch Alelbourr.
P smith, New York; 24, ar, sch Gen E s Grte-

ley, Alayport.

AND GARDEN.

We have this season the
ever

carried,

and

are

largest and best line of seeds we
prepared to fill all demands with the

ha.,
b,

seeds obtainable.

A. A. HOWES &
GROCERIES,

DF'UGS

CO.,
MEDICINES

and

tt=r=L.-£r-1::-

JORT1IPORT.
Mrs. Clara

1

ew

days

in

Hopkins

is at

the Cove

to

spend

Statement of the Condit
a

her cottage. Mr. and Mrs. FredNew York,who are to occupy the

j Belfast Loan and Buil

rick Reed of

sociation, Bella

ottage for the summer, are expected this
veek-Farmers, who have been delayed by
I he cold, wet weather, are just beginning to

<

MAY 21, 1912.
William B. Swan, President.
C W. YVksoott, S«
>lant. A number of acres will be planted to
j
« urn for
the factory... About a dozen people i Directors—Willi.ua p. Swan.
I. Brown, C, W. Wescott,
vent to Gilley’s hall to a dance iatt Saturday !
T. Field, J. li. Dunton, Ben J
1 light and had a very nice time...
Sch. W. H. j
Thompson.
ewell loaded with cedar posts, bean poles and j
Organized January ill
] loops last Saturday and sailed Monday for
LIABILITIES.
j tockland... .The Pennington cottage is being
I ilastered and will soon be finished_Dances' Accumulated capital..
Advance payments.:.
/ill begin at the auditorium,

Non oik, Alay 25.
Ar sch Northland, Searsport; 27, ar, sch Horace A Stone, Baltimore.
Bangor, May 23. Ar, sch Fannie Palmer,
Newport News; 24, ar, sch Irene E Aleservey,
Boston; 25, sld sch Izetta, Boston; 27, sld, schs
Leora M Thuriow, Pawtucket; Rose E., Beifast; 28, ar, sell Gilbert Stanciiff, Everett,
Temple Heights, Guaranty fund.
Alass; sld, sch Fannie Palmer. Hampton Roads, j ] ’riday evening, May 31st, with music by Keyes’ Matured
shares..
Bath, Alay 22. Sld, sch James W Paul, Jr,
Bills payable...
•rchestra.... Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard and
Delaware Breakwater for orders.
Profits.
amily are spending the week in Belfast and
Searsport, May 22. Ar, stmr Massasoit, Belfast; 23, ar, stmr Penobscot, Newport News;
Valdo-Everyone is working and getting
stmr
Swan’s
i
stmr
sld,
Massasoit,
ls&nd; 24, ar,
ood pay and it is hard to find help enough.
RESOl'RCES.
Kanawha, Newport News; 25, sld, stmr Penob- *
Loans on mortgages of real est.t'
scot, Norfolk; 27, ar, stmr Kanawha, Newport
Loans on shares.
BORN
News; 28, ar, stmr Kennebec. Norfolk.
Cash..
Stockton Springs, May 22
Ar, sch Annie
Lord, St Andrews, N B; 23, sch Charles H
Ames In Pockland, May 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Trickey, New York; 24, ar, sch Nat Meader, ] lenjainin B. Ames, a son.
Bath; 25, sld sch Lizzie Lane, New York; 27, ar,
Bowden. In Rockland, May 16, to Mr. and
Number of shareholders.
stmr Millinocket, New York; sld, sch Abdon ] Irs. Jesse W. Bowden, a daughter.
Number of borrowers.
Keene, Bangor.
Bunker. In North Sullivan, May 7, to Mr.
Number
of shares outstanding
Islesboro, Alay 26. Sld, sch Mount Hope,
nd Mrs. Archie O. Bunker, a daughter.
Number of shares pledged for i.
Carter. In Stonington, May 5, to Mr. and
Philadelphia.
Number of loans
Irs. Samuel Carter, a son.
FOREIGN FORTS.
Mossman. In Belfast, May 26, to Mr. and
ROBERT F. D
Grand Turk, T I, May 13. Ar, sch Alice J
drs. Raymond R. Mossman, a daughter.
Bank Comm
Crabtree, San Juan (loading salt for Bangor,
In Rockport, May 13, to Mr. and J
Rhodes.
to sail 17th or 18th).
Irs. C. E. Rhodes, a son.
Puerto Mexico, May 21, 1pm. Sld str CaliUAKU
UF THANK'
Wiley. In West Lincolnville, May 15, to Mr. !
fornian, Blake, Delaware Breakwater; 23, 9 p
We wish to thank our many fri
nd Mrs. Ralph Wiley, a son, Richard Fredm, ar, str Kentuckian, Delano, New York.
kindness and sympathy extend*
* rick.
Windsor, N S, May 22. Cld,sch Gen Adelbert
Brassey-Brierley.
In Yorkton, North recent bereavement and for
New York.
■

Ames,
Hantsport, N S, May 20. Ar, sch Edward
Stewart, New York.
Salina Cruz, May 24, 2 pm. Ar, str Columbian, Colcord, Hilo; 26, 1 p m., sld, stmr Mexican, lapiey,

oan

Citizens Should Read and Heed
This Advice.

Kidney trouble is dangerous and often fatal.
Don’t experiment with something new and

j

Doan's have cured thousands.
Are recommended here and everywhere.
A Belfast citizen’s statement forms convincing proof.
It’s local testimony—it can be investigated.
Peter F. Welch, 60 Union street, Belfast,
Me., says: “I know that Doan’s Kidney Pills
are an effective kidney medicine.
1 suffered
from kidney complaint three or four years ago.
The kidney secretions were irregular in passage, being at times profuse and then again
scanty. I had read of the good results derived
by the use of Doan’s Kidney Pills and at once
procured a supply. They have done me a world
of good. I still use them off and on whenever
I feel I am in need of a kidney medicine and
they never fail to relieve me.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—^and take no
other.

10 mr. ana

floral

offerings.

MRS. MAUDE DICK!
MR. and MRS. ALMl.i
FAMILY.

daughter.

Clark-Curtis. In Winterport, May 26, by
tev. A.'J. Lockhart, Herbert A. Clark and Miss
’heodate M. Curtis, both ot Frankfort.
Dunbar-Curtis. In Bluehill. May 20, Chas.
'. Dunbar and Miss Esther I. Curtis, both of
Uuehill.

MacPherson-Luce. In Belfast, May 25, by
tev. D. B. Phelan, Allen MacPherson and Miss
lazel A. Luce, both of Belfast.
Moore-Eldridge. In Bucksport, May 25,
^ talph Moore of Brewer and Miss Irene El( ridge of Bucksport

AND

WANTED
A capable girl or middle-ag*
general housework. Principal

outside.

J

Winchester-Maddocks. In Surry, May 15,
Weldon Winchester of Surry and Miss Gladys
laddox of Bluehill.

Good wages to

dress

the rig
MRS. A.
Sears p<

1

2w22p

j

untried.

Use a tested and proven kidney remedy.
Begin with Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Used in kidney troubles 75 years.

id,

a

MARRIED

Diego.

DON'T BE MISLED
Belfast

vest lerruories, vanaua, may
4rs. Edward Brassey-Brierley,

BELFAST
Corrected
PRODUCE

CURRtN

PRICE

Weekly

MARKET.

for

The .1*
PAID

Apples,
DIKII
Benner. In South Waldoboro, May 19, Delia
(Hahn), widow of Capt. George Gilbert
ienner, aged 65 years.
Barnes. In Wheeler's Bay, St. George, May
1 5, James H. Barnes, a native of Camden, aged
1 7 years, 10 months and 20 days.
Cookson. In Union, May 21, William Cookl.

j

g

native of Thomaston.
on,
Hitchcock. In Brookline,
a

Mass., May 24,
^ arah Frances, widow of John Hitchcock and
of
William
the
late
Gov.
G. Crosby
aughter

£f

Maine.
Limeburner.

In

Belfast, May 25, Captain

’rank W. Limeburner, aged 60 years, 10 months
8 nd 20 days.
Lowe. In Winterport, May 20, Mrs. Ellen
j ’ifleld, widow of Wellington Lowe.
Murch. In Bangor, Mav 18, Frank P. Murch,
1 ormerly of Ellsworth, aged 48 years.
Parker. In Orland, May 18, Mrs. Eliza A.
j arker, aged 88 years, 8 months and 12 days.
Robbins. In Union, May 21, Adelbert P.
1 bobbins, aged 74 years and 6 months.
Stevens. In North Vassalboro, May 20, Mrs.
c arah J.
Stevens, aged 73 years.)
Wyman. In Islesboro, May 25, Leon Wyman,
1

a

ged 38 yean.

per bu, 75al.09 Hay,
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
Beans, pea,
2.75a2.90| Lamb,
Y.
2.50a2.75
Lamb SL
Beans,
E.,
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
Beef, sides,
6^a7 Oats. 32

|( Beet,forequarters,
bu,
Barley,

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

6 Potatoes.
60 Round Ho*
19 Straw',
16 Turkey.

15:Tallow.
201 Veal,

Wool, unwHsl"
14!Wood, harii.

Eggs,

20

Fowl,
Ceese,

18

RETAIL PRICE.

Wood, soft
RETAIL

MV*

16 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
95 Onions,
Corn.
90 Oil, kerose
Cracked Corn,
90 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
24 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
1.80 Plaster,
101 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
13! Shorts,
Cranberries,
28 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
6.25*7.50;Salt, T. I.
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
8.75a9.00 Sweet Potato^.
UlWheal Meal.
Lard.

